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SURNAME 
I	 .	 . 


UNITE?	 . 
DEPARTMENT	 IOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON :25, D. C. 	 .	 .. 


r/UC 


Mr. B. V, ?ortsr	 sfi 
War Esgi. Gold, Stlsr, Lead Miniig Co. 
U S.cur.tiea 1tztld4zg 


Seattle, Washingtoa


Re: pocket Wo. DM**s.225 (1m4) 
War bgl. tM 
ImaM Cointy, Xtaho 


Dear' Mr. ortez' 


Ref.re*c* is *ad* to7o*r sppUøstion, Oeket , 
for Gov.rna.nt assistaxc. in the .x1oratio* of your property. 


A •t1y of the available d.e.ta iMiostea that the possibility 
of fixding signifLa*t bodies of ore Qfl your property is too poor to 
warrant the expenditure of ptb1ic funds. We regret to vi*, you, 
therefore, that Tour appli*tio* ti &e*t.d. 	 . 


Tour tfltereet in the defense pro' 	 is appreciated and we 
wish to %a* you for'bringing your property to the attention of the 


Sinoersl7 yotre 


C 0. MittendOf 


Aoti*g M*ini*trator 
'XCorbett—rnb	 .	 .. ...	 .	 . 
.Augiist 26 9 1952	 . ..., 	 :	 .. 
Copy to : Docket	 .	 . .	 .	 .,	 . 


Adm. Reading Pile 
Operating Committee	 .	 . 
Mr. Keller (2)	 . 
Mr. Corbett 
Mr. Bishop'	 •.	 .:	 ,. . 
Mr. McKnight	 ..	 .	 .	 . 
Region II (2)	 . 


3	 ca 22 5 War Eagle Copy ofappli' tion held pending exnation.







Dôôket' •	 t ((f(	 UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


41O3	 DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25 D C 


August  26, 195* 


)(s*or*Mum 


To	 Mting M*ini.trator 


Chief, use Mta1s Division 


SOjeet Denial of App1catin Dok.t Jo.	 2235 


Zn 0op11aree with the Yield	 aM Commodity $Xj&XtES 


r.gardizg tbi aerLte of Wo proposal, this oftios has r.fussd to 
grant expioration twat for this proptrty. 


b. applieatioa was r..,ivM in this oficie Iov.*b.r 19. 
19, an& a report by the EB* aM T4TSG$ Osribbg tha property on 
Migst 14, 1952. A saipltrj of the nst.rial near a shallow shaft 
iMicates a low lead eonteat and a study of tb. geology iMisetas 
the im.probOillty of dispayorlsig ay sig*ifteaat are bodies. There 
has ben no pro&uotioa *sntio*st in the reports sbitte to this 
"flies.


H. I. IsUer 
Chief, Base Metals Division 


FXCorbett-znb 
Copy to Docket./ 


Aft..Reading File 
Operating Committee 
1 '1r. Iteller (2) 
Mr. Corbett 
Mr. Bishop 
Mr. McKnight
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rn UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 


August 26, 1952 


Memorandum 


To::	 Acting Administrator 


From::	 Chief, Base Metals Division 


Subject : Denial of Application Docket No. DMEA-2235 


In compliance with the Field Team and Commodity engineers 
regarding the merits of this proposal, this office has refused to 
grant exploration funds for this property. 


The application was received in this office November 19, 


195 1 , and a report by the USBM and USGS describing the property on 
August 14, 1952 . A sampling of the material near a shallow shaft 
indicates a low lead content and a study of the geology indicates 
the improbability of discovering any significant ore bodies. There 
has been no production mentioned in the reports submitted to this 
office.


1eller F. K 
Chief, Base Metals Division







OF	 IN REPLY REFER TO: 


UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WASHINGTON 25, D.C.


August 22, 1952 


Re: DMEA-.2235 
War Eagle Mine 
Leinhi County, Idaho 
War Eagle Gold, Silver, 


Lead Mining Company 
117, 000 
Lead—Silver 


Memorandum 


To:	 H. F. Keller 


From:	 B. Gildersleeve, USGS & 0. M. Bishop, USBM 


Subject: Concurrence with Field Team's denial 


The present reviewers concur with the Field Team's 
recommendation that this application be denied on the grounds that 
the geologic probability of a significant discovery is remote. 


£V4 
Benjamin Gildersleeve 
Geologist, U. S. Geological Survey 


0 >77. /17 
0. M. Bishop  
U. S. Bureau of Mines







OF	 IN REPLY REFER TO: 


UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


At 22) 952 


not D&.22 
Naw a]i Piso 
lAmM	 , 
ir Esgis Gold, Stli',
Lead )'tnt C*psny 


lAW4"5U"W 


Too	 H,?, K.l.r 
frftl	 LGIId.ral.eve, UG$ &O. R. iahop, 103t 


Sub3ects Concurrence with ?1e34 1ea*'s dotal 


The I*Iee.flt r*vt.wsrs eancur with the 'taI4 Teea'e 
rocatti 'tt thts ..p$tosttoii be dt.d an 'the gz.te that 
the geeLegta pbk$.lit7 ot * stgiitic*t tteoYer7 is raot.. 


B*3eath	 areZeev. 
Geologict, U. ell . Giologica] urva7 


00 ka .shop 
13. 34 Ikweitu of )Lthse 
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B.Gildersleeve : gt







UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 


1201 North Division Street 
Spokane 2, Washington 


August 8, 1952


S.,	 I 


IYEMORANDUM 


To:	 Chairman, Operating Committee, D1 .EA, Washington, D.C. 


From:	 Field Team, Region II 


Subject: DI€A Docket No. 2235 (lead), War Eagle prospect, 
Lenihi County, Idaho. 


An examination report concerning the captioned prospect 
prepared by T. E. Howard, Mining Engineer, U. S. Bureau of Mines 
and T. H. Kiilsgaard, Geologist, U. S. Geological Survey is for-
warded herewith for review. 


The Field Team, in full agreement with the examiners, 
believe that the geologic probability of making a significant 
mineral discovery is remote. This fact in conjunction with the 
indicated operating difficulties and probable high costs leads the 
Field Team to conclude that exploration is not justified under 
existing conditions. 


It is recommended therefore, that the applicant's request 
for exploration assistance be denied. 


By Field Team, Region II 


Glenn C. Reed-
For N. E. Volin, Acting Exec. Off. 


Hobbs,W. 
Enclosure	 Acting Member







OFiICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR 


OF


UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 


1201 N. Division St. 
Spokane, Wash:.


August 1, 1952 


MEMORANDUM 


To:	 Field Team, DMEA, Region II 


From:	 T. E. Howard, Mining Engineer, U. S. Bureau of Mines, and 
Thor H. Kiilsgaard., Geologist, U. S. Geological Survey 


Subject: Field Examination of the War Eagle property, Leinhi County, 
Idaho, DMEA Docket 2235 


INTRODUCTION 


The War Eagle Gold, Silver, Lead Mining Company property in 
Lenihi County, Idaho, was examined by the writers in company with Mr. 
Walter Deighton, mine foreman for the War Eagle Company, on June 10, 
1952.


-	 RECO1MENDATIONS 


It is recommended that-.the application for a DMEA contract 
submitted by the War Eagle' Gold, Silver, Lead Mining Company, Lemhi 
County, Idaho, be denied. 


LOCATION AND ACCESSIBILITY 


The property is in Section 23, T. 21 N., R. 24 E., Boise 
Meridian, Pratt Creek Mining District, 12.9 miles by' road east of 
Baker, Idaho. It is reached from paved State Highway No. 28 at Baker 
over 5.9 miles of graded county road and 7 miles of unimproved mountain 
road which rises from an elevation of 5480 feet near the mouth of Pratt 
Creek to 8920 feet at the War Eagle workings. The last 1.5 miles is 
accessible only to four-wheel drive vehicles. 


TOPOGRAPHY AND CLIMATE 


The existing War Eagle workings and the site of the proposed 
work are on a ridge between Pratt and Wimpy Creeks at an elevation of 
8900 feet. Severe winters are usual and the normal working season is 
five or six months.


Reviewed by 
DMEA OPERATING COMMITTEE 


[1	 0 


(tc,)







.	 . 


PROPERTY 


The property consists of 10 unpatented lode mining claims, 
the' Ben No. 1 through 10, recorded in book 2, pages 143 to 152 of lode 
mining claim locations in the office of the County Recoider at Salmon, 
Idaho. The proposed exploration would be conducted on the Ben No. 1 
claim.


Since the date of the application, the Goldstone Mining Company 
has acquired the property under a thirty-year lease. The proposed explor-
ation work would be performed by that company. 


GEOLOGY 


At the time of the visit, no portions of the vein were visible 
at the outcrop, although a line of sloughed open cuts marked its location. 
These cuts indicate that the vein strikes N. 300 W.; the dip is reported 
to be very steep to the northeast. An open cut, accessible in 1951, is 
reported to have exposed the vein, which, at that point, consisted of 
1 foot of quartz with minor amounts of gold, silver, and lead minerali-
zation. A 10.-foot crosscut from the bottom of a 60-foot shaft, sunk 
about 110 feet northwest of the open cut 'is reported to have intersected 
the vein, which also consisted of about 1 foot of quartz. This shaft 
was flooded at the time of the examination. A 22-foot shaft 40 feet 
northwest of the open cut is reported to' have exposed 3 feet of quartz 
in the vein. Several tons of this quartz are piled near the collar of 
the shaft. Some pieces are iron and copper-stained but when broken to 
a fresh surface give little evidence of lead mineralization. Occasional 
quartz fragments contain thin veinlets of fine-grained galena, pyrite, 
and chalcopyrite, the local aggregate of which impart a dark coloration 
to the quartz.. A selected sample, for which only the more mineralized 
qart'Z:. was collected, assayed 1.9 ounces of silver, 7.1 percent lead, 
and 0.2 percent copper. No test for gold was made. However, Arthur 
Lake's report, a copy of which is attached to the application, lists 
several samples assaying from 0.1 to 0.6 ounces per ton in gold. The 
sample taken by the examining team varies markedly from samples listed 
in Lake's report. Those samples are appreciably higher in lead content 
and must have been taken from carefully selected mineral specimens. 


Country rocks in the War Eagle area are pre-Cambrian chloritic 
schists, the schistocity of which strikes northwest and dips steeply. 


Owing to the lack of outcrops and the scanty mineralization, 
no map of the property was prepared, although Lake's map No. 3A, attached 
to the application, was referred to. This map indicates that the vein 
was been traced for about 250 feet across the ridge. However, the vein 
has been projected some distance to the northwest and southeast. 


2







.	 S 


The character of quartz piled near the 20 .-foot shaft indicates 
that the vein would be of value chiefly as a possible gold producer in 
which minor amounts of lead might be recovered as a by-product. As such, 
the vein would be comparable to that of the Goldstone mine located about 
1.5 miles to the southeast. This mine, operating from 1937 to 1939s pro-
duced 86 tons of concentrates that contained 439 ounces' of gold, 273 
ounces of silver, and small amounts of lead and copper. According to a 
prospectus put out by the Goldstone Mining company, ore samples from the 
Goldstone vein average 0.35 ounce gold per ton across a working width of 
2.5 feet of quartz vein. 


EVALUATION OF APPLICANT'S PROPOSAL 


The applicant proposes to deepen the existing 60 .-foot vertical 
shaft an additional 135 feet and to drift 300 feet on the vein from its 
bottom. The applicant estimates the program will cost 4117,000.00. 


This program would not develop the War Eagle vein to any 
appreciable extent • The shaft would be sunk from the top of a steep 
ridge in a location that would be accessible only during a. comparatively 
short working season. Although the deposit is not developed sufficiently 
to allow an accurate estimate of mining costs, the short working season, 
the difficult access, and the reported narrow vein width all indicate 
that such costs would be high. In addition, the apparent law metal con-
tent of the ore makes it likely that concentration would be necessary. 
The proposed program would not develop sufficient tonnage to justify 
mill construction. There are no custom mills in the area. 


A bulldozing program on either side of the steep ridge to 
expose the vein, followed by drifting, would be as informative and 
considerably cheaper. However, in the opinion of the examining team, 
the low assay values of the ore, the reported narrow vein structure, 
and the indicated high cost of production make further exploration of 
the property unwarranted at the present time. 


T. E. Howard, Mining Engineer 
(Bureau of Mines) 


Thor H. Kiilsgaard, eologist 
(Geological Survey) 
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cc: Wash. (3)7 
USGS 
Albany


0	 •0 
UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 
1201 .Ntb Division Street 


Spokane 2, bahington 
August 8, 1952 


To:	 Chairman, Operating Conaittee, D)EA, Wshingtou l, D.C. 


oms	 Field Team, Region II 


Subject: D14 Docket No. 2235 ea, War Eagle prospect, 
Lii County, tdsbo. 


An examination report concerning the captioned. prospect 
prepared by P. E. Howard, }tLning gaginow o U. S. Bureau of Nines 
and T. H. Kiilsgaard, Geologist, U. S. Geological Survey is fore-
warded herewith for review. 


The Field Teem, in full agreaint with the exzuxdner's, 
believe that the geologic probability of making a significant 
mineral discovery is rate. This tact in conjunction with the 
indicated operating difficulties and probable high coats leads the 
Field Team to conclud, that exploration is not justified under 
existing conditions. 


It is recommended therefore, that the applicant's request 
for exploration assistance be denied. 


By Field Team, Region II 


-- L.- _ -Lr _*1X1 Lm - 


Glenn C. Eeed, 
For It. E. Volin, Acting Exec. Off, 


-rS1i r	 uj	 - 


S. W. Hobbs, 
Enclosure	 Acting Member 







UNITED STATES 
LO DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WkSUINGTON 615 D C 
1201 N. ivision St. 


Spokane, Wash.


August 1, 1952 


)[DIORANDUM 


To 	 Field Team, DMEA, Region U 


From:	 7. Be Howard, Mining Engineer* U. S. Bureau of Mines, and 
Thor H. Kiilegu.rd, Geologist, U. S. Geological Survey 


Subject: Field Examination of the War Eagle property, Lemhi County, 
Idaho, WU Docket 2235 


INTRODUCTION 


The War Eagle Gold, Silver, Lead Mining Company property in 
Lenhi County, Idaho, mw examined by the writers in company with Mr. 
Walter Deighton, mine foreman for the War Eagle Company, on June 10, 
1952.


EEC0ENDATION8 


It is recommended that the application for a OMEA. contract 
submitted by the War LEagle Gold, Silver, Lead Mining Company, Lanthi 
County, Idaho, be denied. 


LOCATION AND ACCESSIBILITY 


The property is in Section 23, 7. 21 N., It. 24 E., Boise 
Meridian, Pratt Creek Mining District, 12.9 miles by road east of 
Baker, Idaho. It is reached from paved State Highway No. 28 at Baker 
over 5.9 miles of graded county road and 7 miles of unimproved mountain 
road which rises from an elevation of 5480 feet near the mouth of Pratt 
Creek to 8920 feet at the War Eagle workings. The last 1.5 miles is 
accessible only to four-wheel drive vehicles. 


TOPOGRAPHY AND OLIMATE 


The existing War Eagle workings and the site of the proposed 
work are on a ridge between Pratt and Wimpy Creeks at an elevation of 
8900 feet • Severe winters are tual and the normal irking season is 
five or six months.







PIC?ZRTZ 


The property consists 6f'10 uripatented lode mining claims, 
the Ben No. 1 through 10, recorded in book 2, pages 143 to 152 of lode 
mining c1tm locations in the of Lice of the County Recorder at 2a1un, 
Idaho. This proposed .*p1orstion would be conduoted on the Ben . 
claim.	 0 


Since the date of the apUc&tion, the 3o1døton. )lining Ccipsny 
has acquired the property under a .thirty-yesr lease. The proposed e1or. 
*tion work vould.be performed by that coany. 


At the time of the visit, no portions of the vein were visible 
at . the outerop, although a line of sloughed open cuts marked its location. 
These cuts indicate that the vein strikes N. 30° W.; the dip is reported 
to be very steep to the northeast. An open cut, accessible in 1951,16 
reported to have eipos.4 the vein, iubick at that point, consisted of 
1 foot of artz with minor amounts of gold, silver, and lead rninarali.. 
sation, A 10-foot cro$mcut from the bottom of a. 60-toot shaft, sunk 
about 3.10 feet northwest of the open, cut Is reported to have intersected 
the rein, whih also consisted of about 1 foot of 4uarts4 This shaft 
was flooded at the tim, of the examination. A 224c*t shaft 40 feet 
northwest of the Open cut is reported to have exposed 3 feet of quarts 
in the vein. Several tons of this quarts are piled near the collar of 
the shaft. Some pieces are iron and icpper-staiosd but when broken to 
£ fresh surte give little evidence of lead minsjiz*tjon. Occasional 
"rts fra&ents contain thin reinlets of fine-grained galena, pyrite, 
and chslcoWrite, the local aggregate of which impart a dark coloration 


0 to the quarts. A selected sample, for which only the more mineralised 
quartz was collected, assayed 1.9 ounces of silver, 1.1 percent lead, 
and 0.2 percent copper. No test for gold was made. However, Arthur "	 0


Lake's report, a copy of which is attashed to the a$Ucation, lists 
several samples assaying from 0.1 tq 0.6 ounces per ton in gold. The 


0


	


	 taken by 'the examining team varies markedly from samples listed 
in Lske1 s report. Those samples are areciab1y. higher in .lead content, 


O and must have been taken frown carefully selected minoral specimens. 	 00 


•0 


Counter rocks in the War kgle area are pre . Cslftbz!ian chloritic 
the sehistocity of which strikes northwet and dips steeply. 


Owing to the lack of outcrops and the ecanty mineralization, 
no map of the property was prepared, although Lake's map No. 3A, attached 
to the application, was referred to. This map indicates that the 'rein 
As been traced for about 250 feet aeross the ridge. However, the vein 
has been projected some distance to the northwest 4,4 southeast. 
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The character of quarts piled neal' the )-.foot ekiatt indicates 
that the vein would be of vslue chiefly as & possible gold producer in 
which minor amounts of lead might be recovered as a by.product • As such, 
the vein would be comparable to that of the Goldstone mine located about 
1.5 miles to the southeast • This mine, operating from 1937 to 1939, pz'o-
dued 86 tons of concentrates that contained 439 ounces of gold, 273 
ounces of silver, and *mall amounts of lead and copper. According to a 
pzvspectus put out by the Góldstone Mining ccapany, ore samples from the 
Goidetons vein average 0.35 ounce sold per ton across a working width of 
295 feet of quarts vein* 


EVALUATION O1 APPLICANT'S PROPOSAL 


The ipplicant proposes to deepen the existing 60sfoot vertical 
shaft an additional 135 feet and to drift 300 feet on the vein from its 
bottom. The &pplicaxit estimates the program will cost $17000.00. 


This program would not develop the War Esle vein to any 
• appreciable extent • The shaft, would be sunk from the' top of a steep 


ridge in a location that would be accessible only during a conaiàtively 
short woricing season. Although the deposit is not developed sufficiently 


• to allow an accurate estimate of mining costs, the short working season, 
the difficult access, and the reported narrow vein width all indicate 
that s,cb costs would be high. In addition, the apparent low metal cono. 
tent of 'the on makes it likely that concentration would be necessary. 
The proposed program would not develop sufficient tonnage to justify, 
mdli construction.. There ire no custom 'mills in the area. 


A bulldozing program' on either side of the steep ridge, to 
eqmose the veA, followed by drifting, would be as informative and 
considerably cheaper. However, r in the Opinion of the examining team, 
the 'low assay 'values of the ore, the reported narrow vein structure, 
and the indicated high cost of production make further exploration of 
the property unwarranted at the present time.
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UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25 D C 


r. B. W. Porter 
War Eagle Gold., Silver. Lead pining Co.. 


T31iecities Building 
Seattle, Washington


DEC 2 9 1951'ia- r 


e: Docket B42A 2235 
War .glV Mine 
War Jule Gold., Silvør, 


Dear Mr. Porter:	 S 


Your applcatión for assistance in exploring the Wax agl. Min• 


in Idaho, Docket Wo. DE.& 2235, hs been reviewed by the Bass Metals 


.Division of the Defense Minerals Exploration Administrations and has been 


referred to ir. A. X. Weieeenborn, ecutive Officer, Region II, South 


157 Bowar4 Street,, Spokane 8, Washington, for a field ezainination. 


The Region Office will contact you at the earliest Opportunity 


in regard to your project. 


-	 D]4oulds/hmj


Sincerely youe, 


B. E. Foulds,, Acting 'Chief 
Base Metals Division 
• Defense Minerals Exploration 


Administration. 


cc to;	 Mm. Reading File 
Mails and 
Mr. Mittendorf 
Mr. Moulds 


V	 Mr. :Bishop 
Mr. McKnight 
Docket	 • 	


V V 


Region 11 (2)
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UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINI STRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


2! 
FILE COPY 


SURNAME 


gn 
DEC 2 6 195 


Mr. A. . Weissenboii 
Ex.utive Officer, Region U 
DMA Field Teas 
South 157 Howard Street 
Spokane 4, Washington 


Dear Mr. Weissenborn:


Re: Docket No. D!EA 2235X - 
War Nagle Gold Silver Lead Mining Co. 
Seattle Washington VV , • 


We are tran:iitt4ng herewith a copy of Review of Application 
for Exploration Assistance for the subject project. Your letter of 
transmittal of Novber 16, 1951 states that one not of the application 
forms baa been retained for use in field eithatione 


In event that the field exazination of the subject exploration 
project indicate$ the possibility of worthwhile Govermc.nt participation, 
the foUowing inforatien and documents will be necessary to process a 
contract:


(i) Map showing property location in relation to veins and 
proposed work.	 V 	 . 


(2) Book, page, and place of recording of located claimss,. 
and sectien., wit., township, and couaty in which located. 


(3) A signed agrotasnt stating all conditions of rental of 
the Goldstone Mining Company facilities to be used for 
this project.	 V 	


V 


(1) Schedule of labor classification and rates per. shift or 
contract unit price and what is included in contract. 


(5) Breakdown of estimated cost of supplies required for the 
work. 


(6) Staternent that applicant is prepared to famish the neces. 
*ary fs to west the expense of participation* 


We believe that inazuOh as a field ex*ination is necessary,, 
that the applicant could be reqitested at that time to furnish the fore- 
going information if the examination indicated tho possibility of approval







. a 


of the project for a contract. In this way the processing of favorable 
•	 projects can be expedited upon review of the field rport4 Also, if the •	 project appears unfavorable and a denial in order, the applicant will not 


be involved in the expense and effort of sending material requested by 
this office and not used. • • *


Sincerely yours,	 • 


(signed) FRANK E JOHNSON 


*	 Chairman., Operating Conmittee 


•


	


	 Defense Minerals Exploration 
Administration
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UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION	 I 
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


December 12, 1951 


Memorandum 


To:	 Mr. C. 0, Mittendorf, Acting Administrator 


From:	 D. E. Moulds 


Subject: Review of Application Docket No. DMA 2235X, War Eagle Gold-
Silver-Lead Mining Co., Seattle, Washington, Lead - Zinc 


Application: 


Filed Form NF-100 and '1F-103 under date of November 1951, with 
Region II and transmitted by Region II on November 16, 1951. Region has 
retained one set of applications for field examination which cannot be 
accomplished until May due to mine now snowed in and inaccessible. Appli-
cation contains two reports by Arthur Lakes, mining engineer and geologist, 
with plan and section maps. 


One set of applications transmitted to E. T. McKnight, USGS, and 
one set to 0. M. Bishop, USBM, for review on December 4, 1951. 


Property:


Property consists of ten--lode mining claims, Ben No. 1 - 10 in-
clusive, located in the name of the subject applicant. Present develop-
ment consists of 65-foot shaft, and open cut pits. Fixtures consist of a 
compressor house and small iieadfranie. 


Exploration Project: 


The proposed exploration consists of sinking the shaft from the 
present 60-foot depth to approximately 200 feet (135' advance) and drifting 
from the bottom of the shaft 300 feet on the vein. The estimated cost is 
17,100 and completed 6 months after start of work. 


Review of the engineer's report made in July and August 1944, in-
dicates the possibility of a worthwhile project on an unexplored vein. 
Samples of the veins and float range from 0.5% to 37% lead with accompanying 
gold and silver values. The costs appear reasonable for the work. The 
consulting engineer, however, presents two other exploration plans of which 
the proposed plan is a curtailed revision of the third alternative presented. 
It is also noted that the engineer reports the shaft having a depth of 20 
feet; it thus appears that some work has been done which may modify the 
data and conclusions of the report.







. .
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Field Referral: 


The engineei1s report indicates the possibility of a worthwhile 
project for lead discovery. The engineer's report, however, was made 
sometime past and it is recommended that a field examination be made to 
ascertain present conditions existing at the property, review the feas-
ibility of the project from geological and mining standpoint, and deter-
mine if the project presented would adequately explore the project in 
preference to the other alternatives mentioned by the consulting engineer. 
In event the project appears to be worthy of Government participation, 
in.fox,n the applicant of the necessity for furnishing the following in- 
formation and data. 


(1) Map showing property location in relation to veins and 
proposed work.


(2) Book,page and place of recording of located claims, and 
section, range, township, and county in which located. 


(3) Clarification of proposed rental arrangement for use of 
Goldstone Mining Company facilities. A sied agreement stating all con-
ditions of the rental should be furnished. 


(4) A schedule of labor rates per shift or contract rate and 
what the contract includes. 


(5) A breakdown of estimated cost of supplies required for the 
work.


,C9iF74 
D. E. Moulds
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
• DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION	 S 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


December 12, 1951 
172iL ,óJt reJL 


Memorandum	 S 


Mr. C. 0. Mittendorf, Acting Administrator 


From: Do _____ _ 


Subject: Review of Application Docket No. DNA 2235X, WarEag.Goid-
SilverLead Mining Co., Seattle, Washington, lead Zinc 


Application: 


Filed Form 14F100 and MP-403-under date of November 1951, with 
Region II and transmitted by Region II on November 16, 1951. Region has 
retained one set of applications for field examination which cannot be 
accomplished until May due to mine now snowed in and inaccessible. Appli-
cation contains two reports by Arthur Lakes, mining engineer and geologist, 
with plan and section maps. 


One set of applications transmitted to E. T. McKnight, IJSS, and 
one set to 0. M. Bishop, USBM, for review on December 4, 1951. 


Property:


Property consists of ten- lode mining claims, Ben No. 1 10 in- 
clusive, located in the name of the subject applicant. Present develop- 
ment consists of 65-foot shaft, and open cut pits. Fixtures consist of a 
compressor house and small Readframe. 


Exploration Project: 


The proposed exploration consists of sinking the shaft from the 
present 60-foot depth to approximately 200 feet (335' advance) and drifting 
from the bottom of the shaft 300 feet on the vein. The estimated cost is 
$17,100 and completed 6 months after start of work. 


Review of the engineer's report made in July and August 1944, in-. 
dicates the possibility of a worthwhile 'project on an unexplored vein. 
Samples of the veins and float range from 0.05% to 37% lead with accompanying 
gold and silver values. The costs appear reasonable for the work. The 
consulting engineer, however, presents two other exploration plane of which 
the proposed plan is a curtailed revision of the third alternative presented. 
It is also noted that the engineer reports the •shaft having a depth of 20 
feet; it thus appears that some work has been done which may modify the 
data and conclusions of the report.







. S. 
Field Referral: 


	


•	 The engineezs report indicates' the possibility of a worthwhile 
project for lead discovery. The engineer' s report, however, was made 
sometime past and it is reconinénded that a field examination be made to 
ascertain present conditions existing at the property, review the feas-
ibility of the project from geological and minihg standpoint, and deter-
mine if the project presented would adeqiate1y explore the project in 
preference to the other alternatives mentioned by the consulting engineer. 
In event the project appears to be worthy of Government participation, 
inform the applicant of the necessity for furnishing the following in-
formation and data, 


(1) Map showing property location in relation to veins and 
proposed work.


(2) Book,page and place of recording of located claims, and 
section, range,. township ., and county in which located. 


(3) Clarification of proposed rental arrangement for use of 
Goldstone Mining Company facilities. A signed agr.ent stating all Con-
ditions of the rental should be furnished. 


(4) A schedule of labor rates per shift or eontrict rate and 
what the contract includes, 


	


•	 (5) A breakdown of estimated cost of supplies required for the 
ork.	 .	 •	 • 


fl. K. Moulds •	 •	 • 


DEMóuids/meh 
cc to: 'Kails and Files 


Mr. Moulds 
Docket
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DRAFT


December 7, 1951 


Memorandum 


To:	 Mr. D. E. Moulds, DMEA 


From:	 0. N. Bishop, Base Metals Branch, U. S. Bureau of Mines 


Subject: DNEA. 2235, (War Eagle, Leinhi Co., Idaho) 


I have given t he above docket a brief examination at your 


request to see if I note items the field team should clarif r so that 


a contract could be written if the application were approved. 


Obviously the geologic and mining problems involved in any 


exploration and the economic factors governing a discovery in Lexnhi 


County should be considered. These will be evaluated by field team. 


I believe you will also want an estimate from the applicant 


as to the amount and cost of the supply items needed, and the gross 


cost of the project. He should also clarify his answer to question 7a 


so that you may know what he thinks a fair rental value for his 


facilities. You might wish to write him whether this type of item is 


allowable.


Bishop 7'







Defense Minerals Exploration Administration 


Review of Application for Exploration Assistance 


Docket No.	 .T*fRk-2235 


Mr. A, E, Weissenborn 
Executive Officer, Field Teen 
Region II 
South 157 Howard Street 
Spokane B, Washington


Commodity	 Lead, _ si 1y6r,o1.d 


Total Amount $24400 ? 


Govt. Participation-50% $12,450 


Name and Address of Applicant Bo Wo Porter,. War Eagle Gold. Silver. Lead. Mining. 


Company, 511 Seouritiea Building1., Seattle, iaahington. 


Location of Property __12 miles W.. of Baker, Jemhi Con-ft., .Idaho- ( 1*.	 from. 


Goldetone mine)..	 . 


Mineral or metal Lead-silver	 Is it listed in Section 9 of M0-5? 


If not, application will be rejected. 


Geologic probability of discovery—based on data in application 
(question #16, 17, 18, 20 and 22)* 


Mines or Survey reports, etc., do you rate chances: 


a) Good 


b) Poor 


c) None  


d) Don't know—needs fieldexaminationI 


e) Is there an alternative and favorable project? 
(If so, attach an explanation) 


Is the applicant's right to the property clearly stated? _Yes 


(question 5, 6, 7)*.Note engineer Lake's Supp1nenta1 report, 
Page 4* 


If applicant is a lessee, is a copy of the lease attached?__________________ 


Does the lease have sufficient time to run to cover a future 


productive period? 


*question numbers are those of MF-103 


Page 1 of 4 pages


1.


2.


3.


4. 


5.


6.







' 7. Are subordination aenients necessary? lo 


a) MF-2O1? 


b) MF—?O2 


8. From the data presented, does the. proposed project appear feasible from 


the pdint of view 'of: 


a) Avi1able mnpower 


b). 'q4pment abd suplies Yes 
I / (Question 14 plus general knowledge of availability)* 


q Accessibility (question l2).* Requires iè mile read bit 


/d) Water (quet.ion l)* Tee 


/ 
/ e) Power (question ] . 3)* Not certain 
/


• s a/field check needed on any of these points? 	 Tee, __&_0 


//9.


	


	 the exjerienoe/r the applicant appear to be adequate to assure that 


//e can properly ooiuot the proposed project? (question 4)* Yes 


4/iy/	 '	 I i:f I 
Is? field check ieded on this point? No 


/10. +ExIibit A. questios 21 and 22)* 


a)/ :	 the Jpro?j ect aiequately described? Yes 


IIf no, a  theie sufficient data given so that you can describe 


the rojeqt? 	 If so, attach a draft. 


/b)


 


Is 'there an adeivate map or sketch of the proposed work? 
Tea,_ butrelation 


geology n01 aequately 


C^ I the próposedwórk "exploration" under the definition of 


Jy1Section 8, M0-5?	 Tea 


If not, 4hat part of it is?_	 • 


/ 
.1
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Is this part a,wortIwhile exploration project?_________________________ 


d) Are the cost estimates detailed? Not IP .].O3 #9 deleted 


Can they be summarized, as on page 2 of Procedural Instruction 5—A, 


from the available data? 'No 	 If so, attach a draft. 


e) Are the cost estimates reasonable? 	 Don't know 


f) Should more information be requested from applicant? Tea 


g) Is a field exam.nation necessary to complete Exhibit A? 


	


11.	 Exhibit B (question23d)* 


a) Is it app1icable7 _ Not applicable. 


b) If so, are sufficient data furnished?___________ If so, attach a draft. 


c) Is a field check\neded? 


	


12.	 Exhibit C (question 23-e, 'f and g)* 


a) Is it applicable?,"' y 


b) Sufficient data?: _ No	 If so, attach a draft.	 * 


c) Are rents and charges reasonable? . _Don't _ know 


d). Is a field check needed?Yes  


	


13.	 Exhibit D (question 23—a, b)* 


a) Are there sufficient data?________________________________________________ 


b) Is the schedule adequate for the work proposed?_ 	 Don't know 


c) Is the schedule excessive for the work proposed?
	


Don't know 


d) Are the proposed wages and salaries reasonable?
	


Don' t know 


e) Is a field check needed?
	


Yes, 


Page 3 of 4 pages







14.


15.


S 
Exhibit E (question 23._c)* 


a) Is it applicable?Yea 


b) Sufficient data?No 


c) Reasonable?	 - 


d) Field check needed?Yes 


In your judgment, can the proposed work be done in the proposed 


time?	 Yes 


(All exploration must be completed within two years) 


If field examination is not needed, attach your recommendation. 


If field examination is needed, do you haveany special instructions for 


the field team not indicated by your answers to the foregoing 


question? An exnintion of property is needed in order to evaluate proposaL. 


It is possible that snme m	 pnjnt Ad 1i h	 y	 - 


examination has been mde On YF-10 Nos. 9 and 10 were deleted. Cone*ue 


fri$ci1 lnftn rpif4	 T'P r1 '1sri aregmt to inuta1 PmrttatPation on 


an al. at pro jeal I ll 1mkaa=


Revwed by:. L. Wiwtcnb egg i2451 


Date 1210.'51 
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	 UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 


•


	


	 So. 157 Howard Street
Spokane 4, Washington


November 16 0 1951 


•


	


	 Thru: Reports and Records Unit 


Mr. Tom Lyon, Chairman, 
Coordinating Committee 
Defense Minerals Administration 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington 25, D. C.. 


Dear Mr. Lyon: 


Enclosed are four copies each of Forms 14F-100 and )4F-103 
submitted by the War Eagle Gold, Silver ., Lead Mining Company, 
511 Securities Building, Seattle, Washington. The application concerns 
the War Eagle property,.. .Leinhi County, Idaho. 


This office was previously informed that the War Eagle Gold, 
Silver, Lead, Mining Company wished to submit application for 
exploration assistance. Therefore in October Mr. Elton Youngberg, 
Geologist, U. S. Geological Survey, attempted to visit the property to 
conduct a field examination, but find the mine to be snowed in and 
inaccessible. The applicant, Mr. B. W. Porter, advises that the 
property should be accessible by May 1952. This office will tentatively 
schedule a field examination for. that time, • 


Sincerely, 


	


•	 •• s/ Thor H. Kiiisgaard 
for A. E. Weissenborn 


Executive Officer, DMA 
•	 •	 •	 • 	 Field Team, Region II 


Enclosures as indicated.	 • .	 •	 . 


cc: USBM, Spokane •	 .•







Form MF-100	 U. S. DRTMENT OF THE INTERIOR V	 BudgetureauNo. 42—R1026. (may 1951)	
DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA	
NOT TO BE FILLED IN BY APPLICANT - 


FOR USE UNDER THE	 Docket No. 


	


DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950	 Date received 


War Eagle Gold Silver Lead Mining Co. 


511 Securities Bldg.
Name and C  
address of 


L	 Seattle, Washington	 I	 applicant 


Date	 1951 


INSTRUCTIONS 


	


This form is to be filed with Defense Minerals Adminis-	 (4) signed copies of the form and accompanying papers. 


	


tration, Department of the Interior, Washington 25, D. C.	 Name and address should be stamped or typed on each sheet 


	


It should be accompanied by appropriate application form 	 of this form and all accompanying papers. When a question 


	


when a specific type of Government assistance is requested,	 is inapplicable it should be so stated on the form. Addi-


	


in the form of (1) loan, (2) purchase contract, (3) Gov-	 tional sheets may be attached in answering any questions 


	


ernment guarantee of a private loan, (4) priorities or allo- 	 or in supplying additional information. (IF YOU CAN-


	


cation of mining equipment, and maintenance, repair and	 NOT ANSWER A QUESTION, SO STATE.) If a ques-


	


operating supplies, and (5) other forms of Government 	 tion is answered elsewhere indicate where answered. It is 


	


assistance that might arise under the Act. Submit four 	 not necessary to answer it again. 
GENERAL TECHNICAL, DATA 


Supply the following information on separate sheets, arranged, numbered, and lte'r' as indicated: 
1. Materials produced: 


(a) What are the chief mine, mill, or smelter products? 
(b) What are the byproducts, if any? 


2. Name (s) and type(s)of mine (s), mill (s), -smelter (s), refinery (ies), pit (s), quarry (ies), drilling operation (s). Include old 
names of property, if any. Show extent of workings, includi1g the following: 


(a) Linear feet of shafts. 	 - 
(b) "Linearfeet of driftsànd crosscuts.  
(c Y Linear feet of tunnels or adits. 
(d) ]ar fçetof other mine openings (explain-.briefly). 


Içicaje wether mine is flooded or not.. Describe any pumping problems. Give size or productive capacity.' 
3 Poe.çh oationlIsted above supply the following 


Disnce and direction from nearest town and shipping point. 
Zg Mii4igdistrict. 


Tohip Section,Range.. 	 .. 
County, State. 


4. (	 tate wbher'or not property is now in- operation, and if in operation, by whom operated.	 - 
(b A14you opgating this property as: 


3DOier.  
0 Iee. 
0 Contractor. 


5. Number of years in production ----------------------------------------
If not in production or operation, estimated date when production will begin ------------ --------------------------------


6. Experience of operators: 
Describe the mining and general business experience of (a) the applicant, and (b) the person or persons who manage the 
project. 


7. History:
(a) Give a statement, as complete as possible, of previous exploration, development, operation, and production of property, 


with reasons for suspension of operation. 	 . 
(b) State briefly the known history and production of adjoining and neighboring properties. 
(c) Furnish any available (private) reports that may apply to this application, including results of mine examinations, 


recommended exploration and development, and metallurgical investigations.
16' 63792-2
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(b) If deposit is other than placer:	 0 
(1) Submit assay plans and/or sections showing location and size of proved (measured) and probable 


(indicated) ore or mineral reserve. 
(2) State the tonnage (indicate type of ton) and grade of each class of ore reserve, as above, and show how 


computed. Tabulated total ore reserve as follows: 


TOTAL ORE OR MINERAL RESERVES 


METAL OR 
ESTIMATED MINERAL ROSS VALUE RECOVERABLE ESTIMATED COST 


ORE OR MINERAL RESERVE


 


TONS CONTENT PER ON UNIT VALUE OF PRODUCTION 
PER TON PER TON PER TON 
(Grade) 


(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 


Measured(proved)-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


- 


Indicated(probable)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


(c) If placer:


(1) Give estimated total yardage and average marketable mineral content of each deposit. 


(2) Submit map showing location of placer deposit and surrounding area, with all test holes or pits. Submit 
logs of each hole and test pit with depth and average value of each. 


(3) Describe gravel, stating whether fine, medium or coarse; loose, tight, cemented, or frozen, and whether it 
contains stumps or boulders more than 1 foot in diameter; if so, how large, and in what proportion. 


(4) Describe bedrock, giving type (granite, sandstone, shale, etc.) and state whether it is hard or soft, smooth, 
uneven or rough. 


(5) Describe overburden, stating whether loose, tight, or cemented; fine or coarse textured; furnish estimate of 
average thickness and total amount. 


(6) Tabulate the reserves using the form outlined above for ore or mineral reserves. 


13. Access Roads: 40 miles to 4rmistead railhead, U.P.Ry. 
Give road distances to shippin(spply and residence points, stating kind and condition of roads. 


21 miles to Salmon, Idaho, supply center (county seat) 
14. Water Supply: 


State source and quantity of water available for operations and whether sufficient for all seasons of year. 


15. Power: 
State amount of power used, rate per hour, and source thereof. 


16. Labor:	 Not applicable - work done by footage contract 
State number and classes (miners, muckers, milimen, etc) of men employed during a recent representative payroll period. 


17. Equipment and Facilities:	 Compressor house 12x12, and gallows shaft frame (condition gcxdd). 


Describe present equipment on the property, including buildings. (State condition.) List major pieces of equipment 
now owned or controlled and in serviceable condition available for this operation. None 


18. Are there any particular conditions or circumstances affecting your operations that are not described above? If so, explain. 


CERTIFICATION 


The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-
tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best of their knowledge and belief. 


UNING COO WAR EAGLE GOLD SILVER IEAD h 
(Name of company)	 ( 	 of a orized official) 


Jiozmbr- -------------- ].951
	


President 
(Date)
	


(Title) 


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation 
to any department or agency of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 


U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 	 16-63792-1 











2.	 (a) Linear feet of shafts 65 ft. 


(b) Drfts arx orossouts None 


(c) Tunnels or adits None 


(d) No other mane openings exoept some open outs 


The ine is not flooded and presents no min' pumping problom.



























PRELIKKARY REPOT 
ON ThE 


WAR E&GLE PROPUTY 
h4.ouitv tdahs 


The War E*gl* is a prospective wining. property that warrants exploration in 
expectancy of asking a good 1. silvergeld at of ntc,derate aLso. 


The property comprises five located clains extending from War Eagle Mountain 
northwest across Pratt Creek and up over the ridge dividing Pratt Creek from 
Winpy Creek. The clams extend MW a1e.tg the indicated course of War Eagle 
vein-lode which has been opened by two twtnels south of Pratt Creek on War 
Eagle Mountain, thence NW over Pratt Creek-Wispy Creek divide where the lade 
is opened by a series, of surface cuts and two shallow shafts, and is also 
prest*.d to be exposed by tunnel down the Pratt Creek slope as shoo an Plan 
No, 1 and Longitudinal Section herewith, 


The property is reached by aottain read extending U nibs westerly from 
the asia highway at Baker,, Idaho to Goldstone nine, thence by high 
foot trail extending 14 sues easterly to the upper War Eagle showings on the 
dvtde. From there a switchback trail extends down Pratt Creek slope to the 
lever tunnel and thence to War Eagle camp * War Ea gle camp is on the read 
1.1/3 silos searter Eaker. 


An alternative means of access is by road extending 40niles fro* Arastead, 
Idaho, to Goldstone nine, thence by above mentioned trails ,Whilst this 


re latter route is In better pair-as about 14 miles of the Pratt Creek 'road 
has boon washed out making it impassable except for pack horses and difficult 
wagon haul—the Arnstead road crosses the Cantinental Divide at about 9000 
feet altitude and is there under deep snow until late sunaer. 


In the event that War Eagleshowing* on Pratt Creek-Wimpy Creek divide expose 
c eneercia]. we bodies as anticipated, the surface Cent &guratiozI indicates that 
best aesas of access will be by road extending up the gentle Wispy Creek slope 
which is generally covered by overburden and tinbsred so that a road could be 
quickly and cheaply bulldozed.


 
Timber in vicinity of War Eagle showings is suitable for lumber and for mining 
purposes. Both Pratt and Wimpy Creeks flow adequate water for all ailing 
ç*zrposes but there appear to be no running streams in close vicinity of War 
Eagle showings, The sr prospecting camp suggested at the upper showings 
may be provided, with water from the 20-foot shaft on War Eagle vein or a 
spring night be found by further search. 


The high elevations aske winter weather severe but open weather may be counted 
on for about six, or acre, months per year in vicinity of the proposed work. 
Transportation to suneer coup will be by pack horse *ver the War Eagle-Gold-
steno trail or up the gentle bill slope 11W and W of the showings. 


The country rocks comprise a settee of this bedded, platy argillaceous quarts- 
ites enclosed between beds of hard, vitreous, massive quartaites, all striking 
generally NV with variable steep dips SW and NE. The War Eagle and Goldstone 
veins occur In the thinner bided formations which are much nero favorable for 
formation of shear and fissure zones than the more massive racks 'which appear 
to be too hard and resistant to permit extensive vein fissuring.







I	 . 
The bed at thinner facarable formation 


I 


Ot War Eagle appears to exceed 1000 
feet thick, striking EW nearly parallel to War Eagle vein àick cuts it at 
acute angl*, and has nearly Vettical dip. The War Eagle 1n-lode about 
centers this bad and its acute intersection of formation course will permit 
considerabl, lateral said vertical extension of the vein before it otters the 
harder and more *assive, less favorable rocks* 


e.st exposures of War Eagle vei-l.de are on the divide between Pratt E Wimpy 
Creek at about 8800 feet above sea level where it has been trenched said 
opened by shallow shafts for about 220 feet length in a K 23 0W direction with 
a 20-foet shaft near Center where ore width suet have been considerable, judg-
ing from the large amount of quarts-lead ore piled around it where chunks 
upwards of one foot square are comm. The area $W of those workings is 
generally covered by earth and timber but considerable float in large chunks 
and possible outcrop occur for an additional 260 feet. Whilst it will require 
more systematic surface trenching to prow, vein outcrop under the overburden, 
the above exposures indicate a possible length of more than 430 feet of vein 
in this vicinity and it is to be expected that this viii be closely approxi-
mated by the work suggested. 


The cuts and shafts are not* zp.sed in vein at present, except for 10-foot 
pit near station 37 whore a foot of pod are is opened. The samples taken 
in this vicinity were, therefore, grab samples from the nimorous and consider-
able are piles around the shaft and cuts and from possible outcrops and/or 
large float exposed MW down the kill. The ore is essentially quarts with 
visible load in streaks, velitlets and onali bumohea and the samples show & 
higher lead tenor that would be first anticipated, judging from the workings 
it waild appear that the ore body here is a leave which widened out to con-' 
sidorable width at and near the center (in vicinity of the shaft) and narrowed 
at each ,nd. However I do net believe that the large float occurring MW down 
towards and in the vicinity of Tunnel "A" (8.. Map No. 3) was thrown from this 
wider bed as the surface in too flat for these large pieces to have travelled 
that far. Zt is possible, therefore, that another good used louse may occur 
between station No. 35 and tunnel "A" said it is on this assumption that the 
exploration work advised herein is predicated. Success Ure would encourage 
further prospecting down the lek strike towards Wispy Creek with possibility 
that additiosal ore lenses may be found. 


Judging from the Goldstone nape and ether geologic conditions, which will be 
more fully iv.stigatod and reported in 0.idstene examination, the probable 
d.waivardrsk. af War Eagl* ore sheets or we seue will beNwor toward Wiilpy 
Creek If this proves to be the case the obvious locality for attack in 
depth would be from Wimpy Creek aide of the mountain towards which the better 
ore showings would plunge. 


The next sharing on War Eagle vein is presumed to be at Tunnel "8 0, 1000 feet 
further $1. and 430-vertical feet below the above showings. This comprises two 
veins (1) on east side of cut over tunnel face which lines up with the. 
projected SE strike of vein from the upper showings, giving belief that this 
say be on the same vein-lode, and (2) a narrow quarts vein branching 1433W 
from the first. These two veins occur in a sheared, suck contorted and 
sehisted same within the thin, platy argillaceous quartsit.s. They appear to 
be barren of mineral where now exposed but or's on the tunnel dump contains 
considerable gale" which is indicative that the vein, or veins, in the tunnel 
wore predictive of ore. Thot vary in width from two feet at surface of the
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first vein and 6" at surface of the secofld, but in the cut both pinch down 
to about half their surface exposure. Unfortunately the tunnel floor and 
face vu not open for inspeèticn so that conditions there could not be judged, 
A picked sample of the beet lsad .-quartz ore returned high values as reported 
elsewher, in this report. 


Two cuts between, the upper showings and tunnel "B" are clearly off the vein 
strike and . show nothing.' The' distance between the respective showings is 
too tar to conclude with certainty that tunnel 08 is on the ssiis vein shown 
by the upper workings and surface trenchingatarting from above- . wiU have 
to be done to prove or disprove the contention. The upper showings are bet— 
tor and show more promise than this we isolated showing but it is possible 
that more extensive prospecting may materially improve it. 


About 1000 feet SW and 560 feet lower elevation from Tunnel "B" is a small 
cut in thin, platy argillaceoue quartzites containing a 6'inch, well mineral. 
iced quartz vein whose strike nearly parallels the War $sgle, Its position 
prohibits its being 8X extension of this vein but it might prove to be a 
parallel ems, about 630 feet west of War Bs4e vein. A little prospecting to 
see if it widens night afford encouragement to prospect uphill for parallel 
ore showings. Its position is west of War lagin property lines and if it 
should provide encouragement additional clams should be staked to cover it. 


The tunnels on the south' side of Pratt Creek are caved and were not examined. 
1 am infarned that good gold are was gotten though in what anount is not noted, 
This section, would be left for some future date as the area between Pratt and 
viy C.ks affords most premise, is easier of . access, and if it praves 
satisfactory after exploration would give a wide .section for developesat and 


As noted none of the actual vein was exposed in any of the cuts or shafts at 
the upper showings, with exception of about ens foot of vein in bottam of the 
most southerly exposure. Per this reason tbw saatpl•s taken by me are prisar-


• ily "grab" samples from the or. piles at surface and whilst they art indicative 
of the good ors tenor are not conclusiv, an they would be if the vein itself 
had been sampled. 'In 'taki*g thus' grb samples the mineralized quarts was 
chipped from *neeroui larger chunks into a small sample. Two picked samples 


• of the. ore containing keavest visible galena wore taken, the others being the 
better qusrtsgal.na ore and quarts. The results are higher than I had 
expected at .the tins of sampling and 'are encouraging for lead-silver-Sold or 
but it is to be expected that the full vein widths will run less than the 
averas of grab samples taken, though these indicate that th* vein-rim will 
be good mill grade ore. The encouraging feature is that the "float" are 


• represented by Samples #1 and #2 ran as well as it did as this material did 
net leek overly premising on. the ground. 


In calculating present dollar values Of metal contents of the samples, the 
following prices have been taken Geld $35 per ounce; Silver 71$ pereunce; 
Lead ..3/4Ø per pound,  


Sample No. I taken from outcrop or float exposed above surface 12 inches 
wide at o.c. "B" (See Map No. 3) leo feet NW of the ah*ft and 
cut workings.	 ''	 .
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Gold •. 0.36 0*, $12.60 
Silver 1,3 os $ 
Lead	 040	 $ 1.43 Total value per ton	 $14.71 


Sa1e No. 2 Opueni grab sample of lar& places of ore at out above 
Tunnl	 portal,. 260 fist MW fron shaft and out workings. 


Gold	 0.40 oz, $14.00 
Silver 3,1 Os. $ 2.32 
Lead	 10931%	 $13.97 - Total value per ton	 $30.27 


The had content is ussxpectedly high, Tunnel 'A" is caved 
and cannot ditarnine if in downward continuation of this veine 
t)oubtful . as little orson tunnel dump. 


ample No. 3 Grab from large pieces of ore piled around 20-foot Waft to 
amount estimated about 30 tons. Qiarts with. galeas, copper 


•	 stains, etc. Ikepreaentative of ore that cams from the shaft 
but possibly. higher than average if chipped from vein face. 


Geld	 0,30 as. $10.50 •	 Silver 3,6 os. $ 2.70. 
Lead	 10.8%	 $14,17 Total value per ton	 29977 


Samples t3A Picked sample of best lead ore with quarts taken frc* numsrous 
Urge chunks of lead-quarts stainsd by capper, etc. Clearly 
high grade and probably in miner mount within the vein. 


Gold	 0.60 os. $21000 
Silver 1,6 os. $ 9.45 
Lead	 34.4% , $4644 Total value •. 	 $76.19 


Taken to a.e wbat tbe best ore in this vicinity would run. 


Sample No. 4 Grab from pile of ore, near filled out #36, quarts -and galena. 
No indication of vein' width. 


Gold	 0.32 as. $11.20 
Silver 3.6 is. $ 2.70 
Lead	 14,0%	 . $18990 - Total value . '	 .	 $32.80 


These values unexpectedly high as ore does not have appearance 
of this macb lead content, 


Sample No. 5 From 1fo.t vein in bottom of 10-foot pit at south end of the 
showings. Vein partly exposed in north and of shaft contains 
visible stringers of Lead, 


Gold	 0.18 oz $6.30	 S 	 ' 


Silver 4.4 oz. $ 3930 
Lead 16.1%	 *21.60 - Total value 


Sample No., 6 Selected sample from the best lead-quart3 we at Tunnel 
No indication of width or occurrence in vein which was c.vered under tunnel floor and not exposed in tunnel face. Surface
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entCrop shows no visible galena. Sample taken to sea what 
best are hare night nm. When the tunn4 faces are batter 
exposed. a more systematic sampling should follow an this is 
inconclusive of the ore peesibtittios here. 


	


Gold	 0.12.os. $4.20 
Silver 425 •. $ 3.25 


	


Lend	 3700%	 $49.90 ' Total value	 $3&,35 


am as. 


The above sampling, despite the limitations outlined, is encouraging that the 
War Nagle upper sharilgi MAY develop into .a good lead-silver-gold sin, by 
further work. 


In order to prove the prbp,rty more fully this ser it is advised that ti, 
men be installed at the upper area and provided with tent camp, tOols, and supplies by horse pack. * system of open trench work should be laid out and 
the work frequently inspected. 


I advis, that the ares between station 35 and Tunnel W' first be prospected 
throagk overburden to solid reek sad the vein (or veins) exposed be blasted 
i*to and sampled 


*
It is probable that from  3 to 4 feet of overburden will be 


t*uad which will slew up pick and hovel work but this appears to be the most 
feasibl, for this su*msr. After this section has been explored the Pratt Creek 


sl*s *enld be tr.nchid frat viéinfty of station 31 to SE along the projected 
vein strike, This will conclude about all the work tio man could do during the 
lion. 


I estimate costs of wages, supplies, packing, etce for two man will average 
about $22 per day. If success is net with a more extensive and cheaper per 
cubic yard prospecting could be performed next s'er by bulidoser but the 
preliminary work would not warrant the coat of bringing one in at this time* 


ggLel 


The War Lgle property is situated' in the rock formation that has been most 
oft-favorable In this section and has developed Qoldstone veifl to more than 
500 feet depth in goo4 ore. Whilst War Eagle rook belt is separate from Gold. 
stems it is similar in character and structure. Thus War Eagle has or. 
favorable host rock. 


The small amount of work an War Eagle upper workings has indicated more than 
usual amounts of qizaz't,gsiena ore which *.$&7$ high enough to premise comer 
ciii returns after the are shoots may be developed into length and depth, 
The $ied ate future should be given to proving lateral extent and vein widths 
of øre • This Will best be dame by surface trenching. After this work is done 
the depth extension could conveniently, be done by diamond drilling from surface 
by gas-driven drill,  
I have no hesitancy in reccidjng prospecting and •ezplerati.n of this property 
and believe that a good lead-silver-gold nine of moderate also will be disclosed 


	


Spoken., Washington	 ' 	 '  ARTHUR LAW July 3,1944	 '	 ,
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$UPPLMLNTAL REPORT 
ON THE 


WAR EAGLE GROUP 


I made another examination of War Eagle property July 28th, in conjunction 
with underground examination of Goldstone mine workings, July 24-29th. 


This report chiefly concerns method of surface prospecting of vein outcrop 
and downward extensions of ore found thereby; transportation facilities and improve-
ment thereof. Various routes for road connection betweenWar Eagle and Goldstone 
mine were investigated. 


The outstanding factors developed by this examination were: 


(1) The depth of overbufden at War Eagle surface exceeds estimate of my 
Preliminary report, July 3rd., and vein outcrop cannot be adequately or 
cheaply opened by pick and shovel. The only satisfactory method involves 
bulldozer trenching through from 5 to more than 10-feet of over burden, 


(2) The absolute necessity for roads over which to drive bulidrozer to the 
upper War Eagle area and also to haul compressor, mine cars, and other 
mining equipment to be used for underground development of ore that may 
be found by bulldozing.. 


(3) Validity of title of War Eagle claims is subject to doubt. Steps have 
been made to protectyour interests in this matter.. 


Transortation The unusually strong showings of ore float and at the surficial 
workings at upper War Eagle should interest any mining engineer. 


The fact that the property has been ignored for the.past 15 to 20-years is probably 
due to the isolated position and difficult accessibility of these showings. In 
order to explore -the actual vein outcrop along its course, in accord with proper 
mining caution, will require the use of bulldozer. This requires that it dig a road 
to War Eagle locality, without this work the ore possibilities will remain entirely 
speculative and the property continue as it has for the past years. Therefore the 
chief "bug" is lack of transportation which will have to be remedied before intélle-
gent and conclusive investigations can go forward. 


In considering transportation it is necessary to bear in mind that ore from 
War Eagle (if successfully developed in commercial quantity as expected) and from 
Goldstone mine will be treated in a. central mill, powered by Deisel-electric unit 
from which electricity will be wired to compressors at each mine. This plant should 
be located where ore from the respective mines can be transported downgrade to it. 
The most central locality meeting this condition will be on Pratt Creek, possibly 
near War Eagle . cabin, whereby ore from War Eagle could be transported over aerial 
tramway or by road down to mill and ore from Goldstone mine be hauled down over 
present road to mill by truck in summer and cat-train in winter. 


Thus the location of the road will be determined by the above considerations 
in .order to facilitate earliest access to War Eagle showings and at the same time 
provide adequate permanent trans portation for ore and supplies. An alternative 
mill location had been considered on the gentler slope of Wimpy Creek north of 
War. Eagle showings which is covered by earth but investigation proved the impos-
sibility of building down grade road connecting Goldstone mine to this section,.
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If this .h	 oven otherwise the Wimpy slope had my preference but the best method 
of access	 these properties now appears to be as follows:. 


(1) rroveGoldstone road up Pratt Creek by relocating about 2-,miles on 
the south. 1. of Pratt Creek from the lower power plant to about 4-mile above 
damsite, t.cYy bypassing all washed out sections and connecting into the good, 
even gradc; .ci from about -mile west of War Eagle cabin to Goldstone camp. 
Aneroid readings indicate from 6% to l grade, with possibility of one or two 
switchbaks. The' south side of the creek is mostly earth timbered by jack pine 
and other sriat.l timber. Two bridges will be required, one crossing Pratt Creek 
at each end of the relocated road. This will provide adequate truck haulage to 
and from Goldstone mine which will greatly facilitate future operations there 
as well as afford access to War agle showings, 


(2) Take off from Goldstone road, at most convenient place between War Eagle 
cabin and (.o].dstone camp to miss the large rock slide west of north creek fork. 
This rock slide cvtends part way down the moutadu north of pressnt road. This 
road to extend .t about 10% grade up to Tunnel 	 thence up al locality of 
'tar Eagle upper uorkings. Subject to survey, I .ve sketched this road on accom-
panying Nap. No, 7.. Jistance cannot be determined until survey but should aproxi-
mate 8,000 feet. Preliminary observation indicates depth of overburden sufficient 
to dig a 12 to 14-foot road, Some narrow rock riges may be encountered, requiring 
rock work which wili be facilitated by use of portable compressor to be used in 
preliminary underground eevelopment at War Eagle. The idea is to follow bulldozer 
rute and eliminate afl rock work possible, 


0bviouslya true estimate of cost cannot be arrived at, until further investi- 
gation but it is possible that. the above work can . 	 .ormed :i.i a week or 10-





days, largely dependent upon the roe< work 


Surface exporation Once the road is1eted a series of level cuts will be 
driven across the indicated vein strike down both Pratt Creek 


and . Wimpy Creek slopes. The gentle impy Creek slope will permit bulldozing as 
far as required but the lower half of Pratt Creek slope between upper War Eagle 
and Tunne1l"B' gets progressively steeper which may eventually limit work in 
that direction. 


A minimum 5-foot depth to over 10-feet depth over overburden and slabbed 
country rock may be expected, thus,benches upwards of 30-feet wide will be formed 
by digging down into bedrock to expose the vein outcrop. The bulldozer will be 
followed by two men who will use pick and shovel and dynamite to define vein (or 
veins) found therein. Possibly $3,000 may be expended in this work which will 
most, conclusively define surficial ore possibilities which mining caution requires. 


As mentioned in my preliminary report, and illustrated on accompanying Longi-
tudinal Section 2-A, the probable downward ore rake of War Eagle ore zone (or zones) 
will be northerly towards Wimpy Creek and, the, presumed igneous ore source. This 
northerly ore rake was anticipated from Goldstone maps and has been definitely 
proven by my recent Goldstone examination, 


At present the full lateral extent of War Eagle's upper ore zone' has not been 
indicated due to the heavy cover. Testing down Pratt Creek slope will be neces-
sary to define the southeastern limits at surface and likewise bulldoze testing 
down Wimpy Creek slope will be required to define length of ore to the northwest. 


The indicated northerly rake suggests that prospecting. down Wimpy Creek slope 
will provide better and quicker results and this work should be performed first.
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Underground exploration and development The Longitudinal Section indicates pos-
sible additional ore zone under the upper 


zone. This extends from Tunnel "B", How far above or below the tunnel this show-
ing may continue will, depend upon exploration to prove4 


The northerly ore rake, if proven as expected, will require longer tunnels to 
tap downward continuation of ore zone if driven from Pratt Creek slope in a nor-
therly direction than tunnels driven southerly from Wimpy Creek slope because the 
Pratt Creek tunnels would progress with and under the ore rake, whilst the Wimpy 
Creek tunnels would be driven into the ore rake. 


Wimpy Creek slope affords better opportunity to quickly determine ore possibi- 
lities indicated by the large float showings there and the surf icial showings on 
the divide between Pratt and Wimpy Creeks. The Pratt Creek slope has advantage 
of proving ore possibilities indicated in vicinity of Tunnel "B" but would be more 
than twice as long as Wimpy tunnels to test downward continuation of the indicated 
larger ore possibilities north of the divide. 


Three methods of underground development present themselves: 


(1) Drift tunnel driven southeast along vein from Wimpy slope whereby about 
800 to 900-feet length would test the full length of indicated ore zone 
to about 400-maximum feet below surface. The cost of this tunnel at 
$18 per foot would be about $16,000 and would prove width of ore vein, 
length of ore shoots, etc. to that depth., 


(2) Drift tunnel driven northwest along vein by extension of Tunnel "B" 
would extend 1200-feet to reach the indicated beginning of the better 
ore zone, thence would have to advance an additional 800 feet or more to 
reach its other end, a total of 2000 feet which would bring this tunnel 
almost to surface at Wimpy slope, This tunnel would have advantage of 
proving possibilities of the ore zone near its portal and would also 
test ground between the two zones which Wimpy tunnel would not do. 
Cost of this tunnel at $18 per foot would be about $36,000 and would 
prove width of ore vein, length of ore shoots within the various ore zones, 
etc, to a maximum of 400 feet below surface, 


(3) xtension of the 20-foot shaft down in the ore vein for 400 feet, to same 
elevation of the two proposed tunnels, would have advantage of "staying 
with the ore" until it raked out to the north, thereby proving width and 
ore tenor in downward continuation. Drifts would have to be run out 
northerly in the lower levels to prove lateral conditions along the vein, 
At $40 per foot, 400 feet of shaft would cost $16,000 and at $20 per foot 
an additional 800 feet of drift along vein would cost $16,000, the total 
$32,000. Subject to bulldozer disclosures of vein down Wimpy slope, 
whereby Wimpy tunnel could be started on, or close to ore, the shaft 
method would give better assurance and prove two dimensions within limits 
of ore rake, iihereby the tunnel methods would require additional work 
to prove vertical conditions. 


The more rapid accomplishment of objective together with lesser cost gives 
advantage to Wimpy slope tunnel. If success is met with and commercial ore proven 
along its horizontal extent then a shaft could be raised to surface from this 
level, 150 feet north from the 20-foot shaft to afford information about the vein
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and also provide access to surface whereby ore could be hoisted to a tram or 
road terminal 'for transportation down to mill. Deeper development would best 
be performed by continuing this shaft. At about $30 per foot this shaft-raise 
would cost about $12,000 but this additional expense would not be incurred until 
Wimpy tunnel had proved occurrence of acceptable quantities and grade of ore 
to warrant going into mining. 


In regards the shaft method it is questionable if the compressor to be 
used for preliminary development would provide sufficient power for hoisting 
more than 200 feet. This would require a larger and more expensive compressor, 
pumps, continuous timbering, whereby water would drain out the tunnels and much 
of the drift tunnels would not require timber. 


Title Validity of title to War Eagle claims is subject to doubt by reason that 
Location Notice posted at War Eagle No, 2 claim is dated May 25, 1937 


but the County Recorders's office has no filing as of that date but shows only 
the original location in 1928. Subject to thorough checking of yearly assessment 
filings from 1928 to 1937 or some other legal arrangement for holding the claims 
in good standing during that period the title of optioners may have lapsed. If 
assessment lapsed at any time between 1928 and 1937 the claims lapsed and there-
after would be subject to (a) relocation by former stakers or (b) open for new 
location by new stakers. Unless a lapse had occurred I cannot see reason for 
posting a Notice dated in 1937 because the claims would be in good standing and 
not require such a notice, This matter deserves thorough investigation, 


In the meantime, to protect your interests, six claims are being located to 
cover War Eagle Lode and an additional four claims are being located on open 
ground west of War Eagle to cover a vein there, as advised in my July 3rd. report. 
The new claims are marked in green onp No.; 1 and the old War Eagle locations 
shown in orange 


Your option on this ground and your investment in work will thus be ade-
quately protected. If War Eagle owners have a valid title the terms of your op- 
tion still stand. If they have not, the new locations will acquire all rights 
to this property. 


In checking over the ground, during last examination we found that all 
quartz carries values, even some pure white "bull quartz" when broken contained 
lead sulphides. This is indicative of extensive metallization of th' quartz 
and the wide spread and large pieces of float is indicative of good sized 'quartz 
body beneath overburden. 


CONCLIUS..WNS The wide distribution of large ore float and indication of consider-
able ore width by dump at 20-foot shaft together with the fact that 


metallic values occur in every type of quartz on this showing, all give encourage-
ment that further exploration and development will provide commercial ore results. 
The showings justify bulldoze prospecting whose results will determine underground 
exploration and development. Success should provide a good profitable lead-
silver-gold mine. In event of disappointment from bulldozer work the losses will 
be limited to cost of road plus about $3,000 for bulldozing, Uhilst it will 
require this work to prove whether or not these expectations develop the showings 
fully justify this expenditure which will be followed by expenditure for underground
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development in in accord with bulldozer findings. Unless this work is done the 
property will remain dormant in same position economically as it has for the 
past years. 


Spokane, Wash, 
August 2, 1944  


Arthur Lakes 
Mining Engineer & Geologist
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The information requested in questions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 below sho d be answered specifically and in detail, as this 
information will be attached to and incorporated as part of the Exploration Project Contract, if such contract is entered into 
with you by the Government. 


ANSWER EACH QUESTION ON SEPARATE SHEETS OF PAPER AND SUBMIT A COPY OF EACH ANSWER 
FOR EACH COPY OF YOUR APPLICATION. 


3. (a). Describe fully the proposed work and give the total cost of the project. 
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with the rental, purchase price, or depreciation of each item, as the case may be, to be charged as a cost of the project. 


8. Furnish an itemized schedule of labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, etc.) and of supervisors by numbers and 
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9. Furnish a detailed list with estimated cost of each item for materials, supplies, engineering, assaying, accounting, power, 
water, utilities, and any other items not provided for above. 


10. (a) How much are you prepared to invest in the proposed project? 


(b) Is this amount sufficient to pay your part of the cost of the project, in accordance with the regulations on Government 
participation (Sec. 9 of MO-5)? 


11. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not sufficiently brought out by the foregoing questions. 
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PR1.1KIUY IORT 


Tb. War 1*4* is a preepecttve aiz*ing property that lirriats ezpliy attee in 
e*setsØcy of imakiag a good 1.M.'sflver..go&d ains of moderate stee. 


The party ,oeeprtiss fire heated claims ixtendiag free War lagi. Meestids 
urthwest acrss Pratt Creek and up over the ridge diridiag Pratt Creek tree 
w5*py Creek. The claims extend NW sleug the indicated ceerse of war ugh. 
vs1n'4ede whicis Ma been opeas.d by two- emseeha south of Pratt crook os War 
sgts )(ouet*ta, theeci 1W aver Pratt CreekW Creek divide where the lads 


Is opened by a sen... Of surfs* cuts sfld two ahahlan shafts, and is *1.* 
st presumed so be sapeeed by ta.i de the Pratt Creek slope as *oun an Plan. 


N.. I sad Lomgttudlna1 Soctias beravjth. 


Tw property is reached by naimtain vied.. ezteediaj U miles westerly free 
ths main highway at laker, Idaho to Ouldetoos nine, thenc, by high l.l 
test trail sxsondiag 14 miles easterly to the upper War laghe shovinp an the 
divide-6 Pran there * switabbeck trail extads dawn Pratt Creek slepe to the 
lwor tunnel and thence to War 1*40 camp. war Isgie camp is on the read 11/3 miles nearer laker. 


Au alternative *5*S$ Of access to by read extending 40*41.s from Aressud, 
Idaho, to Ocldsteee ama, th.*se by above amatianod trails. 1iLst this 
ls**sr rant. Is 5* better rspatr . as about 14 miles of the Pratt Creek read 
has been vs*sd out making it impassable .x,ept for peek horses sad difficult 
wagS. haul—the Armetead read crosses the Coutinessal fltvUs at about 1000 feat altitude sad is there uMir deep snou until late atsr. 


1* the evans that War 1*4s ihoi4*gs an Pratt CreekW1apy Creek divide .xe.s 
Comar4al are bodies Is anticipated, th, surface contipr*tji* indicates that 
bees means of access vifl be by read extending up the $"U* Wimpy Creak slope whiCh is ganerafly ceasred by avrburd,e sad timbered so that a reed could be 
quickly siad cheaply baUdesed. 


Timber in vicinity of War ag1s showin . is suitable for luer and for mining 
purp.ss. Both Pratt and Wimpy Creeks flew ad.p*aso water for all tmlIing 
arpes.s but **ro appear to be no running stress in cia.o vicinity of War 


t&gls showings. Tb* sr prospecting camp suggested at the upper shanings mar be Pr*ided with water from the zo4o.tsb.ftomvargql.,.tho 
• spring aiijt be found by further search. 


The high elevations isabs winter weather severe but open weather nay be counted 
o* for about six, or more, months per year is vicinity if the proposed work. 
?rsnspartati.n to auneer camp Will be by pack hereo iover the War ZsgIa4014 


• stone trail or up the gentle bifl $lepe NW and V at the showings, 


The eoustr rocks comprise a series it this bedded, platy argillaceous quartz- 
ites enclosed between• beds of hard, vitreous, audvs quandtes, all striking 
ga.srslly 1W with variable steep dips W and $1. Tb. War 1*4. and Oo]dstone 
TOW eccnr is the thinner bedded fornasias. which are such more favorable for 
C now 40 of shear and fissure nones than the more massive reeks ubteb appear 
to be too bard and visistant to permit . ztonsiv. vein fissuring.
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The bed at thier faisrabie foruatton at War Eagle appears to exceed 1000 
fees thick, striking $W nearly parallel to War sql* vela %hieb, -ants it at 
acute asgis, and has nsarly i'.ttLcal dip. The War $gio eein.lsds Asus 
ceuters this bed and its acute Iiters.cticu of f creation course viii perait 
considerable lateral and vertical oxtensiss of the vein before it eaten the 
harder and we seutv., less rav.rzs reeks. 


Boat exposures of War Eagle vsin4sds are * the divide btwoea Pratt 
Creek at about $800 feet above us LØYI where it has bees trenched and 
a	 by shallow ak*fts for about 220 toot lmth in 	 2lVdiressicn with 
A 204eet shaft near seater where ore width mot have been cansidsesbie, Judg. 
tag fran the large sosunt of qsarts4sad or. piled around it where shunks 
upwards at one Not square are common.' The usa VW of these workings is 
generally covered by earth and timber but co*tsidsr*bIs float in large cheeke 
and possible autcrep occur for an ødditiesal 260 feet. Whilst it will require 
sees systeastic surface trsachthg to,,,prove vein outcrop under the overburdsn, 
the above exposures indicat, a possible length of ear. than 450 fee; of vein 
is this vicinity and it is to be expected that ths will be closely approxi. 
anted by tho work suggested. 


The cuts and shafts are net exposed in vein at *'esost, eac.ptfar 10-foot 
Pit' near stasis. 37 è.r* a foot of good as is opnsd. The spi.s taken 
in this vicinity '., ihersf.r., grub sales teen the aucetous end consider 
ibis ore pUss around the shaft and cuts sad free possible outeropa and/er 
large float exposed SW dean the bill. The ire is .assr**ially qnrts with 
visible lead in streaks, veislets sad small bunches and the assipise show a 
hiier lead tesor that vauld be first anticipatede judging frost the workings 
It wanid appear that the ore bOdy here is a 14s5oo which widened out to cet-
adorable width at end sear the center (in vicinity of th* shaft) med narrowed 
atesobend. HowsverXdo set belicvethst the l.xgsfle.t.ccnrriag$Wdam 
towards sad in the vicinity of Tial 1A ($se Hap No. 3) wen thrown from this 
wider bed as the surfae to (5, fist for thais large places to have trav.Uød 
that far. It is possible, therefore, that another geed stied tease any occur 
between station 1*. 3$ and tw4 IA" and it is an this auunption that the 
expieration work advised herein is predicated. Suocess hers would encourage 
further prove etleg diva the lod, strike towards Wiay Creek with possibility 
that additional see lenoes say be found* 


judging free the Ootdstoae saps and other geologic conditions, whiob will be 
sore fully investigated and reported is OoIdstase examination, the prekable 
doWastad ribs of War Eagle ore shoots or ore now will be WV or toward Wispy 
Creek. If this prev.s to be the cue th. obvious locality for attack In 
depth wuutd be from Wispy Creek side of the ast**tsbw towards which the better 
ore thmdap vould plisigs& 


the sent sbrnri*g on War Eagle vein is preeuasd to be at TunneL r, 1000 test 
further SI and 430'v.rttcal feet below the above showings. This comprises two 
veins (1) on east, aid* of out over tunnel face which 12*.. up with the 
preJses.d SE strike of vein from the upper showings, giving belief that this 
may be on the sass v.ls .lods, sad (2) a narrow quarts vein branching 331V 
rren the first. Theat two veins occur in a sheared, anch contorted **d 
sebiated same with the this, platy argillaceous quarteites. They appear to 
be barren of viasral where new .iupesed but ore on the tool dunp cot*ins 
ccnsidsrsbl* galens which is indicative that 6o vein, or veins, in the tunnel 
were prodecti,* of ore. ThqV vary in width from two feet at sorface at thø
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tint "to a*d6*stsurfsosof the second, but tit the ct be* pinch doi* 
to about half their surf eas exposure. Dnfortunst,ly the tt*i*t floor and 
face vu not open for inspection so that conditiaa there could set be judged* 
A jick.d sanpi. of the best leadqsarts ore retisnied high values as reported 
sleeoh.ro in this report. 


Two cuts between the Upper showings and Tunnot "1" are clearly off the 
strike and show nothing. The distonce between the rspsetiYe showUgs is 
too tar to conclude with c.rtn*y that te*wi 01111 Is on the men veth show* 
by ft upper worktes and surface troncUng—stsrtLng (ron aboi r.u,viU have 
to be done to prove or dispr.we the co*tentien. The upper ahovi*gs are b. 
tar and skew sore prontAm than this ass isolated skewing but it in poesthie 
that mare extensive prospecting soy materially laprcws it. 


About 1O0) feet sW and 560 toot lver elevation fran Tuonel 010 is a. small 
cat in thin, puly argiUaees quartt.s ccntMnin * 6tnch, well sirsl 
teed quam vein i&ose strike nearly parallels the War 944s, Its position 
prohibits its being $1 extension of this vein but it sight prove to be a 
parallel cue, about 680 feet west of War Sql. vein. A little, prospecting to 
MM if it widens night afford sncouir*gans*t to prospect upbiU far pars]lel 
on shavings. -Its position is west of War Sql. property lines and if it 
should prenide encoswqasient aMittosal claims should be stakd to cover it 


The uwatIs as tho south side of Pratt Creek are caved and were not exsi'4ned. 
I an iutøniod that goad gold ore was gottea* though in what asount is sot noted. 
This section vould be left for sans future daft as the area between Pratt sad 
Wispy Creeks afford* most pranise, is easier of 055b and if it proves 
satisfactay after .loraties would givo a wide scti.n for denlpmsnt and 
using. 


As noted none it the aCtual vein was exposed in U7 it the cuts or shafts at 
the upper showings, with .xøepttas of about one foot of vein in bottas of the 
most southerly exponnu. For this reason the saupies taken by as are priw 
il.p 'grab" ssles fran the ore piles at eurfe and vldl*t they are indicative 
of the good on tenor are not conclusive as they would be if th0 vein itself 
had keen saspled. In taking those grab samples the Mueralised quarts was 
bipped fran niasrass larger chunks into a sash ample. INm picked sasplis 


of th* or, containing heaviest visible g*lssa were taken, the others being the 
better paart*.galena ore and su*rts. The results are higher than I had 
expected at the tim of s**pling and are encouraging for lesd'ailv.rgold or* 
Wt it is to be expected that the full vein widths will run less than the 
average of grab samples takers, though theee Andleato that the veinirus vUl 
be good MU grede ore. The sncaursgthg feature is that the "float* ore 
represented by Saupiss ,i and 2 run as weU as it did as this material did 
not leek overly p*'enisthg on - the gro*msd. 


In aslewiating present dollar values of metal contests of the snepies, the 
felhiWifig prices have been taken: Oeld *35 per otnice; Silver ?S per ounce; 
Lead $414 per pound. 


Saurpis Xe. 1 taken frau outcrop or float exposed above surface 12 teches 
wide at a.c. "!P' Ses )4ap No. 3) 10 feet *( of the shaft and 
cut workings.
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Gold	 06360*. $12.60 
$tivor 103 es.	 0001 


•	 0.81%	 $ 1.41 .TotsZ ,sliie per to.	 $14.71 


$aI No. 2 0*nl greb spple'st large pinesa of on at out abeve 
Towel "A" portal, 260 feet 11W from shaft sad st workiegs. 


	


•	 GOld	 0.40 oz., $14.00 
Silver 3.1 as. $ 2032 
Lead 10.3$	 $13.97 laid valut per torn 	 $30.27 


The lead Contest is ta.zpestWiy high. Tuonel "*' is caved 
and constet detex*bw it in 4oiov024' ctntiaativa of this vein. 


as Utile are on irnianel dusip. 


Spl* No. 3 Grab from large pinee of ore piled arour4 20-foot ShOt to 
anoomt .sthsst.d about 30 tons * Parts with g aleas, copper 
stains, etc. R.prsseiatstivs of ore that same from the shaft 
but p..sibLy higher than average U ehdppsd from rth face. 


Gold	 0.30 se. $10950 
Silver 3.8 .*. $ 2010 
Lead 1001%	 *14.57 Tetal yalu* per to. 


$ssptss 3* Pjok.d sample of best i.M on with quarts taken from amorous 
large chaks of 1esd"qarts stained by copper, etc. Wearly 
high grads and probably In miner arnot within the vein 


Gold	 0060 on. $21.00 
Silver 1206 one $ 0.45 
• Load 34.$	 $41.44 Total Thus	 ;	 $78.09 


Taken to see Mt the best ore in this vicinity vwdA run. 


Splo No. 4 Grab from pile of ore near filled out #360 quarts &n3 gálessa. 
11* indication of vein width. 


043205. $11.20 
Silver 3*6 est. 1 2.70 
Lead 140i% $18.90 Total value$32.80 


The" values unexpectedly high as ore does , net have appssranon 
of this mesh lead caiitant. 


3o.pl.N.. S .?roml.'feetveini*s bottom oflO4oet pit atsouth end ef the 
ab*isgs. Vol* partly expomed in north end of shaft contaisi 
visible stringers of lead.	 • 


Geld	 0.1$ on $ 6.30 
• • Silver 4.4 as. t 3.30 • 


	


• • •	 Lead	 16.11 • $21.6O . Total value •	 • $31420 


$W10 go* 6 Selected sample from the best leaE.'qumrts we at Tu*al ". 
So indication of widt or ccurreaes in vein i,4iak we covered 
*mdor tmensi flier aM net øaposad in tunnel f see. rfsee
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autarop shows no visib&e gsZsa.$pIa taken to s what 
beat on hers ait run. Wh.tt the tunnel feess are better 
zposed a smre ayst*iat.ic senpUu aheuld, follow as this is 


incoucludve of the ore peniibUtd.s here. 


0014	 0.12 as. $ 4,20 
Silver 4.2 os. $3.25 
Lend 314%	 $41.90. ?otd.v*lus


	
$31.35 


-	 -. = *	 . 4W MO . Is.	 . - - U,	 IsP 


The above sanpli*, despite the IJ4tstiees outlined, is coersiag that the 
war *sgl. upper showiajs uny develop into * good l,a4siUvirsioid atas b' 
t*rtez' worko . 	 .. 


Zn order to prove the prp.rty sore fully this sr it in advised that two 
aa be installed at the u per area and prvided with tent caip, tools, a*d 


W oz'e. pack. A sstes of open trench work should be laid out sad 
the work fr.tsently Inspected. 


I advise that the areu between station 35 aed ?unnel MN first be prospected 
througb overburden to scUd rock sad the veIn (or veins) exposed be blasted 
lute and asapIed. It. is PSObabie that trcsi 3 to 4 feet of ai.rberdsn will be 
found whisk will slow up pick and *0551 ws* but this appears to be the nest 
feasible for this Iuai.r. After this sectiun has been ezLsred the Pratt Creek 


slape should be trenched frm vicinity of station 3? to -ST along the projected 
V614 strucoo This will toncl e about 41 the vrk two sea could do during the 
season. 


It outlasts cast. of waijes, supplies, packing, etc. for two sea viii avetas 
sheet $32 per dq. 'if Su . ave. is set With a airs xtendv, sad cheaper per 
cubic yard pr.specting could be psrforiasd next suaser by bulldozer but the 
prellalnary work would not warrant the cost of bringing one in at 610 tins. 


t77 7 7171T T. 


The War ig1* property is dtuatid in tw rock fenutiai that has been neat 
oa*4avorsble In this sectien sad has developed G.ldstono vein to sore than 
300 feet dpth in goad ore. Whilst War nails rock bolt is separate fro. 001& 
stone it is sisilsr In character and structure. Thus War Zagle has ere 
faverable host roCk.  


The small aununt' of wsdc on War Wa4e upper workings has indicated sore than 
us.sl essunts at quart Olson are ub.isk assay's high enough to praise coaussr 
ciii returns after the on shoots may be developed into length and depth. 
The iiate future should be gives to proving lateral extent and ,ein widths 
of sue. This will best be dene by surface trenching. After this work is does 
th0 depth sxtsauten could oanvenua*tly be doai kir diamond drilling from surface 
by pa.drivsn drill.  
I have so hesitancy In recoud SM. prospecting and asplaratisa of this preperty 
OW belive that a good lud..silver,pld nine at sod rate itse will be disclosed. 


Spekas., Washington
	


iiiik fAIMSLU J 
July 3, 1944
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UPPikMNTAL WORT 
ON THE 


ARO1! 


I js4* another examination of War 1sg1e property July 2$th, in conjunction 
with smd.r.ou d examination of Goldstone-mine workings, July 24-29th. 


Thin report chiefly concerns method of surf ace prospecting of vein outcrop 
and do *M extensions of ore , found. thereby; transportation facilities and irovs'.. 
sent thereof • Various routes for road connection between War MgI. and Goldstone 
aime were investigated.. 


The outstanding factors developed by this examination were; 


(1) The depth of overbutdon at War Eagle surface exceeds estimat. of 
Preliminary report, July 3rd., and vein outcrop cannot be adequately or 
cheaply opened by pick and shovel. The only satisfactory, method involves 


buildoasr trenching through from $ to more thsa 10-fact of over burden. 


(2) Th, absolute necessity for roads over uhich to drive bufldrozer to the 
upper War Lagle area and also to haul compressor, nine C, and other 
mining equijsent to be used for underground development of ore that aity 
be foand by blLUdO$I*L5. 


(3) Validity of title-of %ar Xagle claims in subject to doubt. Steps have 
been made to protect your interests in this matter. 


Ttnsportstion The unusually strong showings of ore float and at the surficial 
workings at upper War &sgle should interest any mining engineer. 


The fact that the property has been ignored for the past U to 20-year's is probably 
due to the isolated position and difficult accessibility of these showings. In 
order to explor, the actual vein outcrop along its courie, in accord with proper 
aiming caution, will require the use of bulidoser. This requires that it dig a rued 
to War &agl• locality. Uithout this work the ore possibilities 4i remain entirely 
speculative 'nd the property continue as it baa for the past years. Therefore the 
chief "bug" is lack of transportation which 411 have to be remedied before intelle-
gent and conclusive investigations can go forward. 


In Considering transportation it is necessary to bear in mind that ore from 
sr AM10 (it successfully developed in coseercial quantity as expected) and from 


Goldstone sins will be treated in a central mill, powered by Deisel-electric unit 
from *toh electricity will be wired to caa,ressors at each udus. This plant should 
be located where ore from the respective mines can be transported downgrade to it. 
The most central locality meeting this condition will be on Pratt Creek, possibly 
near War ZagI4 4412,, whereby ore from War Eagle, could be transported over aerial 
tra*t*y or by road down to will and are from Goldstone mine be hauled down over 
present road to mill by truck in $WSMt' sad cat-train in winter. 


Thus the location of the road will be determined by the above considerations 
in order to facilitate earliest access to War Mgle showings and at the same tin. 
provide adequato permanent transportation for ore and supplies. An alternative 
mill location bad been considered on the gentler slope of Wimpy Creek north of 
War lasIs showing* which is oo vered by earth but investigation proved the Impos-
sibility of building down grade road connecting Ooldstone mine to this section,
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It this bad Proven otherwise the i*py hope had mW preference but the best method 
of access to these properties now appears to be as followsz, 


(1) Isprove Goldstone road upPratt Creek b relocating about 2.ailes en 
the south aids of Pratt Creek from the lower power pleat to about 4ails above 
daasie, thereby bypassing *11 washed out sections and connecting into the nod, 
even grade road from about	 west of War Lagis cabin to Oo]dsto*s camp. 
Aneroid readings indicate frond to 1$ grads, with possibility of one or two 
switebbecks. The south aide of the creak is mostly earth timbered bir Jack pine 
sad other small thur. Two bridges will 'be required, on. crostalmg Pratt Crook 
at each end of the relocated road. This 411 provide adequate truck basing, to 
and from 0o34it*s nine ihich will greatly facilitate future operations there 
as well as afford access to War 441. showiap. 


(2) Take* off frost Goldsteae road at nost convenient place between War i441s 
cabin and Goldstone camp to miss the large rock slide west of north creek fork. 
This reek slide extends part way dowe the aoutsi* north of present road. This 
road to extend at about 109 grade up to Tu*nel "r, thence, up a 1C locality of 
war Nagle upper workings. libject to survey, I have sketched We road on accom 
roaring	 Distance cannot be determined until aerr*y but should apprexi. 
mate $,000 fast. Preliminary observation indicates depth of o*,rWrdsn ant ficisset 
to dig a 12 to 14-foot road. Some marrow reek ridges any be encountered, requiring 
rock work *ieh will be hcilitst.d by use of p.rtsbls compressor to be used in 
preliminary underground development at War Zagle. Th& idea is to follow. bulidoser 
rout and .14-4uisti all rock work possible. 


Obviously a tre, estimate of cost cannot be arrived at u*til farther iny.ati 
gatios but it is possible that the above work Can be performed in & week or 10 
d ays, largely dependent upon the rock' work required. 


Mulm 	 (cs the road is'  completed a series of level outs will be 
driven across the indicated vein strike down both Pratt Creek 


and Wimpy Croak slepee. The gentle ' iouw Creek slops will permit bufld.sing as 
far as requirI but the liver halt of Pratt Creek slap* btwscn upper War g54i. 
and Tuinsli wiS gsta progressively steeper which may eventually limit work La 
that direction. 


A ainiens 3.fest depth to over 10-test depth over overburden sod *lobbed 
country rook may be expected, thus beaches upwards of 30-feet wide will be teemed 
by digging down into bedrockto expose the 'sia sutcrop. The belidoser viii be 
followed by twomon who viii us pick mmd shovel and dynamite to define vein (or 
veins) found therein. Possibly $3,000 may be expended in this work which will 
most conclusively 'define surfictsl ore possibilities which mining, caution requires. 


As mentioned in or preliminary report, and illustrated on accompanying Los4. 
tudsi Section 2.-A, the prebsble downward or, rake of War lagla ore some (or acne.) 
will be northerly towards Wispy Creek and the pr.sd ignassa are source, this 
northerly we rake was anticipated from Ooldstans saps and has been definitely 
proven by or recent Ooldstoas examination. 


At present the Lull Iatórsl extent 'of War agle' $ upper on some has Sot been 
Indicated due to the heavy cover. Testing down Pratt Creek slap, will be moose.. 
suy to define the southeastern l imits at a*rfsce and likewise buildose testing 
down Wispy Creek sl.pe will be required to define length of ore to the northwest. 


Tho indicated northerly rake anggests that prospecting down Wimpy Creek slope 
viii provide better and quicker results *ad this, work should be performed first.
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$.r&round xDler$tiofl madAmIgmem The Loflgitudinal Section indicates pos-
sible additional ore zone under the upper 


zone. This extends from Tense "Re . How far above or below the tunnel this shows 
iig may continaae will depend upon exploration to prove4 


The northerly ore rake, if proven as expected, will require longer tunnels to 
tap downward continuation of ore zone if driven from Pratt Creek slope in a nor. 
therly direction than tunnels driven southerly from Wimpy Creek slope because the 
Pratt Creek tunnels would progress with k and under th* ore rake, whilst the Wimpy 
Creek tunnels would be driven int 1a. ore rake. 


Wimpy Creek slope affords better opportunjty, to quickly determine ore possibi. 
lii,ies indicated by the large float showings there and the surficial showings on 
the divide between Pratt and wimpy Creeks. The Pratt Creek slope has advantage 
of proving ore possibilities indicated in vicinity of Tunnel 'SB" but would be more 
than twice as long as biispy tunnels to test downward continuation of the indicated 
larger, ore possibilities north of the divide. 


Three methods of underground development present theaiselves* 


(I) Drift tunnel driven southaat along vein from Wimpy slops whereby about 
800 to 900-foot length would test the full length of in+itcated ore zone 
to about .400.maximun feet below surface. The cost of this tunnel at 
$18 per foot would be about $16 0 000 and would prove width of ore vein, 
length of ore shoots, etce to thatdepth* 


(2) Drift tunnel driven northwest along vein by extension of Tunnel "B 
would extend 1200-4eet to ruth the indicated beginning of the better 
ore zone, thence would have to advance an additional $00 feet or more to 
re* its other end, a total of 2000 feet Which would bring this tunnel 
&laoat to surface at Wimpy slope. This tunnel would have advantage of 
proving possibilities of the ore zone near its portal and would also 
test ground between the two zones which Wimpy tunnel would not do. 
Cost of this tunnel at $18 per foot would be about $36,000 and would 
prove width of ore vein, length of ore shoots within the various ore zones, 
step to a mexiaxm of 400 feet below surface. 


(3) kxtossion of the 20foot shaft down in the ore vein for 400 feet, to sane 
elsyation of the two proposed tunnels, would h ave advantage of "staying 
with the ore" until it raked out to the north, thereby proving Width and 
*to tenor in danward tontimatione Drifts would have to be run out 
northerly in the lower levels to prove lateral conditions along the vein. 
At $40 per foot, 400 feet of thaft would cost $16,000 and at $20 per foot 
an additional 800 feet of drift along vein would cost $16,000, the total 
$32, 000. Subject to bulldozer di*ólosurea of vein down %impy slope, 
whereby Wimpy tunnel could be started on, or close to ore, the shaft 
method would give better assurance and prove two dimensions Within limits 
of ore rake, whereby the tunnel methods would require additional work 
to prove vertical conditions. 


The mere rapid accomplishment of objective together with lesser cost gives 
advantage to Wimpy slope tunnel. If success Is net with and cozmmrciai are proven 
along its horizontal extent then a shaft could be raised to surface from this 
level, 150 feet north from the 20-foot shaft to afford information about the vein







and also provide access to surface iJtereby ore could be hoisted to a tram or 
road terminal for transportation down to mill., Deeper development would best 
be performed by continuing this shaft. At about $30 per foot this shaftursise 
would cost about $12,000 b!t this additional expense would not be incurred until 
Wimpy tunnel bad proved occurrence of acceptable quantities and grade of ore 
to warrant going into mining. 


In regards the shaft method it is questionable if the compressor tu be 
used for preliminary development would provide sufficient paver for bo&sdng 
mere than 200 feet. This would require a larger and more expensive compressor, 
pumps, continuous timbering, whereby water would drain out the tunnels and much 
of the drift tunnels would not require timber. 


Title Validity at title to War eagle claims is subject to doubt by reason that 
Location Notice posted at War La4e 11o. 2 claim is dated Key 25, 1937 


but the County Recorders's office has no filing as of that date but shows only 
the original location in 1928 * Subject to thorough checking of yearly assessment 
filings from 1928 to 1937 or some other legal arrangement for holding the àlztiss 
in good standing during that period the title of optioners may have lapsed. If 
assessment lapsed at any time between 1928 and 1937 the Claims lapsed and there.w 
after would be subject to (a) relocation by former stakers or (b) open for new 
location by new stakers. Unless a lapse had occurred I cannot see reason for 
posting a Notice dated in 1937 because the claims would be in good standing and 
not require such a notice • This natter deserves thorough inv.stigatiou. 


In the meantime, to protect your interests, six claims are being located to 
Cover War Eagle Lode and an additona] four claims are being located on open 
ground west of War Mgi. to cover a vein there, as advised in my JUly 3rd. report. 
The sew claims are marked in green on Map No. land the old War Eagle locations 
shown in orange. 


Your option on this around and your investment in work will thus be ade-
quately protected. If War Eagle owners have a valid title the terms of your op-
tion still st*id.. U they have not, the new 1oations 411 acquire all rights 
to this propert. 


In checking over the ground during last examination we found that all 
quarts carries values, even some pure white "bull quarts' when broken contained 
lead sulphides. This is indicative of extensive zsetalliution of the quartz 
and the wide spread and large pieces of float is iniicattve of good sized quartz 
body beneath overburden. 


CONCLU$JOXS The wide distribution of large are float and indication of consider 
able or. width by dump at 2 foot shaft together with the fact that 


metallic values occur in every type of quarts on this showing, all givi encourage-
moat that further exploration and development will provide commercial or. results. 
The showings justify bulldoze prospecting whose results will determine underground 
exploration and development, Success should provide a good profitable lead-
silver-sold mine. In event of disappointment from bulldozer work the losses will 
be limited to cost of road plus about $3,000 for bulldozing. W*ilst it 411 
require this work to prove whether or not these expectations develop the showings 
fully justify this expenditure which will be followed by expenditUre for underground







Ove1opnt is **cord with bulldozer findings. Unless this work is done the 
property will renain dormant in son position econo4cafly as it has for the 
pest years. 


Spoka*e, Wash. 
:NMI 2m  


Arthur Lakes 
Mining bngineer & Geologist
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UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


,	 OF 0
P


Y 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 


So. 157 Howard Street 
Spokane 4, Washington


November 16, 1951 


Thru: Reports and Records Unit 


Mr. Tom Lyon, Chairman 
Coordinating Conmiittee 
Defense Minerals Administration 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington 25, D. C. 


Dear M. Lyon: 


Enclosed are four copies each of Forms MF..100 and )4F.-103 
submitted by the War Eagle Gold, Silver, Lead Mining Company, 
511 Securities Building, Seattle, Washington. The application concerns 
the War Eagle property,Lemhi County, Idaho. 


This office was previously informed. that the War Eagle Gold, 
Silver, Lead, Mining Company wished to submit application for 
exploration assistance. Therefore in October Mr. Elton Youngberg, 
Geologist, U. S. Geological Survey, attempted to visit the property to 
conduct a field examination, but found the mine to be snowed in and 
inaccessible. The applicant, Mr. B. W. Porter, advises that the 
property should be accessible by May 1952. This office will tentatively 
schedule a field examination for that time, 


Sincerely, 


s/ Thor H. Kiilsgaard 
for A. E. Weissenborn 


Executive Officer, DMA 
Field Team, Region II 


Enclosures as indicated. 


cc: USBM, Spokane







Name and 
address of 
applicant 


Novenbep	 1951 
Date----------------------------------


Form MF-10,1	 UNITED STES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 	 Budget Bureau No. 42—R1035.1. 
(Revised	


DEFE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION	 S 
MF-103 Should Be Filed With General Technical Data Form MF-100 


Not To Be Filled in by Applicant 


APPLICATION FOR AID FOR AN


EXPLORATION PROJECT PURSUANT TO 


MINERAL ORDER 5, UNDER


DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950


Docket No.	 /7	 iT 
Metal or Mineral ---------------------------------------
Date Received ------- /tj 	-------- ------
Amount$--------------------------------------------------
Participation (Government %) 


EWAR EAGLE GOLD, SILVER, LEAD MINING CO. 


511 Seourites Building 


Seattle, Washington


L	 -


If you have already filed MF-100, give date filed ---------------------------------, type of assistance requested 


DMA Docket Number (if available) ---------------------------------


INSTRUCTIONS 


	


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government 	 have previously filed MF-100, it is not necessary to file it 


	


Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application,	 again. However, you should indicate in space provided above 


	


Submit four copies each, of the signed application form, Gen- 	 the type of assistance previously applied for (loans, procure-


	


eral Technical Data Form MF-100, and answers to questions 	 ment contracts, etc.) and DMA Docket Number, if available. 


	


as speed, to Dnse Minerals Administration, Department 	 When a question is inapplicable it should be so stated in the 


	


of thbr, Joshington 25, D. C., or to the nearest field	 foim. Additional sheets should be attached in answering any 
execzJ.lce	 reof, with your name and address on each	 questions or in supplying additional information. IF YOU 


	


sheetapation and all accompanying papers. If you 	 CANNOT ANSWER A QUESTION, SO STATE. 


]J(ive1144pscription of the real property that will be in any way involved in the exploration project, including any existing 
• LQ.zt mine or operating property. 


'l If Atare not the owner of the property, submit a copy of the lease, purchase option, or other agreements under which 
yoire authorized to operate the property with each copy of your application. 


(c) Gthe legal description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted. 


NOTE: (1) If both areas are the same, so state. The only obligation to repay the Government is from the net earnings 
from any commercial discovery made in the area specified in (c) above in which the exploration is to be con-
ducted, and the expenditure of funds which may be charged as costs of the project must be limited to that 


	


0
	 area or to work necessary to perform the 	 exploration in that area. 


(2) If applicant is not the owner of the property or if there are any liens or encumbrances against the property, 
copy of agreements of claimants, lienors, encumbrances, and lessors subordinating their interests in the prop-
erty to the interest of the Government under the Exploration Project Contract will be required for attach-
ment to the Contract. 


2. (a) What metals or minerals do you expect to find? 


(b) Furnish statement of the geologic features of your property, giving type of ore deposit and reasons for expecting to find 
commercial ore bodies. Illustrate with maps or sketches. If you have a geologic or engineering report, or assay maps 
showing width and grade, please send them with application, stating whether or not you wish to have them returned. 


16-64067--2







•	
. 


The information requWd in questions 3, 4, 5,' 6, 7, 8, and 9 below sid be answered specifically and in detail, as this 
information will be attached to and incorporated as part of the Exploration Project Contract, if such contract is entered into 
with you by the Government. 


ANSWER EACH QUESTION ON SEPARATE SHEETS OF PAPER AND SUBMIT A COPY OF EACH ANSWER 
FOR EACH COPY OF YOUR APPLICATION. 


3. (a) Describe fully the proposed work and give the total cost of the project. 


(b) State the time required to start the project and to complete it. 


4. Submit a map or sketch of the property involved showing a plan (and cross section, if needed) of the present mine workings 
and the location of the proposed explo'ration work as related to geologic features, such as contacts, veins, ore-bearing beds, etc. 


5. Furnish an itemized list of existing facilities, buildings, installations, and fixtures with a statement of the cost of any neces-
sary rehabilitation or repairs to put into useful and operable condition. 


6. Furnish a detailed list of additional facilities, buildings, and fixtures to be purchased, i'nsttalled, or erected by you, with the esti-
mated cost of each item. 


7. Furnish a detailed list of operating equipment, separated into items to be—


(a) Rented 


(b) Purchased 


(c) Furnished by you 


with the rental, purchase price, or depreciation of each item, as—the—case may be, to be charged as a cost of the project. 


8. Furnish an itemized schedule of labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, etc.) and of supervisors by numbers and 
positions, with the maximum wages or salaries to be paid to each. 


9. Furnish a detailed list with estimated cost of each item for materials, supplies, engineering, assaying, accounting, power, 
water, utilities, and any.,other items not provided for above. 


10. (a) How much are you prepared to invest in the proposed project? 


(b) Is this amount sufficient to pay your part of the cost of the, project, in accordance with the regulations on Government 
participation (Sec. 9 of MO-5)? 


11. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not sufficiently brought out, by the foregoing questions. 


CERTIFICATION 


The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con -
tained in this form and accompanying papers . is correct and complete to the best of their knowledge and belief. 


-- --- --- -	 4 ---	


/(Sig a ;e, of ^aorij.le eolffiiiiali;) — 
------------- 


(Name of compa ny) 


(Date)
	 (Title) 


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or agency 
of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction.	 .	 .	 .	 . 


U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE	 16-04067-2


[0]











































i'ULDUNARY IMPORT 
ON INS I 


The War Isgi, is a praepcttve *iniztg property that warrants pI.radon in 
•isctsncy if askj*j a good Z.sd .sU,ergeld etc of aodsrat Its.. 


The preperty cosaprisas five located- claims extending free War f4gle, Momt*in 
44W at aeress Pratt Creek sad up ever the ridije dividing Pratt Creak free 
Vinp Creek. Tbe clams extend W slang the tndicatsd coarse of var kijie 
vein-ld0 which has been opened by two tools south if Pratt Creek on War 
Itegle Nountain, thence W aver Pratt C?$k4i7 Creek divide where the lide 
is opened by a srie.i of surfac, cuts s*d two *allow shafts, and is also 
presumed to be .zprnd by tanl Own the Pratt Creek slaps as shave on Plan 
No. 2 sad Lngitadtsai Section kere4th. 


The property is reached by ao4*t4e reed extending U idles westerly free 
Ow asia highway at laker, Naha to O.Idstooe ats., thencs , by high 10v*1 
feat tt*tl extending 1i aLias easterly to the upper war *ajl. shavings an the 
AM* * Tree there a evitabbeek trail exteada do= Pratt Creak slop* to the 
lower tuneel sad tbsme* to War *agl. esap. War Iqie ceep is on the v*ad 
14/3 atlas nearer taker. 


An alternative neans of access is by rend óxt.nding 40 .'eiI.s free Aruistead, 
Idaho, to 014se006e ama, thenc, by above aestiamed trails. Wkilst this 
latter route is La better rspaip .as about 24 nibs of the Pratt Creek renal 
has been washed out asking it tapassable except for pack horses and difficult 
wagon haul—the Asastiad read crosses the CantthentsZ 1DjLvUW at about a000 
feet sltUade sad is there under deep Snow until late aur. 


In the avant that War *04e showings on Pratt. CreekWi*py Creek dividI expose 
comorsial or. bodies as anticipated, th* surface ceafrastan Indicates that 
best asana at access will be by read extndi*g up the gentle Viy Creek dip. 
which ii aeeersUy ceverod by .v.rbwrdsa sad tinkered so that * road could be quickly sad cheaply, bulld•s.d.' 


Tinber in vicinity at War eagle abowiags is suitable for 1*ez and for staing purpce.s. Roth Pratt sad V1ay Creeks flow adequat. water for all ailing 
sup.se* but thor* appear to be no running Itreans in ci..s vicinity of War 
agl. shviags. The str prospecting esap suggested at the upper showings 


sq be prmidod with water free the 204o.t shaft on War vaglo vein or a 
SPA" eight be found by further search. 


The high elevations niike winter weather severe but open weather say be counted 
on for about six, or sore, months per year In vicinity Of the proposed work* 
trsnsportatia to iwumer osap will be by pack hersa aver the War Zalea.Go1d 
stone trail or up the gentle kill slops MW and V of the showings. 


The country rocks cenpris* a sides of this bedded, pisty argIllaceou# qusrtza. 
it.s enclosed between beds of bard, vitreous, asset,, quarteitos, all striking generally IV with variabl, steep dips MW and . The War Zegle and Qeldatone 
veins occur in tho thinner bedded feniatiea* which are ouch u.n favorable for 
fommatiss of shear and fissure eemes than the sore acesiw, racks which appear 
to be tee hard and rssistant to pernit extensive vein, fissuring.







eagle appears to e.e4 1000-
Zegle vein Ucb ants it at 
War uslovein4eds About


 course willpermit 
the iiabefors it enters the 


The bid at th$aunr favorable far*ation at War 
f.t thick, strikthj MW nearly ,par.11el to Vu 
acute angle, and baa nearly vertical dip. The 
centers this bid and its ac*te intersestion of 
considerable lateral sad verUcal extension oS 
harder. sad sate nassive, les, favorable rocks. 


bat expeniuss at War $agle 'staledo ov on the di6,di between Priitt Wispy 
Creek at about MOO feet abe's sea li*l whsre it bas been trenbed and 
opowd by shsll.v ahafta for about 230 feet 1s*th In a$ 250W direction with 
a 20-4eet shaft sear center whose ore width unit have been considerable, Judg-
fag fran the luge sasuot at quarts.4ee4 ore piled usued it where chunks 
twer4s of one foot square are co mmoo The area MW of the** workings is 


ASrsll7 Coverid by earth and t$*bsr biat considerable float in luge chunks 
and penaibie outcrop occur far an idditiosal 20 feeto WbUst it will require 
airs syatanatic mu'fac.trenchieg to prove 'sin outcrop under' the overburden, 
the she's exposures indicate a peisible length of sore than 410 ft of vola 
LO this vicinity and it is to be espected that this will be 436001y apprani-
sated by the work suggested. 	 S 


The cuts sad shafts ore net e apaeed in vsis, at r.sent, sanept. for 10-fist 
pit *or , station 31 where a foot of good ore is opened. The asaples taken 
in this vicinity i*ro, .retors, grab ample. from the aunrons end consider-
able em piles around the shaft and cuts and from possible outerops sad/er 
large float nupesad MV dewn the bill. The are is .uomtidly quarts with 
visibl, lead is streak., esialets and small buaches and the samples show a 
hià.r lead tenor this would be first anticipated* judging fmn the workings 
it vanid appear that the ore body bare is a lenm which widened out so con-
siderable width at and near the center (in vicinity of the shaft) and narrowed 
at ea*b end.. However I do net beUsee that the larg, float oscurring MW down 
towerds sad in the vicinity of Twool "As (n.e Map Mo. 3) was thrva fran this 
wider bed U the surface in tee flat for these large piness to have tnv,111 
that far. It is possible, therefars, that another good steed leas* may occur 
between station Not 31 and Twmal 'A' and it is on this assumption that the 
exploration work advised herein ii predicated. 3uccess baro would encourage 
further prospecting dawn the led* strike towards Wispy Creek with possibility 
that addittenal ore leases nay be found. 


Judging from the Goldstone naps and ether geologic conditions, which 411 be 
mere tally investigated and reported in Geldstens I*a1Zttti4*, th* probable 
downward zako at Vat lagle ire sheets or ore sane will be MW or toward Wispy 
Crook. If this proves to be Sbe ci* the oWisus locality for att&ck in 
it epth would be from Wispy Crush side of the aem*tain towards wbiik the better 
oro shavings would plunge. 	 S 


tba next shawtugou war *agle vein is presunsd 'to beatTunnel 13', low foot 
further and 430-vertical test below the above .boiviags. This comprises two 
veins (1) as oaat side if out over t**inel face which lines up with the 
projected $$ strike at vets from the upper showings, giving belief thatlhta 


MY be ma the mom vein-lode, sad (2) a narrow quarts vein branching )i33W 
from the first. ?hese two veins occur in a sheared, anch centertad and 
sh.tited sass within the thin, platy argillacoona qjuartsitss. They appear to 
be barren at mmmii where now exposed but or* a the tsne4 dump eostsins 
considerable galena which is indicative that the vein, or veins, in the tunnel 
were productive of ore. They vary in width fromtwo test at surface of the







I	
. 


first vein and b' at surface of the uco*ad but in the cut both pinch do 
to about half their surface exposure. Unfortunately the tuenal floor sad 
Lice vu not spin for tuspectien so that good  there could net be judged. 
& pinked sample of the best l.ad.qnsrts ore retuxu.d high vi.s as reported 
eluere in this rsport. 


Tue cuts between the'. upper showings and Yiau*t '1" are clearly of 	 ve f the in 
strike and show nothing. Ike distance between the respective showings is 
too far to conClude with certainty that Nenel '$" is on the sane vein shown 
by the upper worklijs and surface trenOing—etarting fran above-will have' 
to be dono to preys or disprove the contentionb lbs upper shoving. are bet-
ter and show nere proudse than this ene isolated showing but is is possible 
that mere extensive prospecting say' materially ti prowe it. 


About lOOo feet $V and $60 feet lover e3avatian from Tunnel "i" is a small 
cut in thin, pinty argillaceous quarteites containing a 6-inch, veil mineral-
teed quarts vein s6oso strike nearly parallels the W&r sgle. Its pesitian 
prohibits its being 5* extension of this voia but is might pr'evs to be a 
parallel cue, about 610 feet west of War iql. vein. A hittio , prospecting to 
see if it widens eight afford me %V... 	 to prospect uphill for parallel 
.reahovi*gs. Itipsaitiasa is west of WarZsgJa preputyithes audit it 
should prsvids .asouragsm.at additional cl.ias should be staked to cover it. 


The tuenels an the south aide of Pratt 'Creek are caved sad were not examined. 
I as informed that good gold ore was iottan though in what satount is not noted, 
This sction would be left for sins future date as the area between Pratt and 
Wiy Creeks aft.rds most promise, is easier of acoesa, and if it xwes 
satisfaat.ry after eleratioe would give a wide section tar develepesais and 
mining. 


As ednens of the actual vein vas espesed In  of the outs or shafts at 
the upper showings, with excaptien of about we foot of vein in bottom of the 
nest southerly exposure • Y•r this rso* the samples takes by me are primar-
ily 'rsh' samplet from the on piles at smrfue and whilst they are indicative 
of the goed ore timer are not conclusive .0 they would be if the vWx itself 
had kn sompld. In taking thesø grsb sasples the miasralised quarts was 
chipped from aware" 1ar,r oksnks isto a small sample. Two pinked samples 
of th. ore containing heaviest visible galona were taken, the others being the 
better quart...gaiema oft and quarts. The results are kgber than I had 
expected at the time of sampling sad are encouraging for leadsilverigold ore 
but it is to be expected that the full vein widths will no 'less than the 
average of grab samples taken, though those isdisate that the veinrun will 
be gesd mill grade or.. The snersging featwe. Is that the "float* . 
represented by SinpIss #1 and 02 nasa well as it did as this material did 
net leak overly promising en the ground.. 


Xu* calculating present dollar values at metal contnts of the samples, the 
L.3IOWI*Ij prices have been taken  Gold $35 per, ounce; 3ilver 73$ per ounc; 
Load 63/4$ per pan4.  


$enple No. 1. taken from outcrop or float anpesed above starLess 12 inches 
VIAM at o.c. Jf$$ (80, Map Mc. 3) 110 feet * of the shaft mad 
cut workings.







.	 S 
"Id	 003 os. $12060 
Silver 13 os. s 0.97 
Lead	 O.$1	 $ 1.41 Total value per ten	 $14.71 


$ap1oKo.2 0i.raigrebsaaleof large pLec.ao or* *t cut above 
Tunnel "A ports], 310 feet 1W fre shaft and out warki*igs. 


Cold	 0.40 os. $14.00 
Silver 3.1 0*. $ 2.32 
Lead 10.31%	 313.91 - Total talus p.r ton	 $3027 


The had cctsnt is iwexpect*dly bib. ?isinel "A" Is caved 
and cannot doteiin* if in drmvard ct*tivattan of this vein. 
D*btfui as little orw on in*e1 chap. 


8p1s No. 3 Grab free 1are pi.oàs of ore piled arcued 204aot taft to 
anount .sU*atsd tbcat 30 ti. Quarts with galas, copper 
st&tus, etc • Repreitentative of ore that came free the shaft 
but pessibly biiJ*er than average if chipped fNn vein facs. 


COld	 0.30 os. 110.50 
MIter 3.4 os. $.2.?0 
Lead 10.0%	 $14.57 .td value per ten 


Samples : 3* Picked sample of but lead ore with qnarts takes from nu.roua 
larg, chunks of 1.adquarts staind by copper, etc. Clearly, 
hIO cad* and probably in minor movat within the vsft. 


Gold	 0.60 os. $21.00 
Silver 12.4 ci. $ 9,45 
Lead	 3404%	 $46.44 Tot*l value	 $76009 


Taken to see wbat the best ore in this vicinity would run. 


Sample bo. 4 Grab frem pile of ore near filled out #34, quarts and j*1.na. 
No indication of vein width. 


Cold	 0.32 GL 111,20 
Silver 3.4 ow, $ 2.70 
Lead	 14	 $10090 - r.tl value 	 $32.00 


These yales ta.xpsct.dly bit as ore does not hay, appearance 
of this uncb lead content. 


$.ipls No. S From l400t vein in bottom of I04oet pit a.t south end of the 
shavings. vein partly espas.d in north end of shaft contains 
visible stringers of lead. 


0.14	 0,014 as $6.30 
Silver. 4.4 •s. S 3.30 
Lead 16.1%	 $21.60 Total a1ue	 $31420 


Sample Ito. 6 Selected sampie from the beat 1e&dquar4s wo at Tunnel "'". 
go indication of vidtt or oscarrenes in vein which wms covered 
under t1 floor and not eapes*d in tunnel tic.. Surface







El 


• ø*cz'op shows no visible Salon*. $*p3* taken to no what 
best on here sit sa • 1Wb.n the ti*asl faces are better 
.posed a more systematic supling should foU.w as this to 
iuc*clu4ve of the oft pessiblittiss her.. 


G.ld	 0.12 os. * 4.20 
Silver 425 *so $ 3625 
Lead	 31.%	 $494,00 - Total value	 $50935 


4' 4' 4' 4' 4' 4' 4' 4' 4' 4' 4' 


The above sasiplieg dupft* the limitations outlined, is oncowagisg that as 
War $agl. upper shifts may develop into a gold td . Urevgold aLa. 
further Wrke 


Za ardor to prove the prbperty acre. fully this itir it Is advised that to 
aca be installed at the uper area and provided with tent cemp, tools sad 
*uppllas br hon. pack. A system of open trench work should be laid out and 
the work fraquently Inspected. 


2 advise that the area betwen autism .35 . and Tmn1 W' first be prospected 
throu overburden to solid rock sad the vein (.r veins) ,*pasd be blasted 
into and sampled, it is probable that from 3 to 4 feet of overburden will be 
f9v3WvhichviU slovup pick and oveiverkbut thtsspp a to be tbsaost 
fessible for this saaomr. After this session has been explored the Pratt Creek 


$lope thauld be trenched fom vicinity of station 3? to 8* along the projected 
vein 


I strtk. This will coaclude about 41 the work two men could do during the season.. 


I e.tiaats casts of wages, iupplies, packing, etc. for two men wLUaverag. 
about $22 pv day. U success is act with a mere extensive sad cheaper per 
COW yard prospecting could be performed next suemer by bulldoser but the 
pr,thdnary work would sot warrant th* cost of .bringth eon in at this time, 


IT 


The War tgl# property is situated in the rock formation that has been most 
In this section sad baa developed Qoldstonw vein to more them 


300 feet depth in goad ore • Whilst War Zagle rock belt is separate from 044 
sten. it is similar in character and structure, Thus War taglo has r. 
rVeorablo host rock. •	 . 


• .	 The sas.11 amount of work on War tagie upper workings has iadicatd more than 
usual macoats of quart-gals" am hlE&ich assays high enough to premise cameer. 
cialrsturas after she ore sheets maybe developed intelemgth and depth. 


Th imeedjate,futur, thoui4 be given to proving lateral oxtiat and vein widths 
Of rs. This viii best be done by surface tr.nch*ng. After this work is dose 
the depth extension could conveniently be done by diamond drilling from surface 
by S"-driven driU. 
I have no besitsaciy In r.cemiondtsg prospecting and exploration of this property 
and believe that a. good 1.a4silvego14 mine of moderate sine will be disclosed,.. 


Spokane, Washington 	 A*TtfUR July 3.4 1944.
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SUPPMkN'tAL REPORT 
ON ThE 


• W £AL GROUP 
UT	 JT1 


I made another examination of War Eagle property July 28th, in conjunction 
with underground examination of Goldstone mine workings, July 24-29th. 


This report chiefly concerns method of surf ace prospecting of voia outcrop 
sad downward extensions of ore found th.reby transportation facilities and improve-
ent thereof • Various routes for road cannsctiou between War Esgis and Ooldsto*S 


alits were investigated. 


The outstanding ' factors developed by this exa*inatio* wires 


(1) The depth of ov,rbutdSD at War Eagle surface exceeds estimat, of 
Preliminary report, July 3rd., and vein outcrop cannot be adequately or 
cheaply op.*ed by pick sad sbovsl. The only satisfactory method involves 
bulidoser trenching throui from S to mar. than 10-feet of over burden, 


(2) The absolute necessity' for roads over uhich to drive bulidroser to the 
upper War Eagle area mad also to had compressor, mine ca.a, and other 
mining equipment to be used for underground development of ore that may 
be found by bulldozing, 


(3) Validity of title of War Eagle claims is subject to doubt. Steps have 
been mad. to protect your interests in this matter. 


Transportatio* The unusually strong shavings of ore float and at the surficial 
workings at upper War Eagle should interest any ai*ng engineer. 


The taót that the property has bean ignored for the put lS to 20-years is probably 
due to the isolated position and difficult accessibility of these *howi*gs. In 
order to explore the actual vein outcrop along its course, in accord with proper 
mining caution, will require the use of bulldozer. This requires that it dig a road 
to War Eagle localityo 16ithout this work the ore possibilities will remain entirely 
speculative and tM property continue as it has for the past yoan. Therefore the 
chief "bug" is lack of transportation which will have to be remedied before intelli-
gent and conclusive investigations can go forward. 


In considering transportation it is necessary to bear in mind that ore fro* 
War Eagle (if successfully developed in coamercial quantity as expected) 'and from 
Goldstone aim will be treated in a central mill, powered by Deisel-electric unit 
from which electricity will be wired to soapresiora at each mime. This plant should 
be located where ore from the respectis mines can be transported dovagr*da to it. 
The most central locality meeting this condition will be on Pratt Creek, possibly 
near War Eagle cabin, whereby ore from War Eagle could be transported over aerial 
traray or by road down to mill and ore from Ooldstons nine be hauled down over 
present road to mill by truck in sumeer and cat-train in winter. 


Thus the location of the read Will be determined by the above considerations 
in order to facilitate earliest access to War Eagle showings and at the same time 
provide adequate permanent transportation for ore and supplies. An alternative 
mill location had been considered on the gentler slops of Wispy Creek north of 
War Eagle showings which is cnver.d by earth but investigation proved the impos-
sibility of building down grade road connecting Ooldstone mine to this section.







If this had proven otherwise the 4iapy slope had	 preference but the best method 
of access to these properties now appears to be as fo]lowE 


(1) Improve Ooldstcne road up Pratt Creek by relocating about 2-miles on 
the south side of Pratt Creek from the lower power plant to about mils above 
da*sit., thereby bypassing all washed out sections and cousctiag into the good, 
even grads road from about -'*tie vest of War Eagle cabin to Qoldato*e camp. 
Aneroid readisgi indicate from 6% to 10% grade, with possibility of one ortwo 
swisobbacks. The south aide of the creek is mostly earth timbered by jack pins 
and ether small timber. Two bridges will be required, one crossing Pratt Creek 
at each end of the relocated road. This will provide adequate truck haulage to 
and from 0o14stone mime which will greatly facilitate future operations there 
as well as Word access to War Eagle showings. 


(2)Take off from Qoldatone road at most convenient pine. betws.n War Eagl* 
cabin and oldstome camp to missthe large rock slide west of north creek fork. 
This rook slid., extends part way down the moutaia north of present road. '. This 
road to extend at about 10% grade up to Tunnel "8 11, thence up a 1$ locality of 
War Eagle upper workings& Sdojtot to survey, I have sketched this road on acco*. 
panying	 Distance cannot be determined until survey but should approxi-





mate 8 9 000 feet. Preliminary observation indicates depth of overburden sufficient 
to dig a 12 to 14-foot road, Some narrow rock ridges may be eneou.tered, reuiriag 
rock work which will be facilitated by use of portable compressor to be used in 
Pro liminary underground development at War Eagle. The idea is to follow bulldozer 
route and eliminate all rock work possible., 


Obviously a true estimate of cost cannot be arrived at until furthlr iavesti-
gatton but it is possible that the above work can be performed in a week or 106 
days, largely dependent upon the rock work required. 


SUbMiga Once the road is completed a series of level cuts will be 
driven across the indicated vein strike down both Pratt Creek 


and Wimpy Creek slopes. The gentle Wimpy Creek slope will permit bUildosing as 
far as requtre4 but the lower half of Pratt Creek slops between upper War Eagle. 
and Tumneil'B" gets progressively steeper which may eventually limit work in 
that direction, 


A minjimus 5-foot depth to over 10-feet depth over overburden and slabbed 
Country rock may be expected, thus benches upwards of 30-feet wide will be 'formed 
by digging down into bedrock to wq"o the eim outcrop. The bulldozer viii be 
followed by two in who will us* pick and shovel and dynamite to define vein (or 
veins) found therein. Possibly $3,000 may be expended in this work which will 
most conclusively define surficial ore possibilities which mining caution requires, 


As mentioned in py pr.1im*ary report, and illustrated on accompanying Longi. 
tudinal Section '2-A, the probable downward are rake of War *ogle ore eons (or sones) 
will be northerly towards Wimpy Creek and the presumed igneous ore source. This 
northerly ore rake was anticipated from Goldstone maps and has bew definitely 
proven by y recent Goldstone examination. 


At present the full lateral extent of War Mgls' $ upper ore ' eons has not been 
indicated due to the heavy cover. Testing down Pratt Creek slope will be seces-
sexy to define the southeastern limits at surface and likewise bulideso testing 
down Wimpy Creek slopa will be required to define length of are to the northwest. 


The indicated northerly rake suggests that prospecting down Wimpy Creek slope 
will provide better and quicker results and this work should be performed first.
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Underground exDier&tjon and srslonnnnt The Loagitudinal Section indicates pos- 
sible additional ore sons under the upper 


zone • This extends from Tunnel "$" , Row tar above or below the twine], this show-
ing nay continue will depend upon exploration to prove. 


The northerly ore rake, if proven as expected, will require longer tunels to 
tap downward continuation of ore zone if driven fron Pratt Qr.ek slope in a nor 
therly direction than tunnels driven ióutherly from Wimpy Crook slope because the 
Pratt Creek tunnels would progress with and	 the ore rake, whilst the Wimpy 
Creek tunnels would be driven into Moore rake. 


Wimpy Creek slope affords bitter opportunity to quickly deteratse ore possibi. 
littss indicated by the large float showings there and the surf icia]. showings on 
the divide between Pratt and Wispy. Creeks. The Pratt Creek slope has advantage 
of proving ore possibilities indicated in vicinity of Tunnel "B e but would be nom 
than twice as long as Wispy tunnels to test downward continuation of the indicated 
larger or* possibilities north of the divide. 


Three methods of underground developsent• present thenseivesa 


(1) Drift tunnel driven southeast along vein from Wispy slope whereby about 
$00 to 900-feet length would test the full length of indicated ore sons 
to about 400.aa.xiane feet below surface. The cost of this tunnel at 
$18 per foot would be about *1, 000 and would prove width of ore vein, 


• length of ore shoots, etc. to that depth. 


(2) Drift tunnel driven northwest along vein by extension of Tunnel "Be 
would extend 1200-foot to reach the indicated beginning of the better 
ore ions, thence would have to advance an additional 800 test or more to 
reach its other end, a total of 2000 feet which would bring this tunnel 
almost to surface at Wispy slope. This tunnel would ha ys advantage of 
proving possibilities of the ore none near its portal and would also 
test ground between the two zones which Wispy tunnel would not do. 
Cost of this tunnel at $18 per foot would be about $36,000 and would 
prove Width of ore vein, length of ore shoots within the various ore sones, 
ate, to a aaxi**n of 400 feet below surface. 


(3) ktension of the 20-foot shaft down in the ore vein for 400 feet, to same 
elevation of the two propoá$ tunnel., would h ave advantage of "staying 
with the ore" until it raked out to the north, thereby proving width and 
ore tenor in downward eontinuatio. Drifts would have to be run out 
northerly is the lower levels to prove lateral conditions along the vein, 
At $40 per foot, 400 feet of shaft would cost $16, 0 000 and at $20 per toot 
an additional 000 feet of drift along vein would cost $16,000, the total 
$32, 000. Subject to bulldozer disclosures of vein down Wispy slope, 
whereby Wimpy tunnel could be started on, or close to ore, the shaft 
method would give better assurance and prove two dimensions within units 
of on rake, whereby the tunnel methods would require additional work 
to prove vertical conditions, 


The sore rapid accomplishment of objective together with lesser cost gives 
advantage to Wispy slop, tunnel. If success is met with and commercial are proven 
along its horizontal extent then a shaft could be raised to surface from this 
level, 150 feet north from the 20-foot shaft to afford information about the vein
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and also provide access to surface whereby ore could be hoisted to a tran or 
read tsriminal for transportation down to mill • Deeper development would boot 
be performed by o*ti*uiIg this shaft. M about $30 per foot this shaft-raise


I.


 would cost about $12, 000 bt*t this additional expense idould not be incurred until 
Wimpy tunnel had proved occurrence of acceptable quantities and grade of ore 
to warrant going into mining. 


In, regards the shaft method it is questionable if the compressor to be 
used for preliminary development would provide sufficient power for hoisting 
more than 200 fwt. This would require a larger and more expensive compressor, 
ps, continuous timbering, whereby water would drain out the tunnels and much 
of the drift tunnels would not require timber. 


Tit Validity of title to War Eagle claims is subject to doubt by reason that 
Location Notice posted at War Eagle No. 2 claim is dated May 2$, 1931 


but the County Recorders's office has no filing as of that date but shows only 
the original location in 1928. Subject to thorough checking of yearly assesmasat 
filings from 192$ to 1931 or seam other legal arrangement for holding the claims 
in good standing during that period the title of optionri may have lapsed. It 
aasesnt lapsed. at any time between 1928 and 1937 the claims lapsed and there-
after would be subject to (a) relocation by former etakers or (a) open far new 
location by new stakers. Unless a lapse had occurred I cannot see reason for 
posting a Notice dated in 1931 because the claims would be in good standing and 
not require such a. notice. This matter deserves thorough investigation. 


In the meantime, to protect your. interests, six claims are being located to 
cover War Saglo Lode and an additional four claims are being located on open 
ground west of War Sagle to cover a vein there, as advised in my July 3rd. report. 
The new claims are marked in green on Mar, No, 1 and the old War Eagle locations 
shown in orange, 


Your option on this ground and your investment in work will thus be ade-
quately protected. If War Ea gle owners have a valid title the terms of your op- 
tion still std. If they have not, the new locations 411 acquire all rights 
to this property. 


In checking over the ground during last examination we found that ilL 
quarts carries valnes, even some pure whit. 'biall quarts" when broken contained 
lead suiphides. This is indicative of extensive astalliution of the quartz 
and the wide spread and large pieces of float is indicative of good sized quarts 
body beneath overburden.


- 


CON US1)I The wide distribution of large on float and indication of consider-
able ore width by dmp at 2foot shaft together with the fact that 


metallic values occur in every type of quarts on this showing, all give encourage.- - 
ment that further expliretion and development. idil provide commercial or. results, 
The showings justify bulldoze prospecting whose results will determine underground 
exploration and development. Success should provide a good' profitabl, lead-
silver-gold sine. In event of disappointment from bulldozer work tho losses will 
be limited to cost of road plus about $3,000 for bulldozing. *ilst it will 
require this work to prove whether or not these expectations develop the showings 
fully justify this expenditure which will be followed by expenditure for underground
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dsv*ioprne*t in uc.rd with biifldo tht *or	 Ltnp. Unlesi this work is dens the 
prsperty #3.1 remain clor*ant is wp.sition econ.ica11y as it has for the 
past ys*rs. 


Spokine, Wash. 
Ampst- 2.a 1944  


Arthur Lakes 
Mining ftgineer & Osologist
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GENERAL TECHNICAL DA+9 2	
NOT TO BE FILLED IN BY APPLICANT 


NoT


FOR USE UNDER THE	 Docket No. - 


	


DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950 	 Date received --------- ------------------


Wow VA40 t4d $UVar L04 luloz 


t .øurtes ZdE.
Name and 


3i*t1e. '***hi**ton	 address of 
S	 pnlicant 


	


ovcmbør	 19 
Date ........................................ 


INSTRUCTIONS 


	


This form is to be filed with Defense Minerals Adminis-	 (4) signed copies of the form and accompanying papers. 


	


tration, Department of the Interior, Washington 25, D. C.	 Name and address should be stamped or typed on each sheet 


	


It should be accompanied by appropriate application form 	 of this form and all accompanying papers. When a question 


	


when a specific type of Government assistance is requested,	 is inapplicable it should be so stated on the form. Addi-


	


in the form of (1) loan, (2) purchase contract, (3) Gov-	 tional sheets may be attached in answering any questions 


	


ernment guarantee of a private loan, (4) priorities or allo- 	 or in supplying additional information. (IF YOU CAN-


	


cation of mining equipment, and maintenance, repair and	 NOT ANSWER A QUESTION, SO STATE.) If a ques-


	


operating supplies, and (5) other forms of Government 	 tion is answered elsewhere indicate where answered. It is 


	


assistance that might arise under the Act. Submit four 	 not necessary to answer it again. 
GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 


Supply the following information on separate sheets, arranged, numbered, and lettered as indicated: 
1. Materials produced: 


(a) What are the chief mine, mill, or smelter products? 
(b) What are the byproducts, if any? 


2. Name (s) and type (s). of mine (s), mill (s), smelter (s), refinery(ies), pit (s), quarry (ies), drilling operation (s). Include old 
names of property, if any. Show extent of workings, including the following: 


(a) Linear feet of shafts. 
(b) Linear feet of drifts and crosscuts. 
(c) Linear feet of tunnels or adits. 
(d) Linear feet of other mine openings (explain briefly).  


Indicate whether mine is flooded or not. Describe any pumping problems. Give size or productive capacity. 
8. For each operation listed above supply the following: 


(a) Distance and direction from nearest town and shipping point. 
(b) Mining district. 
(c) Township, Section, Range: 
(d) County, State. 


4; (a) State whether or not property is now in operation, and if in operation, by whom operated. 
(b) Are you operating this property as: 


O Owner. 
• Lessee. 
0 Contractor. 


5. Number of years in production - --------------------------------------- 0 


If not in production or operation, estimated date when production will begin - - -
6. Experience of operators,: 


Describe the mining and general business experience of (a) the applicant, and (b) the' person rp.eisons who manage the 
project. 


7. History:
(a) Give a statement, as complete as possible, of previous exploration, development, operation, and production of property, 


with reasons for suspension of operation. 
(b) State briefly the known history and production of adjoining and neighboring properties. 
(c) Furnish any available (private) reports that may apply to this application, including results of mine examinations, 


recommended exploration and development, and metallurgical investigations. 
S	


16-03792-2
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eposit is other than placer: 
(1) Submit assay plans and/or sections showing location and size of proved (measured) and probable 


(indicated) ore or mineral reserve. 
(2) State the tonnage (indicate type of ton) and grade of each class of ore reserve, as above, and show how 


computed. Tabulated total ore reserve as follows: 


TOTAL ORE OR MINERAL RESERVES 


METAL OR 
MINERAL	 RECOVERABLE	 ESTIMATED COST 


ORE OR MINERAL RESERVE	
ESTIMATED	 CONTENT	 ROSS VALUE	 UNIT VALUE	 OF PRODUCTION 


TONS	 PER TON	
PER TON	 PER TON	 PER TON 


(Grade) 
(a)	 (b)	 (c)	 (d)	 (e) 


Measured(proved) ----------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------------- ------------------------  


Indicated (probable)---------------------------


(c) If placer:


(1) Give estimated total yardage and average marketable mineral content of each deposit. 


(2) Submit map showing location of placer deposit and surrounding area, with all test holes or pits. Submit 
logs of each hole and test pit with depth and average value of each. 


(3) Describe gravel, stating whether fine, medium or coarse; loose, tight, cemented, or frozen, and whether it 
contains stumps or boulders more than 1 foot in diameter; if so, how large, and in what proportion. 


(4) Describe bedrock, giving type (granite, sandstone, shale, etc.) and state whether it is hard or soft, smooth, 
uneven or rough. 


(5) Describe overburden, stating whether loose, tight, or cemented; fine or coarse textured; furnish estimate of 
average thickness and total amount. 


(6) Tabulate the reserves using the form outlined above for ore or mineral reserves. 


13. Access Roads: 
Give road distances to shippin' supply ply and residence points stating kind and condition of roads. 


a eu.. to $moe, Zd ho, * zp center (eowatV eae) 
14. Water Supply: 


State source and quantity of water available for operations and whether sufficient for all seasons of year. 


15. Power: 
State amount of power used, rate per hour, and source thereof. 


16. Labor: ftlo  IV tOOtØ øentat 
State number and classes (miners, muckers, milhnen, eta.) of men employed during a recent representative payroll period. 


17. Equipment and Facilities: CCrpZ'*UO* h01e Z324 86M4 n".20wo	 t	 (id*ttoi guid),. 
Describe present equipment on the property, including buildings. (State condfron.) List major pieces of equipment 


now owned or controlled and in serviceable condition available for this operation. 


18. Are there any particular conditions or circumstances affecting your operations that are not described above? If so, explain. 


CERTIFICATION 


The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-
tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best of their knowledge and belief. 


WIR MEZ 3OW &ThR WhD 11EG CO. 
(Name of company) 


^BY,	 ----------------- 
(Signalt^uireo;axuit̂lh;orized offici 1)


S: winwWrl	 1951.	 Pree$dbt 
(Date)	 (Title) 


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation 
to any department or agency of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 


U. I. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 	 16-63792-1 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
ONThE 


WAR EAGLE PROPERTY 
Tashi Ceunti.'idah• 


The War Eagle is a prospective mining property that warrants exploration in 
expectancy of staking a good lead-silver-gold mine of moderate size. 


The property comprises five located claims extending from War Eagle Mountain 
northwest across Pratt Creek and up over the ridge dividing Pratt Creek from 
Wimpy Creek, The claims extend NW along the indicated course of War Eagle 
vein-lode which has been opened by two tunnels-south of Pratt Creek on War 
Eagle Mountain, thence M ever Pratt CreekWimpy Creek divide where the lede 
is opened by a srio.s of surface cuts and two shallew shafts, and is also 
presumed to be exposed by tunnel down the Pratt Creek slop, as shown on Plan 
No, 1 and Longitudinal Section herewith4 


The property is reached by mountain read extending 11 miles westerly from 
the main highway at Baker, Idaho to Goldetone mine, thence by high level 
foot trail extending 14 miles easterly to the upper War Eagle showings on the 
divide, From there a switchback trail extends down Pratt Creek slope to the 
lowe* tunnel and thence to War Eagle camp, War. Eagle camp is on the read 
1-1/3 miles nearer Haker. 


An alteraativemeans of access is by road extending 40-miles from Arastead, 
Idaho, to Goldstone mine, thence by above mentioned trails. Whilst this 
latter route is in better repair—as about 14 miles of the Pratt Creek read 
has been washed out making it impassable except for pack hers' s and difficult 
wagon haul—the Armistead read crosses the Continental Divide at abut 9000 
feet altitude and is there under deep snow until late suimr. 


In the event that War Eagle showings on Pratt 'Creek-Wimpy Creek divide expose 
c onmercial ore bodies as anticipated, the surface configuration indicates that 
best means of access will be by road extending up the gentle Wimpy Creek slope 
which is gener4ly covered by overburden and timbered 'so that a road could be 
quickly and cheaply bulldozed. 


Timber in vicinity' of War" Eagle showings is suitable for lumber and for mining 
purposes. Both Pratt and Wimpy Creeks. flow adequate water for all milling 
purposes but there appear to be no running streams in close vicinity of War 
Eagle showings. The summer .prospecting camp suggested at the. upper shavings may be provided with water from the 20-foot shaft on War Eagle vein or a spring might be found by further search. 


The high elevations 'make winter weather severe but open weather may be counted on for about six, or more, months per year in vicinity of the proposed'work, 
Transportation to sumeer Camp will be by pack horse ever the War Eagle-Geld- 
stone trail or up the gentle hill slope 'NW and W of the showings. 


The country rocks comprise a series of thin bedded, platy argillaceous quartz-
ites enclosed between beds of hard, vitreous, . massive quartzites, all striking 
generally NW with variable steep dips SW and NE. The War Eagle and Goldstone 
veins occur in the thinner bedded formations which are much more favorable for 
formation of shear and fissure zones than the more massive rocks which appear 
to be too hard and resistant to permit extensive vein fissuring,
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Eagle appears to exceed 1000-
Eagle vein which cats it at 
War Eagle vein-led* about 
formation course will permit 
the vein before it enters the 


T . bed of thinner favorable formation at War. 
feet thick, striking NW nearly parallel to War 
acute angle, and has nearly vertical dip. The 
centers this bed and its acute intersection of 
considerable lateral aiid vertical extension of 
harder and more massive, less favorable rocks. 


Best exposures of War Eagle vein-lode are on the divide between Pratt Wispy 
Creek at about 8500 feet above sea level where it has been trenched and 
opened by shallow shafts for about 220 fact length in a N 25°W direction with 
a 20-foot shaft near center where ore width must have been considerable, Judg-
ing from, the large alount of quartz-lead ore piled around it where chunks 
upwards of one foot square are ceanon. The area NV of these. workings is 
generally covered by earth and timber but considerable float in large chunks 
and possible outcrop occur for an additional 260 feet. Whilst it 11 require 
more systematic surface trenching to prove vein outcrop under the overburden, 
the above exposures indicate a possible length of mere than 450 feet of vein 
in this vicinity and it is to be expected that this will be closely approxi 
mated by the work suggested.' . 


The cuts and shaft are not e xposed in vein at present, except for 10-foot 
pit near station 37 where a feet of good ore is opened, The samples taken 
in this vicinity were, therefore, grab samples from the amorous and consider-
able ore 'piles around the shaft and cuts and from possible outcrops and/or 
large float exposed NW down the kill. The ore is essentially quartz with 
visible i.a4 in streaks, veinleta and small bunches and the samples show a 
hi.r lead tenor that would be first anticipated. Judging from the workings 
it would appear that the ore body here is a lense which widened out to con-
siderable width at and near the center (in vicinity of the shaft) and narrowed 
at each end. However I do not believe that the large float occurring NW down 
towards and in the vicinity of Tunnel NAN (See Map No. 3) was thrown from this 
wider bed as the surface is tee flat for these large pieces to have travelled 
that far. It is possible ,, therefore, that another good sized lease may occur 
between station No. 35 and Tunnel NAN and it is on this assumption that the 
exploration work advised herein 'is predicated. Success here would encourage 
further prospecting down the lode strike towards Wimpy Creek with possibility 
that additional ore lenses may be found. 


Judging from the Ocldstone laps and other geologic conditions, which will be 
mere fully investigated and reported in (oldstone sxaaination, the probable 
downward rake if War Eagle ore shoots or ore some will be NW or toward Wimpy 
Creek, If this proves to be the case the obvious locality for attack in 
d epth would be from Wimpy Creek side of the mountain towards which the bettor 
ire showings would plunge. 


The next showing on War Eagle vein is presumed to be at Tunnel "Bit ,, 1000 feet 
further SE and 430-vertical feet below the above showings. This comprises two 
veins (1) an east side of cut over tunnel face which lines up with the 
projected SE strike of 'vein from the upper showings, giving belief that this 
may be on the same vein-lode, and (2) a narrow quartz vein branching L33°W 
from the first. These two veins occur in a sheared, much contorted and 
schst.d zone Within the thin, platy argillaceous quartzites. They appear to 
be barren of mineral where new exposed but ire on the tunnel dump contains 
considerable galena which is indicative that the vein, or veins, in the tunnel 
were. productive of ore. They vary in width from two feet at surface of the
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first vein and 6" at surface of the second, but in the cut both pinch down 
to about half their surface exposure. Unfortunately the tunnel floor and 
face was not open for inspection so that conditions there could not be judged. 
A picked u*ple of the best lead-quarts ore returned high values as reported 
elsewhere in the report. 


Two cuts between the upper Showings and Tunnel "a" are clearly off the vein 
strike and show nothing. The distence between the respective showings 1s 
too far to coclud. with certainty that Tunnel "B" is on the same' 'vein shown 
by the upper workings and. surface trenching--.starting from above--will have 
to be done to proVe or disprove the contention. The upper showings are bet-
tsr and show merit promise than this øü isolated showing' but it is possible 
that mere 'extensive prospecting may materially improve it.' 	 . 


About 1000 feet SW and '560 feet lower elevation from Tunnel NfiP is a small 
cut in thin, platy argillaceous quartsitO containing a 6-inchj well mineral-
laid quarts vein those strike nearly parallels the War Zagle. its position 
prohibits its being S$ extension of this vein but it might prove to be a 
parallel one, about 650 feet west of War Eagle vein, A little prospecting to 
see if it widns might afford encouragement to preepect uphill for parallel 
are showings. Its position is west'of War Nagle property lines and if it 
should provide encouragement additional claims should be staked to cower it. 


The tunnels on the south aid. of Pratt Creek are caved and were not examined,. 
I an informed that good gold ore' was gotten though in what amount is not noted, 
This section would be loft for some future date as the area between Pratt and 
Wispy Creeks affords neat promise, is easier of access, and if it proves 
satisfactory after exploration' would give a wide 'section for development and 
aiming.	 ,	 '	 S 


As noted none if the actual vein was exposed in: y of the cuts or shafts at' 
the upper showings, with exception of about one foot of vein in bottom of the 
most southerly exposure. For this reason th. samples taken by as are primar-
ily "grab" samples fran the , ore piles at surface and whilst' they are indicative 
of the good ore tenor are not conclusive as they would be it the vein itself 
had been sampled, In taking these grab samples the mineralized quarts was 
chipped from nneezous larger chunks into a' email sample. Two picked samples 
of the ore containing heaviest visible sale" were taken, the others being the 
better quarte.ga1eaa ere and quartz. The results are higher than I had 
expected at the time of sampling and' are encouraging for l.ad-.ailver-.gold. ore 
but it is to be expected that the full vein widths' will run less than the 
average of grab samples taken, though this* indicate that the vein-rim  will 
be good mill grads ore • The encouraging feature is that the "float" are 
represented by Samples #1 and 2 ran as well as it did as this Material did' 
not leek overly promising on the ground.	 . ''•	 . 


In calculating present dollar" values of metal contents of the samples, the 
followi*g prices have been taken: Gold $35 per ounce; Silver 75 per ounce; 
Lead .374 per pound.  


sample' No • 1 taken from outcrop or float exposed above surface 12 inches 
A& at O.C. "3* (Se* Map No. 3) 10 feet NW of 'the shaft and 


	


cut workings.	 S ,	 ,







.
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Gold	 0,36 os, $12.60 
•	 Silver 1,3 os,	 0.97 


• Lead	 0.85%	 $ 141 - Totalvalue per ton	 $14.71 


Saapi,o Na,. 2 General grab àaple of large pieces of ore at cut above 
'uuj "A ft : portal ,. 260 feet NW from shaft and cut workings. 


Gold	 0,40 OZa $14Q0 
Silver 34 as. $ 2,32 


•	 Lead	 10.31%	 $13.97.... Total value per ton	 $30.27 


The lead content is unexpectedly high, Tunnel NAN is caved 
and cannot determine if in doirnvrd continuation of this vim, 
Doubtful as littli ore Ce. tunnel dump. 


Sample No, 3 Grab from large pieces of' , ore piled around 20-foot thaft to 
a*ot estimated about 30 tons. Quarts with galena, _Copper 
stains, etc. Representative of ore, that cam from the shaft 
but possibly higher than average if chipped frc* vein face. 


Samplis $A


Gold	 0.30	 *so, $10,50. 
Silver.	 3,6 or. * $ 2,70 •. .	 . 
Lead	 10.8%	 $14.51 Total value per ton	 S29477 


Picked sample of' 'best lead ore with quarts taken from numerous 
large chunks of lead-quartz stained by copper,. etc, Clearly 
high grads and probably in minor mount within the vein. 


Gold	 0.60	 oz $21.00 
Silver 12,6 Os. , $ 9.45 .' 
Lead	 %	 $46.44 - Total value	 $76.89 


Taken to see what the best ore in this vicinity would, run. 


Sample No, 4 . Grab from pile of ore near filled cut #36, quartz and galena. 
No indication of 'vein Width. 


Gold	 032' Os. $fl,20 
Silver 3.6 Os. $. 2.70 
Lead	 14.0%
	


$1e1,090 Total value	 $32.80 


These value$ unexpectedly high as ore does not have appearance 
of this much lead content. 


Sample No. 5 From 1-foot yen in 'bottom of 10 .4 oat pit at south end of the 
showings. Vein partly exposed in north end of shaft contains 
visible stringers of lead, 	 •	 •. 


Geld	 0.18 oz $600. 
Silver 4.4 Os. $3.30 
Lead	 16,1%	 • $21.60 - Total value •	 •	 $311120 


Sample No, 6 Selected sample from the best lead-quartz ore at Tunnel "An, 
'. No indication of width or occurrence in vein which was covered 


under tunnel floor and net exposed in tunnel face. Surface
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outcrop shows no visible galsna. Sample taken to see what 
best ore here might run. When the tunnel faces are better 
exposed * more syatenatic sampling should f•llew as this is 
inconclusive of the ore possibilities here. 


•	 Gold	 032 oz * $ 4.20 
•	 Silver 425 oz $ 3,25 


Lead	 37.0%	 $49,90- Total value 	 $5835 
- -	 - - - - - - 


The above Sampling,, despite the limitations outlined, is encouraging that the 
War £agle upper showings may develop into 'a good lead-silver-gold mine by 
further work, 


In order to prove the prhperty more fully this atser it is advised that two 
men be installed at the upper area md provided with tent camp, tools, and, 
supplies by horse pack. A system of open trench work should be laid out and 
the work frequently inspected, 


I advise that the area between station 35 and Tunnel W' first be prospected 
through overburden to solid rock and the vein (or veins) exposed be blasted 
into and sampled, It is probable that from 3 to 4 feet of overburden will be 
found which will slew up pick and ahwYel work but this appears to be the most 
feasible for this suMser. After this section has been explored the Pratt Creek 


slope should be trenched from vicinity of station 3? to SE along the projected 
vein strike. This will conclude about all the work two men could do during the 
season. 


I estimate costs of wages, supplies, packing, etc, for two men will average 
•	 about $22 per dat. If success is net with a more extensive and cheaper per 


cubic yard prospecting could be performed next summer by bulldozer but the 
•	 preliminary work would not warrant the cost of bringing one in at this time. 


Conclusions 


The War Eagle property is situated in the rock formation that has been most 
ore-favorable in this section and has developed Goldstone vein to more than 500 feet depth in good era. Whilst War Eagle rock belt is separate from Gol& 
stone it Is similar in character and structure, Thus War Eagle has ore-
favorable host rock. 


Th* small amount of work on War Eagle upper workings has indicated more than 
usual smom*ts of quarts-galena ore uhich assays high enough to promise coner-
cial returns after the ore sheots may be developed into length and depth. 
The imeedlate future should be given to proving lateral extent and vein widths 
of ore. This will best be done by surface trenching, After this work is done the depth extension could conveniently be done by diamond drilling from surface 
by gas-driven drill. 
I have no hesitancy in róccsnending prospecting and exploration of this property 
and believe that a good-lead-silver-gold mine of moderate sIze will be disclosed. 


Spokane, Washington	 • • •	 ARTHUR LAW 
July 3, 1944
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I aids another exaidnattos of War Eagle property July 26th, in coajuuctiou 
n.dsrjround suatnation of (Jo]dstoae mine workiagi, July 2449th. 


This report diefly coacerns asthed of surf ace prospecting of vein outcrop 
sad downward extensions or ore found thereby; transportation facilities and i,r*ve-
suat thereof. Various ton as for road caeeetioa btwean War k a4e sad Oeldsto*s 


were i*veetipt.d. 


The outstanding factors developed by this sxaaLuttoa weres 


M. The I depth of ósrb*td* at War Eagle surface exceeds estiasts of 
Preliainuy report, July 3rd., and vein outcrop sanoot be sdsquately or 
ebeapl7 opened by pick and shovel. The only satisfactory sutbod involves 


bu110$$P t s*diiaj through ft'oa 5 to mrie than 10-f.et of over burden. 


(2) Th, absolute necessity for roads over ièich to drive buUdroser to the 
upper Ww £agl* rnó and also to had coress•r, nine ca*'a, and other 
atuing .qutpasat to be used for raiuergr.'sud dsveipssnt of ore that nay 
be found by bulldozing. 


(3) Validity of title of War Eagle clams is subject to doubt * Steps have 
been aide to protect your interests in this natter. 


!sp L.,%a The unusually strong $hQVi*$* of ore float and at the surf icial 
wsrkiags at upper War E.ge should interest any atatag engineer. 


Tho tact that th* property has been ipared for the put IS to 20-years is probably 
due to the isolated position and difficult accessibility of these showings. In 
order to explore the actual vein outcrop mio*g its course, in accord with proper 
Wain g caution, will require the use of bulldozer. This requires that it dig * road 
to WIT ii*gle localityo ithout this work the ore possibilities will renoin entirely 
speculative and the property continue ec it has for the past yws. Therifare the 
chief ObUll to lash of transportation I óith will have to be reasdi.d before intsU. 
Seat sad conclusive instigations osa go forward. 


In Oo*sid.risg transportation it is necessary to beer in Mad that ore fro* 
.ar hagle (If successfully developed in eoce.srcial quantity, as expected) and fros 
Gold stose *iss will be treated is a central sill, powered by Dsel..loctz'ic unit 
fro* which electricity will be wired to soapresors at each nine. This plsi*t should 
be located shore ore frau the respective nines can be transported downgrade to it. 
The ,t central locality nesting this condition will be an Pratt eck, possibly 
near War Eagle cabin, shereby ore frea War Eagle could be transported over aerial 
traay or by road down to MU and ore fron Oc]datcae sine be hauled down over 
present road to *111 by truck in mr and cat-train in winter. 


Thus the location of the read will be det.niused by the above considerations 
in order to facilitate earliest scoess to War Eagle showings and at the sane tins 
provide adequate permanent traasp.rtattes for ore and supplies. An alternative 
sill location had been considered on the gentler slope of Wispy Crook north of 
W* Eagle showings iish is covered by earth but investigation proved the iaq,.s. 
sibilfty of building dawn grade road connecting Osldsto*e sine to this section.
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If this had proven otherwise the ihimpy slope had sw preference but the best method 
of sccss to these properties now appears to be as follows; 


(I) I.ro,s Goldstone road up Pratt Creek by relocating about 2"miles on 
the south side of Pratt Creek from the lower power plant to about mile above 
damsite, thereby bypassJam Al washed out sections and connecting into the good, 
even grade read from about mtle west of War kgle cabin to Goldstone camp. 
Merold reediaga indicate from % to 10% grads, with possibility of one or two 
switchbacks. The south side. of the creek is mostly earth timbered br jack pins 
and other small timber. Two bridges will be required, one crzsing Pratt Creek 
at each end of the relocated road. This will provide adequate truck haulage to 
and from OeI4st.na mine which will greatly facilitate future operations there 
as well as afford access to War Lagle showings. 


(2) Take off from Goldstone road at most convenient place between War bagle 
cabin and Oeldstone camp to miss the large rock slide west of north creek fork. 
This rock slide extends part way down the moutsin north of present road. This 
road to extend at about 10% grade up to Tunnel "B", thence up & , 10% lecalty of 
tar Lagle upper workings * SWojoct to survey, I have sketched this road on accoa 
panying May Ng.,i. Distance cannot be determined until survey but should approxiiu. 
met. 90 006 test. Preliminary observation indicates depth of overburden sufficient 
to dig a 12 to 14-foot road, Som marrow rock ridges may be encountered, requiring 
rock work Aickvill be facilitated by use of portable compressor to be used in 
preliminary underground development at War kagle. The idea is to follow bulldozer 
ruts and eliminate all rock work possible. 


Obviously a true estimate of cost cannot be arrived at until further inesti. 
gatiom but it is Possible that the above work can be performed in & week or 10-
days, largely dependent upon the rock work required. 


Surface exDio Once the road is completed a series of level cuts will be 
driven across the indicated vein strike down both Pratt Creek 


and Wimpy Creek slopes. Th.' gentle Wimpy. Creek slope will permit bulldosing as 
far as required but the lower half of Pratt Creek slope between upper War 104e 
and Tunne1l'1" gets progressively steeper which may eventually limit work in 
that direction. 


A Adal	 S-i-foot depth to over lOdeet depth over overburden and slabbed 
country rock may be expected, thus benches upwards of 30-feet wide will be formed 
by digging down into bedrock to expose the vein outcrop. The bulldozer will be 
followed by two an who will use pick and shovel and dynamite to define vein (or 
veins) found therein. Possibly *3,000 may be expended in this work which will 
most conclusively define surficial ore possibilities which mining caution requires. 


As mentioned in . preliminary report, and. illustrated on accompanying Loagi-. 
tudinal Section 2-A, the probable downward ore rake of War Nagle ore zone (or sonee) 
will be northerly towards Wimpy Creek and the presed igneous ore source. This 
northerly ore rake was anticipated from Goldstone, maps and has been definitely 
proven by aW recent Gold stone examination. 


At present the full lateral extent of War Lagle 's upper oz'e some has not been 
indicated doe to the heavy cover. Testing down Pratt Creek slop. will be mecca.. 
asry to define the southeastern limits at surface and likewise bulldoze testing 
down Wimpy Creek slops will be required to define' length of are to the northwest. 


The indicated northerly rake suggests that prospecting down Wimpy Creek slope 
411 provide better and quicker result 	 d this work should be performed first,







., 


Vpi4.rinad .nlpt49. and nLMgl The Longitudinal section Indicates pos 
sible additional ore son* under the upper 


ions. This eztóads from Tnsl "B". How for above or below this td this mow-
i*j ss.y ee*ti**e will depend upon exploration, to prove. 


The *Ortsarl7 ore rak, if proven u '.pect.d, will require longer tunnels to 
tap downward aostinuattoe of ore *oi*s if driven from Pratt Creek slope in a aora 
therly direction than tunnels driven nstheriy from Wimpy Creek slope becans. the 
Pratt Creek !' ,"4s would progress	 and	 the ore rake, shilst the Wiay 
('oek tunnels would be driven 	 the or. rake. 


Winy Creek slops affords better opportunity to quickly detoreins or. possIbi." 
Itties iadiea'tud by the large float showings then, and the surficial showings on 
the divide bstwse* Prat and Wimpy Creek.. The Pratt Creek slope has advantage 
of proving ore possibilities indicated is vicinity of T*anl $W but would be nor. 
than twice as long as Wi tunnels to test downward ecutmnnation of the indicated 
larger ore possibilities north of the divide. 


1hroo methods of underground dvelepnsnt present thease]vesa 


(1) tanift, tuawl driven southeast along vein the Wimpy slope ithereby about 
100 to BOO-feet length weld test the full length of indicated org acne 
to about 400'n.ziacn feet below surf ace. The cost of this tunnel at. 
$18 per foot would be about $16,000 and would prows width of ore vein, 
length of ore shoots, etc. to that depth. 


(2) Drift tunnel driven northwest slang vein by extension of Tunnel P 
would extend 1200-feet to reach the indicated beginning .f the better 
ore ions, tes.. would have to advance, anadditioaallO0 toot ormore to 
reach its other end, a total of 2000 feet á1Cb would brin* this tunnel 
almost to surface at Wimpy slope. This tunnel would have advantage of 
proving possibilities of the ore eons near its portal and would also 
teat ground between th* two news which Wiirpy tunnel would not do. 
Cost of this tunnel at $18 per foot would be about $36,000 and would 
prove width of ore, vein, length of ore shoots within the various ore scees, 
etc, to a aezijum of 400 feet below surf see. 


(3) kltension of the 20-foot shaft down in the wevein for 400 feet, to sane 
elevation of the two propossd tamntls, would b sin edvutags of "staying 
with the ore0 until it raked out to the , north, thereby proving Width and 
we tenor in dmmward óontinuatiea. 1)nifts would have to be run out 
northerly in the lower levels to prove lateral sonditioss along the vein. 
At $40 per foot, 400 feet of shaft would cost $16,000 and at $20 per foot 
in additional $00 feet of drift along vein would cost $16,000, the total 
$32,000. 5isbjeet to bulidoser disclosisr.s of 'ein down Wiapy slope, 


ereby Wimpy tunnel could be started on, or close to ore, the shaft 
method would give better assurance and prove two dinonsions within limits 
of or. rake, whereby the tuawl methods would require idditional work 
to prove vertical conditions. 


Thi sore rapidaseeliah*eat of objective together with lesser cost gives 
advantage to Wiay slop. tunnel. If suonees is set with and commercial ore proven 
along its horisoetsi extent then a shaft could be raised to surface fron this 
level, 180 feet north fran the 30-foot shaft to afford Information about the vein







and also provide access to Surface iè.reby, ore cuuldbe hoisted to a tram or 
road tuiuiaal for transportation doa to mill. Deeper drVslopms*t would best 
be performed by so 1=1 this shaft. At about $30 Per foot this ahstt.rata* 
would aest about $130 )O but this additional ezpanse would not be tesuired until 
wi tunasi had prved occurrence of acceptable quantities and grad. of are 
to VU'tSIt going into 


In regards the iiaft method it is questionable if the compressor to be 
used for preliminary dv velopment would provide sufficient power for hoisting 
nero than 200 feet. This would require * larder and more expeni* coupreasor, 


as coatianous %imb*ftMSA èor.by water would drain out the ameLi and anch 
of die drift tunnels would not require tiuber. 


Yalidity .o title to war Eg1e claims is subject to doubt by reason that 
Location *.tie posted at War	 2 clala is dated $q 251, 1937


but the County Recorders 's office has no filing asof that date but shows only 
the original location in 1928. *bject to thorough checking of yearly ass.asemt 
filings from 192$ to 1937 or some ether legal arrangement for holding the claims 
in good standing during that period the title of optioflers may have lapsed. If 
assessment lapsed at any time between 1928 and 1937 the claims lapsed and there-
after would be subject to (a) relocation by former stakers or (b) open for new 
location by new stakers. Unless a lapse had occurred I caatot see reason for 
posting a Notice dated in 1937 because the claims would be in good stadLag and 
not require such a node.. This natter deserves thorough investigation.. 


In the meantime, to protect your interests, six claims are being located to 
cover War Sagle Lode sod an additional four claims are being located on open 
ground west of War Eagle to cover * vein there, as advised in or July 3rd, report. 
The new claims are marked in trees o* Mar _No.,1.and the old War Eagle locations 
shown in orange.	 S 


Tour option on this ground and your investment in work will thus be ade-
quately protected. It War Eagle owners have a valid title the terms of your opft 
tion still stand. If they bat, not, the new locations 411 acquire all rights 
tot his propert. 


Is shesking over the groua4 during last ezenination we found that all 
quarts carries values, even sane pare white "bull quartz ásn broken contained 
lead sulphides. This is indicative of extensive *stalUsstio* of the quarts 
and the wide spread and large pieces of float is iflitcative of good sisod quarts 
body beneath overburden. 


$CLU1P The wide distribution of large ore float and indication of consider. 
able are width by dump at 204ot shaft togmther withth* fact that 


metallic values occur in every type of quarts on this shoving, in give encuurege. 
nout that further exploration sad development will provideorctal ore results, 
The showings justify buildose prospecting whose results will determine underground 
exploration and development. Success should provide a good profitable lead-
silver-Sold ads.. In event of disappothtmo*st tram buildoser work th, losses will 
be 14ait.d to cost of road plus about $3 9 000 for buildasiag. 	 Llst it will
require this work to prove iibether or not these expectations develop the showings 
fully justify this ezpendit*re which will ho followed by expenditure for undergroi







0 
d.s1opisat is aøord vith buU4.s.r findings. Unless this work is done the 
pi.p.rw will r.*4n dorsit is same position .cososdeaUy as it has for the 
past years. 


$okans, Wash. 
!Mjj 21


Artbw Lake
- 


}iiaLsg thgi*eer Geologist
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASH lNGT0N-25,-D.-C. 


, So, 157 Howard Street 
..	 Spokane 4, Washington	 ( 


November 16, 1951 


Thru: Reports and Records Unit 


Mr. Tom Lyon, Chairman 
Coordinating Committee 
Defense Minerals Administration 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington 25, D. C. 


Dear Mr. Lyon: 


Enclosed are four copies each of Forms ?AF-100 and NF-103 
submitted by the War Eagle Gold, Silver, Lead Mining Company, 
511 Securities Building, Seattle, Washington. The application concerns 
the War Eagle ropertyLemhi County, Idaho. 


This office was previously informed that the War Eagle Gold, 
Silver, Lead, Mining Company wished to submit application for 
exploration assistance. Therefore in October Mr. Elton Youngberg, 
Geologist, U. S. Geological Survey, attempted. to visit the property to 
conduct a field examination, but found the mine to be snowed in and 
inaccessible. The applicant, Mr. B. W. Porter, advises that the 
property should be accessible by May 1952, This office will tentatively 
schedule a field examination for that time. 


Sincerely, 


s/ Thor H. Kiilsgaard 
for A. E. Weissenborn 


Executive Officer, DMA 
Field Team, Region II 


Enclosures as indicated. 


cc: USBM, Spokane
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[rorin 6-95 


UNITED STATES	 EIIIL. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


BUREAU OF MINES 


REFERENCE SLIP 


DATE 


REFERRED TO:


2.
1.


7/'7 


FOR:
Action	 Recommendation 


Approval	 Record 


Comment	 of-------------------


Conference	 Referring 


Consideration	 to--------------------


Filing	 Reply for signa-


Instructions	 ture of--------------


Investigation	 Rewriting 


Initials	 Signature 


Mailing	 Suggestions 
Previo correspondence ------------Your information 


REMARKS:	 -- - - 


ChecX) before the' items needing attention. 


Initials of sender. 
OPO 16-51162-1 
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 


So. 157 Howard Street 
Spokane 4, Washington 


November 16, 1951 


Thru: Reports and Records Unit 


Mr. Tom Lyon, Chairman 
Coordinating Committee 
Defense Minerals Administration	 '	 4)1 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Washington 25, D. C.  


Dear Mr. Lyon: 


Enclosed are four copies each of Form MF-100 and\MF-1O3 ( 
submitted by the War Eagle Gold, Silver, Lea 	 ining


 C1 
submitted  
511 Securities Building, Seattle, Washington. The application concerns 
the War Eagle property, Lemhi County, Idaho. 


This office was previously informed that the War Eagle Gold, 
Silver, Lead, Mining Company wished to submit application for 
exploration assistance. Therefore in October Mr. Elton Youngberg, 
Geologist, U. S. Geological Survey, attempted to visit the property to 
conduct a field examination, but found the mine to be snowed in and 
inaccessible. The applicant, Mr. B. W. Porter, advises that the 
property should be accessible by May 1952. This office will tentatively 
schedule a field examination for that time. 


Sincerely, 


Thor H.Kiilsgaar 
for A. E. Weissenborn 


Executive Officer, DMA 
Field Team, Region II 


Enclosures as indicated. 


cc: USBM, Spokane







Subject: I4EA4235 
Re: Exploration Loan 
Ben Nos.. 1 to 10 


Mr. W B. Porter,. President 
War Eagle Gold, Silver, Lead Mining Co. 
ll Securities Building 


Seattle, Washington 


My dear Mr. Porter: 


This will acknowledge receipt of your application dated 


November 1, 191	 for a loan wider the Defense Production Act of 


19S0.


Your application was assigned Docket Number DNU.*2235 and 


referred to the Base Metals Branch. 


Kindly refer to D)WA.2235 in any future correspondence 


relating to your application.


Sincerely yoursp 


ROBERT E. ADAMS 


Robert K. Adams, Chief 
Reports & Recvde Unit 


786Z







Form UNITED	 TES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIO	 Budget Bureau No. 42-R1035.1. 
(Revised June 1951)


DE SE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


MF-103 Should Be Filed With General Technical Data Form MF-100 


APPLICATION FOR AID FOR AN


EXPLORATION PROJECT PURSUANT TO 


MINERAL ORDER 5, UNDER


DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950


Not To Be Filled in by Applicant 


Docket No. 
Metal or Mineral ---------------------------------------
Date Received 
Amount $ 
Participation (Government %) 


P
CW	 LTiD	 è.	 Name and


address of 


11 Ø?1tt3	 1t!3	
applicant 


L	 I	 Date --Ven'-----------.- ------------------


If you have already filed MF-100, give date filed ---------------------------------, type of assistance requested ---------------------------------


'DMA Docket Number (if available) 


INSTRUCTIONS 


	


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government 	 have previously filed MF-100, it is not necessary to file it 


	


Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application,	 again. However, you should indicate in space provided above 


	


Submit four copies' each, of the signed application form, Gen- 	 the type of assistance previously applied for (loans, procure-


	


eral Technical Data Form MF-100, and answers to questions	 ment contracts, etc.) and DMA Docket Number, if available. 


	


as specified, to Defense Minerals Administration, Department 	 When a question is inapplicable it should be so stated in the 


	


of the Interior, Washington 25, D. C., or to the nearest field 	 form. Additional sheets should be attached in answering any 


	


executive office thereof, with your name and address on each 	 questions or in supplying additional information. IF YOU 


	


sheet of the application and all accompanying papers. If you 	 CANNOT ANSWER A QUESTION, SO STATE. 


1. cGiMa a'FLseription of the real property that will be in any way involved in the exploration project, including any existing 
W je or qBerating property. 


(	 ou are not the owner of the property, submit a copy of the lease, purchase option, or other agreements under which 
w	 arecthorized to operate the property with each copy of your application. 


(	 thJa1 description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted. 


' &fE: If both areas are the same, so state. The only obligation to repay. the Government is from the net earnings 
from any commercial discovery made in the area specified in (c) above in which the exploration is to be con-
ducted, and the expenditure of funds which may be charged as costs of the project must be limited to that 
area or to work necessary to perform the exploration in that area. 


(2) If applicant is not the owner of the property or if there are any liens or encumbrances against the property, 
copy of agreements of claimants, lienors, encumbrances, and lessors subordinating their interests in the prop-
erty to the interest of the Government under the Exploration Project Contract will be required for attach-
ment to the Contract. 


2. (a) What metals or minerals do you expect to find? 


(b) Furnish statement of the geologic features of' your property, giving type of ore deposit and reasons for expecting to find 
commercial ore bodies. Illustrate with maps or sketches. If you have a geologic or engineering report, or assay maps 
showing width and grade, please send them with application, stating whether or not you wish to have them returned. 


16-64067-2







The information reque!oted in questions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 below shobe answered specifically and in detail, as this 
information will be attached to and incorporated as part of the Exploration Project Contract, if such contract is entered into 
with you by the Government. 


ANSWER EACH QUESTION ON SEPARATE SHEETS OF PAPER AND SUBMIT A COPY OF EACH ANSWER 
FOR EACH COPY OF YOUR APPLICATION. 


3. (a) Describe fully the proposed work and give the total cost of the project. 


(b) State the time required to start the project and to complete it. 


4. Submit a map or sketch of the property involved showing a plan (and cross section, if needed) of the present mine workings 
and the location of the proposed exploration work as related to geologic features, such as contacts, veins, ore-bearing beds, etc. 


5. Furnish an itemized list of existing facilities, buildings, installations, and fixtures with a statement of the cost of any neces-
sary rehabilitation or repairs to put into useful and operable condition. 


6. Furnish a detailed list of additional facilities, buildings, and fixtures to be purchased, installed, or erected by you, with the esti-
mated cost of each item. 


7. Furnish a detailed list of operating equipment, separated into items to be—


(a) Rented 


(b) Purchased 


(c) Furnished by you	 * 


with the rental, purchase price, or depreciation of each item, as the case may be, to be chargedas a cost of the project. 


8. Furnish an itemized schedule of labor, b y numbers and classes (miners, muckers, etc.) and of supervisors by numbers and 
positions, with the maximum wages or salaries to be paid to each. 


9. Furnish a detailed list with estimated cost of each item for materials, supplies, engineering, assaying, accounting, power, 
water, utilities, and any other items not provided for above. 	 - 


10. (a) How much are you prepared to invest in the proposed project? 


(b) Is this amount sufficient to pay your part of the cost of the project, in accordance with the regulations on Government 
participation (Sec. 9 of MO-5)? 


11. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not sufficiently brought out by the foregoing questions. 


CERTIFICATION 


The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-
tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best of their knowledge and belief. 


(N o company)	 Ig rea€rciaH 


/____at
	


/	
(Title) 


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or agency 
of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction.


U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 	 16-64067-2
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PPALDUSARY KVORT
us H 


•VAR D1L?RQPE, 
•	 Cz4sh 


The War Eagle is a preep.ctive Maing property that warrants .*p.ratt.a in 
expectancy of asking a geed 1.	 Uver . goIdaine of atederste aiw. 


The preperly csrise .s five located cisins extending from War Eagle )taantain 
a.rthv.st across Pratt Creek and up ever the ridge dividing Pratt Creek fran 
Winpy Creek. The alai ne extend NW slang the indicated canrs. at War Eagle 
v01n40de whick has been .ened by two tamsls uiath of Pratt Creek on war 
Eagle Mountain,, thence Wi ever Pratt Creek •iy Creek divide wh.P the lado 
Is opened by & senses at sarfas. cats and two shtflev shafts, and is also 
prissused to bi ezpss.d by tnen.i dem the Pratt Creek asp., as shown an Plan 
No. 1 a*d Lengitudinal Ssstan b.re4th. 


The property is reached by *sust4a read extending U sties westerly fran 
the asia htgkimy at laker, Idaho to 0414stone ste., thence by high level 
feet trail extending 14 ails. easterly to th. upper War *iigle shavings an the 
CLiPUS. Fromi there a svitshback trail extends '4mm Pratt Creek slope to the 
laner tunnel and thence to War Eagle ciap. War Eagle camp is on the rs*4 


• 14/3 miles nearer Dakar, • 


An alternative suns of access is by road extending 40-miles fran Arsatsad, 
ij , to Oeldstene sine, thence by abev asatisne	 ls d trails, Whit this 
latter rents is in better repair—as about 14 miles of the Pratt Creek read 
has been wae4 ant asking it inpaasable except ten pack horses and difficult 
wagan h*1uth• Arsatsad read creases the Continental flivide at skeet 9000 
foot altitude and is there adsr deep snow until lat. suaner. 


In the event that War Eagle showings an Pratt Creek-Wimpy Creek divide expose 
cenercia1 we bedies as anticipated, Ike serfacw canf iguratioe indicates that 
best nesas of access wili be by read extending up the gentle Wispy Creek slope 
which is generally covered by .v.r*rdsns*d timbered as that & reed could be' 
quickly and cheaply bulidostd,	 •	 • • 


Timber in vicinity ' of War Eagle showings is suitable for lusber and ten mining 
Purposes * Both Pratt and Wispy Creeks flow adsqnaft water for all *1lliag 
purpases bet there appear to be no running streams in ci..* vicinity of War 
*agls shoving.. The .r prospecting camp suggested at the upper showings 
nay be provided with water fran the 20-foot shaft an War SaSIO vein or a 
spring might be found by further search. 


The high slevatians asks winter weather severe bet open weather may be counted 
en for about six, or sore, months per year in vicinity of the proposed work. 
Treaspartatian to etr caep will Is by pack hrs o. beer the War 1ag1..Q.ld 
steno trail on up the gentle 1411 slop. W and V at the sh*tns. 


The coiatry rocks conpniss a series of this bedded, platy argillaceous quarts. 
it,m amaSsed between beds of hard, vitreous, assatwe quartzites, all striking 
gs*.rslly W with variable steep dips W and 1$. the War Zøgl. and Goldstone 
veins eacur in the thinner bedded fosnatians which are neck more faverabio for 
terastiem of shear And fissure sease then the sore susive ricks which appear 
to be too hard and resistant to permit extensive vein fisasning.
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fl. bed at thi.er falnerable fsnsation st War T4916 appears to exceed 1000-
feet thick, striking IV nearly $r41s1 to War lagie vein èich onto it at 
scte angle, and has nearly vertical dip. The War kgb vein-lids abost 
.eat.rs this bed and its aents int.s.ctin of ferMtion course viii peinit 
seneiderable lateral and yertiasi .xtseaios. of the vein bitero it enters tbs 
harder and sire nassive, less taarab3s rocks. 


Soot expeeU*s$ of War.Zagls vein-lode are the divide bstwoen Pratt Wiy 
Creek at about S$) feet above sea level whsre it has been trenehed md 
OpONA by aballow skafts for a*wt 220 foot 1409th IS 9 x 2ew direction with 
a 204 set .ahs$t near center where are width=at have been .e*std.*bb., Jsdg. 
lag fras tho large	 t of quarts-bad ire piled around it where shanks 
upwards of ass feet square are as1s. The area W of thes, workings is 
generally covered by earth and tinber but considerable float in large shanks 
and possible outcr.p ascii' for an ad&Ltiss*1 20 f..t. Whilst it will require 
nero syst.entic surface trelohing to prove twin outcrop under the overburden, 
the abevo expeewee indi*ate a possible length of nare than 450 feet of vein 
La this vicinity and it is to be expected' that this will be cl.s4y appraxi-
aitid by tbie work suggested. 


Us cuss and shafts are net exposed in 'vein at r*ss*t, except for 10-feet 
pit near station 37 where afoot of geod ci's is opened. The isuples taken 
is this vicinity s, therefore, grab sasplos fris the nwareas and consider-" 
able we piles around the shaft and cuss sad tree possible aztcr.ps sad/or 
large float exposed IV down the bill. the ore is s*ittL*lly quarts with 
visible lead in streaks, vieftletS and 800 11 	 and the sanpies show a 
ider Lead tenor *at weuld be first anticipated. Judging free the workings 
it would appear that the ire body her. is * ions, which widesid out te cane. 
sidsrO3e width at and near the center (in vicinity of the shaft) and narrowed 
at each end. However I do net believe that the lugi fleas occurring IV dawn 
tards and in the vicinity. of Tuanal IA* (See gap 10. 3) was threwn from this 
wider bed as the surface is I,6 flat for these large pieces to have trcvoued 
that far. It is possible, therefore, that asother geed sis.d lense any occur 
betwSe* station $o. 3$ and Tunnel 'RAN and It is en this assi*siptian that the 
exploration virk advised herein is predicated'* Success here would sneourage 
further prospecting down the lode strike 'tward* Viy Creek with possibility 
that additioMi we bates nay be found.	 . '. 


Judging f ran the Ocidatone maps and ether g.obg1s conditions, which will be 
more tally investigated and reported in Qeldstane .zaaiasdon, 'the probable 
dow*ward rake of War lagie ir, sheets or on sane wilt be WV or toward Wimpy 
Creek. If this proves to be the case the obvious locality for attack i* 
d spth would be free Wimpy Creek side at the mountain tew*rda which the better 
are shavings would plunge.  


The sext showing on War lagbe vein is presumed to be at Tunnel SB", 1000 foot 
further SM sad 430-vertical feet below the above showings. This casprises two 
veins (1) en east side of out ever taen.l face whisk lines up with the 
projoeted 8* strike of vein free the upper showings, giving belief that this 
nay be on the sonw vein-lade, and (2) & narrow qnar$s vein branching 133'V 
free the first. Thea. two miss occur in a sheared, mock contorted sad 
schisted sc withia the thin, platy argiliaceons quartzites. They appear to 
be b.arsn of alasrel where now exposed but ore oath. tunnel dump contains 
considerable galana which is indicative that the vein, or veins, in the tunnel 
were pr.dsotiveof ii'.. Thy vary iawdthf two fetat*ufa0s of the







first vein and 6" at surface of the second, but in the an both pinch down 
to about half their surface exposure. Unfortunately the tunnel floor and 
taft was not spin for tnspecticn so that conditions there could not be judged, 
A picked sample of the best lead-quarts ore re tuned high values as reported 
els.isre in this report. 


Two cuts between the upper showings md Tunnel "B" are clearly off the nm 
strike and show nothing. The distance between the respective showings is 
too far to conclude with certainty that 'funnel "B" is on the sane vein shown 
by the upper workings aud surface trenchiug-startthg from ab.vt-vill have 
to be done to prove or disprove the contention. The upper shawings are bet-
tor and show nor. promise than this one isolated showing but it is possible 
that mere extensive prospecting may materially improve it. 


About 1000 feet SW :4 560 foot lever elevation from Tunnel "B" is a small 
cut in Who platy argUlaseous quartattes containing a 6.$ncb, well mineral. 
ised quarts vein tse strike nearly parallels the War Eagle. Its position 
prohibits its being * extension of this vein but it might preys to be a 
parallel one, about 00 feet west of War Eagle vein. A littleprospecting to 
a.e it it widens might afford sneouragoment to prospect uphill for parallel 
ore showings. Its position is west of War Eagle property lines and if it 
should provide onsouragomeat additional claims should be staked to cover it. 


The tunnels on the south side of Pratt Creek are caved and were not examined. 
I an informed that go" gold we was gotten though in what amoant is not noted, 
This section would be left for some future date as the area between Pratt and 
Wimpy Creeks affords most promise, is easier of access, and if it proves 
satisfactory after eleratiozi would give a wide section for devel.mt*t and 
mining. 


As noted none of the actual vein was exposed in any of the cuts or shafts at 
the upper shoidais, with exception of about one foot of vein in bottom of the 
most southerly exposure. For this reason the samples taken by me are primar-
ily "grab" samples from the ore piles at surface and whilst they are indicative 
of the good ox, tenor are net conclusive as they would be if the vein itself 
had been sampled. In taking these grab samples the mineralised quarts was 
chipped from awasroms larger chunks into a 


I 
snail sample. Two picked samples 


of the ore containing heaviest visible galona were taken, the others being the 
better quartogalass ore and quarts. The results are higher than I had 
expected at the tins of sampling and are encouraging for load-.silver..gold or* 
but it is to be expected that thø full vein widths will run less than the 
average of grab samples taken, though these indicate that the vein-run will 
be good sill grade ore. The encouraging feature is that the "float" we 
represented by Samples #1 and #2 ran as will as it did as this Material did 
not leek overly promising on the grotatd. 


In ciculating present dollar values of metal contents of the samples, the 
fell.wing prices have been taken, Geld $35 per ounce; Silver 75$ per ounce; 
Lead 374Ø per pound. 


Sample $. 1 taken from outcrop or float exposed above surface 12 inches 
Wide at o.c. "B" (See Map No. 3) 150 feet NV of the shaft and 
out workings.
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Gold	 0031 us. $12.60 
SLiver 1.3 •*, $ 0.9? 
Lsad .	 O.$1%	 $ 1.41 Total value per ten	 $1441 


S.ia. goo 2 0erelgrabsenpl*of Urge pieces of art t out ao 
Tunnel "A" portal, 260 fact 11W frou shaft and out workings. 


•	 Gold	 0.40 oz. $14.00	 5. 


$ily. r 391 is. $ 2.32 
Lead	 10.31%	 $13.91 Total value per ten	 $30.27 


Tbe load cent.ntisunezpected1yhi. Tuagel "A0 is ",red 
and c*et deterstthe if in doiciward outtiauation of this vein. 
Doubtful as little are on tunnel dump. 


5mph No. 3 Grab f*cn large piece,* of ore piled arenad 20-foot J*sft to 
aaont aetinated abisut 30 torte. Quarts with g elena, c.pp.r 
stains, etc. Repree.ntatjv, of on that sine fri. the shaft 
but p.. sibly higher then average if chippsd frw vein face. 
Gold	 0.30 .os. •$104,30 


•	 Silver 396 as. $2.70 
Lead 10.1%	 $14.57 Total value per tart 


• Seniples 3A Picked eanpi. of best lead ore with quarts taken frft nrous 
large cku*ks of le q*rts stained by capper, etc. Clearly 
MO grad# and probably in -minor mount within the vein. 


Gold	 0.60 as. $21.00 
Silver 12,6 cc. $ 9.45 
Lead	 34.4%	 $41944 Total value	 $76.19 


Taken to s ièat the but ore Lu this vicinity wu1d rim. 


Sa.ple o. 4 Grab frm pile at ore neat ftUect out #36, quarts and galena. 
Na Judleatiom if vein width.  


•	 001d	 0432 oz. $11.20	 S 


Silver 3.6 cc. $2.70 
Lead	 14.0%	 $11.90 Total value	 32.80 


S	 Theae values unexpectedly high as ore Aess net have appOranc. 
S	 • 	


•


 


at this mob 1*ad content. 


Sneple No. 5 Froo lfeet vein in bottom of 10-foot pit at so end of the. 
shavings. Vein pertly expceed in north and of shsft contains 


• v1sb1, stringer. of 1ssd 


Gold	 0.1$os $6.30	 • 
Silver 4,4. cc. $ 3.30 • 
Lead 16.1%	 .$21.60 Tota1 value	 $31.20 


Sanpls No. I Selected saap]a fran the best 1e0dqu8rts era at Tunnel "A". 
Jo indication of width or ecowmeme in vein which was c.v.red 
under tane1 fleer . and net .xpea.d in tunnel face. krfao.







utCcp shows no visible Salonas S*ple taken to see what 
best er h.x'e niAt na. b* the tunait faces an better 
•xpsed a acre syat.natic saitpling *Iieuld fillew as this is 
iaccne1uaj e of th. on i..ssi1ities here. 


	


• Gold	 0,12 0*. $ 4.20 
Silver 4.25 os. $ 3.25 


	


• L4	 3700%	 $4*.90 Total value	 $51035 


- -	 -	 - 


The above saipting, despite the li*itattens outlined, is encouraging *at the 
War lagle upper shavings say dev.i,p into * good lsad.'silvergold nmw by farther work. 


In order to prove the prhperty lore  fuuy this aur it is advissd that two non be installed at the .upsr area and Provided, with tent cp, tools, and 
• supplies by horse pack. A system of open trench work should be laid out and 


the work frequently inspected. 


I *dYis• that the area between statics 3$ and Tunnel tA° first be prospected 
through Overburden to solid rock and the vein (or veins) exposed be blasted 
into s*d siapled, it is probable that fron 3 to 4 feet of overburden will be 
found which will 11ev up pick and *ovrel work but this appears to be the neat 
feasibl. for this surnnor. After this s.csien has been explored the Pratt Greek 


slap0 should be trenched fran vicinity of station 37 to SI along the projected 
vein strike. This will conclude about all the work two nan could do during the *0*10*1. 


I eatiae costs of wages, supplies, paking, etc. for two nan will average 
about $22 per dq. If success is net with a acre extensiv, and eb*aper per 
cubic yard prospecting could be perferned next suaner by bu]ldoser but the 
Preliminary work weuld not warrant the cost of bringing ass in at this t1ne 


cc.*clustoo.s 


The War *&gl* property is situated in the rock fornation that has •be" most sre .f&vorabl, in this section sad has developed Goldstsne vein to nlre than 500 feat depth in good ore. Whilst War *agle rock belt is separate from Gold. 
steno it is similar in character and structure. Thus War Kagis bas are-
favorable boat rock. 


The mall mount of work on War lagie upper workings has indicated nore than 
usual enenats of quartsgalsns ore which assays high enough to predse coan.z'. 
del returna• after tho ore shoots nay be developed into length and depth. 


The inasdiate future should be given to proving lateral extent and vein widths 
of ore. This will best be done by surface trenching,After this work is done 
the depth extension could conveniently be dow by diamond drilling fro. surface 


	


by gas-driven drill. 	 • • 
I have no hesitancy in recoemsadiag prospecting and .ploratjon of this property 
and bells" that a goad lia4silver h. go1d nine of aodsrate sino will be disclosed. 


• •	 Spok**., Wsahingtan 	 • •	 •	 __________________ARTHUR LAU3__ •	 1J*1y3, 1944







SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
ON THE 


WAR EAGLE (OUP 


I made another examination of War Eagle property , July, 28th, in conjunction 
with underground examination of Goldstone mine workings, July , 229th. 


This report chiefly concerns method of surface prospecting of vein outcrop 
and downward extensions of ore found thereby; transportation facilities and improve'.. 
merit thereof. Various routes for road connection between War Eagle and Goldstone 
mine were inv-estigted. 


The outstanding factors developed by this examination were: 


(1) The depth of overbuHen. at War Eagle surface exceeds estimate of 
Preliminary report, July 3rd,, and vein outcrop cannot be adequately or 
cheaply opened by pick and shovel • The only satisfactory method involves 
bulldozer trenching through from 5 to more than 10.-feet of over burden. 


(2) The absolute necessity for roads over which to drive bulldrozer to the 
upper War Eagle area and also to haul compressor, mine cars, and other 
mining equipment to be used for underground development of ore that may 
be found by bulldozing. 


(3) Validity of title of War Eagle claims is subject to doubt. Steps have 
been made to protect your interests in this matter, 


Trans,ortatjon The unusually strong showings of ore float and at the surficial 
workings at upper War Eagle should interest any mining engineer. 


The fact that the property has been ignored f or the past 15 to 20-years is probably 
due to the isolated position and difficult accessibility of these showings. In 
order to explore the actual vein outcrop along its course, in accord with proper 
mining caution, will require the use of bulldozer. This requires that it dig a road 
to War Eagle locality. 'Without this work the ore possibilities will remain entirely 
speculative and the property continue as it has for the past years. Therefore the 
chief "bug" is lack of transportation which will have to be remedied before intelle.-
gent and conclusive investigations can go forward. 


In considering transportation it is necessary to bear in mind that ore from 
War Eagle (if successfully developed in cosimercial quantity as expected) and from 
Goldstone mine will be treated in a central mill, powered by Deisel-electric unit 
from which electricity will be wired to compressors at each mine. This plant should 
be located where ore from the respective mines can be transported downgrade to it. 
The most central locality meeting this condition will be on Pratt Creek, possibly 
near War Eagle cabin, whereby ore from War Eagle could be transported over aerial 
tramway or by road down to mill and ore from Goldstone mine be hauled down over 
present road to mill by truck in summer and cat-train in winter. 


Thus the location of the road will be determined by the above considerations 
in order to facilitate earliest access to War Eagle showings and at the same time 
provide adequate permanent transportation for ore and supplies. An alternative 
mill location had been considered on the gentler slope of Wimpy Creek north of 
War Eagle showings which is covered by earth but investigation proved the impos-
sibility of building down grade road connecting Goldstone mine to this section,







o .	 . 


If this had proven otherwise the Wimpy slope had my preference but the best method 
of access to these properties now appears to be as follows: 


(1) Improve Goldstone road up Pratt Creek by relocating about 2miles on 
the south side of Pratt Creek from the lower power plant to about 1-mile above 
damsite, thereby bypassing all washed out sections and connecting into the good, 
even grade road from about 4-mile west of War Eagle cabin to Goldstone camp. 
Anerald readings indicate from 6% to 10% grade, with possibility of one or two 
switchbacks. The south side of the creek is mostly earth timbered by Jack pine 
and other small timber. Twobridges will be required, one crovaing Pratt Creek 
at each end of- the relocated road This will provide adequate truck haulage to 
and from Goldstone mine which will greatly facilitate future operations there 
as well as afford access to War Eagle showings, 


(2) Take off from Goldstone road at most convenient place between War Eagle 
cabin and Goldstone camp to miss the large rock slide west of north creek fork. 
This rock slide extends part way down the moutain north of present road. This 
road to extend at about 10% grade up to Tunnel RB", thence up a'10% locality of 
War Eagle upper workings, Sttbject to survey, I have sketched this road . on accom-
panying Map No. 1. Distance cannot be determined until survey but should-approxi-
mate 8,000 feet. Preliminary observation indicates depth of overburden sufficient 
to dig a 12 to 14-foot road Some narrow rock ridges may be encountered, requiring 
rock work which will be facilitated by use of portable compressor to be used in 
preliminary underground development at War Eagle. The idea is to follow bulldozer 
route and eliminate all rock work possible. 


Obviously a true estimate of cost . cannot be arrived at until further investi-
gation but it is possible that the above work can be performed in a week or 10, 
days, largely dependent upon the rock work required 


Surface exploration Once the road is completed a series of level cuts will be 
driven across the indicated vein, strike down both Pratt Creek 


and Wimpy Creek slopes, The gentle Wimpy Creek slope will permit bulldozing as 
far as required but the lower half of Pratt Creek slope between upper War Eagle 
and Tunnel1B" gets progressively steeper which may eventually limit work in 
that direction,	 0 


A minimum 5-foot depth to over 10-feet depth over overburden and slabbed 
country rock may be expected, thus benches upwards of 30-feet wide will be formed 
by digging down into bedrock to expose the ein outcrop. The bulldozer will be 
followed by two men who will use pick and shovel and dynamite to define vein (or 
veins) found therein. Possibly $3,000 maybe expended in this work which will 
most conclusively define surficial ore possibilities which mining caution requires. 


As mentioned in my preliminary report, and illustrated on accompanying Longi-  
tudinalSection 2,-A, the probable downward ore rake of War Eagle ore zone (or zones) 
will be northerly towards Wimpy Creek and the presumed igneous ore source. This 
northerly ore rake was anticipated from Goldstone maps and has been definitely, 
proven by	 recent Goldstone examination, 


At present the, full lateral extent of War Eagle 1 s upper ore zone has not been 
indicated due to the heavy cover. Testing down Pratt Creek slope will be neces-
sary to define the southeastern limits at surface and likewise bulldoze testing 
down Wimpy Creek slope will be required to define length of ore to the northwest. 


The indicated northerly rake suggests that prospecting down Wimpy Creek slope 
will provide better and quicker results and this work should be performed first.







.	 . 


Underground exploration and development The Longitudinal Section indicates pos-
sible additional ore zone under the upper 


zone, This extends from Tunnel "B". Bow far above or below the tunnel this show-
ing may continue will depend upon exploration to prove 


The northerly ore rake, if proven as expected, will require longer tunnels to 
tap downward continuation of ore zone if driven from Pratt Creek slope in a nor-
therly direction than tunnels driven southerly from Wimpy Creek slope because the 
Pratt Creek tunnels vould progress with and under the ore rake, whilst the Wimpy 
Creek tunnels would be driven into the ore rake, 


Wimpy Creek slope affords better opportunity to quickly determine ore possibi-. 
lities indicated by the large float showings there and the surficial showings on 
the divide between Pratt and Wimpy Creeks, The Pratt Creek slope has advantage 
of proving ore possibilities indicated in vicinity of Tunnel "B" but would be more 
than twice as long as Wimpy tunnels to test downward continuation of the indicated 
larger ore possibilities north of the divide. 


Three methods of underground development present themselves: 


(1) Drift tunnel drivdn southeast along vein from Wimpy slope whereby about 
800 to 900-feet length vould test the full length of indicated ore zone 
to about 400-maximum feet below surface. The cost of this tunnel at 
$18 per foot would be about $16,000 and would prove width of ore vein, 
length of ore shoots, etc.. to that depth, 


(2) Drift tunnel driven northwest along vein by extension of Tunnel "B" 
would extend 1200-feet to reach the indicated beginning of the better 
ore zone, thence would have to advance an additional 800 feet or more to 
reach its other end, a total of 2000 feet which would bring this tunnel 
almost to surface at Wimpy slope. This tunnel would have advantage of 
proving possibilities of the ore zone near its portal and would also 
test ground between the two zones which Wimpy tunnel would not do, 
Cost of this tunnel at $18 per foot would be about $36, 000 and would 
prove width of ore vein, length of ore shoots within the various ore zones, 
etc, to a maximum of 400 feet below-surface. 


(3) Extension of the 20-foot shaft down in the ore vein for 400 feet, to same 
elevation of the two proposed tunnels, would have advantage of "staying 
with the ore" until it raked out to tSe north, thereby proving width and 
ore tenor in downward continuation, Drifts would have to be run out 
northerly in the lower levels to prove lateral conditions along the vein, 
At $40 per foot, 400 feet of shaft would cost $16,000 and at $20 per foot 
an additional 800 feet of drift along vein would cost $16,000, the total 
$32,000. Subject to bulldozer disclosures of vein down Wimpy slope, 
whereby Wimpy tunnel could be started on, or close to ore, the shaft 
method would give better assurance and prove two dimensions within limits 
of are rake, whereby the tunnel methods would require additional work 
to prove vertical conditions 


The more rapid accomplishment of objective together with lesser cost gives 
advantage to Wimpy slope tunnel. If success is met with and conunercial ore proven 
along its horizontal extent then a shaft could be raised to surface from this 
level, 150 feet north from the 20400t shaft to afford information about the vein







and also provide access to surface whereby ore could be hoisted to a tram or 
road terminal for transportation down to mill, Deeper development would best 
be performed by. continuing, this shaft. At about $30 per foot this shaft-raise 
would cost 'abont $12, 000. but this additional expense would not be incurred until 
Wimpy tunnel had proved occurrence of acceptable quantities and grade .of ore 
to warrant going into mining. 	 . 


In regards the shaft method it is questionable if the compressor to be 
• used for preliminary, development would provide sufficient power for hoisting 
more than 200 'f'eet. This would require a larger and more expensive compressor, 
pumps, continuous timbering, whereby water would drain out the tunnels and nuich 
of the drift 'tunnels would not require timber, 


Title Validity of title to War Eagle claims is subject to doubt by reason that 
Location Notice posted at War Eagle No. 2 claim is dated May 25, 1937 


but the County Recorders' r s office has no filing as of that date but shows only 
the original, location in 1928. Subject -to thorough checking of yearly assessment 
filings from 1928 to 1937 or some other legal arangement for holding the claims 
in good standing during that period the title of optioners may have lapsed. . If 
assessment lapsed at any time between 1928 and 1937 the claims lapsed and there-
after would be subject to (a) relo'cation' by former stakers or (b.) open for new 
location by new stakers. Unless a lapse had occurred I cannot see reason for 
posting a Notice dated in 1937 because the claims would be in good standing and 
not require such a notice. This-matter deserves thorough investigation. 


In the meantime, 'to protect your interests, six claims are being located to 
coyer War Eagle Lode and an additional' four claims are being located on open 
ground west of War Eagle to cover a vein there, as advised in my July 3rd. report, 
The new claims are marked in green on Nap No • 1 and the old War Eagle locations 
shown in orange 


Your option on this ground and your 'investment in work will thus be ade-
quately protected,.. If War Eagle owners have , a valid title the terms of your op-
tion still stand, If they have not, the new locations will acquire all rights 
to this property,	 . 


In checking over the ground during lASt examination we found that all 
quarts ,carries values, even some pure 'white '"bull quartz when broken contained 
lead sulphides. This is indicative of extensive metallization of the quartz 
and the wide spread and large pieces of float is indicative of good sized quartz 
body beneath overburden, 	 .


	 of ,


CONCLUSIONS The wide distribution of large ore-float and .indication of consider-
able are width by dump at 20-loot shaft together with 'the fact that 


metallic values occur in every type of quartz on this showing, all give encourage-
ment that further exploration and development will provide conunercial ore results, 
The showings justify bulldoze prospecting whose results will determine underground 
exploration and development. Success should provide a" good profitable lead-
silver-gold mine. In event of disappointment from bulldozer work the losses will 
be limited to cost of road plus about $3000 for bulldozing *	 ilst it will 
require this work to prove whether Or not these expectations develop the showings 
fully justify this expenditure which will be followed by expenditure fcr underground







development in accord with bulldozer findings. Unless this work is done the 
property will remain dormant in same position economically as it has for the 
past years. 


Spokane, Wash4 
August 2, 1944  


Arthur Lakes 
Mining Engineer Geologist 
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Form MF-100 SARTMENT 	 -r	 ivu	 t	 Formapproved. 
(May 1951) 	 THE 	 Budget Bureau No. 42-R1026. 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA	
NOT TO BE FILLED IN BY APPLICANT 


FOR USE UNDER THE	 Docket No. ---------	 ----------- 


	


DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950 	 Date received -----------


War Eag].e Gold Silver Load W.n.zg Co. 


511 Seouritjee Bldg.
Name and 


L	 Seattle, Wasijxigton	 —'
address of 


Date -----Novem-b---195Z 


INSTRUCTIONS .5 


	


This form is to be filed with Defense Minerals Adminis- 	 (4) signed copies of the form and accompanying papers. 
tration, Department of the Interior, Washington 25, D. C.	 Name and address should be stamped or typed on each sheet 
It should be accompanied by appropriate application form 	 of this form and all accompanying papers. When a question 
when a specific type of Government assistance is requested,	 is inapplicable it should be so stated on the form. Addi-
in the form of (1) loan, (2) purchase contract, (3) Gov-	 tional sheets may be attached in answering any questions 
ernment guarantee of a private loan, (4) priorities or allo- 	 or in supplying additional information. (IF YOU CAN-
cation of mining equipment, and maintenance, repair and	 NOT ANSWER A QUESTION, SO STATE.) If a ques-
operating supplies, and (5) other forms of Government 	 tion is answered elsewhere indicate where answered. It is 
assistance that might arise under the Act. Submit four 	 not necessary to answer it again. 


GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 
Supply the following information on separate sheets, arranged, numbered, and lettered as indicated: 


1. Materials produced: 
(a) . What are the chief mine, mill, or smelter products? 
(b) Whatare the byproducts, if any? 


2. N4(s.) anijpe(s) of mine (s), mill (s), smelter (s.), refinery(ies), pit (s), quarry (ies), drilling operation (s). 'Include old 
n1 eJ prty, if any. Show extent of workings, including the following: 


Liiarfeet of shafts.	 . 
LinNr feet of drifts and crosscuts. 
Linr feet of tunnels or adits. 


LJJ ^C-s V)	 Lr feet of other mine openings. (explain briefly).'  
jiid1ce whether mine is flooded or not. Describe any pumping problems. Give size or productive capacity. 


3.Lj1oi, 3q ch cation listed above, supply the following: 	 . ..	 . 
L'


iffnship,


 ance and direction from nearest town and shipping point. 
(b) ing district.	 S 


(c) 	 Section,Range. 
(Z) County, State. 


4. (a) State whéther'or not property is now in operation, and if in operation; by whoth'operated	 - - 
(b) Are you operating this property as: 


0 Owner. 
C] Lessee.	 .	 . 
C] Contractor. 


5. Number of years in production -----------------------------------------. 	
. 


If not in production or operation, estimated date when production will begin --------------------- 
	 - 


6. Experience of operators: 
Describe the mining and general business experience of (a) the applicant, and (b) the person or persons who manage the 
project. 


7. History:	
S 	 '5 


(a) Give a statement, as complete as possible, of previous exploration, development, operatiOn, and production of property, 
with reasons for suspension of operation.  


(b) State briefly the-known history and production of adjoiningandneighboring properties.. 	 - 
(c) Furnish any available (private) reports that may apply to this application, including results of mine examinations, 


recommended exploration and development, and metallurgical investigations.
'16---63792-2
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(b) If deposit is other than placer: 
(1) Submit assay plans and/or sections showing location and size of proved (measured) and probable 


(indicated) ore or mineral reserve. 
(2) State the tonnage (indicate type of ton) and grade of each class of ore reserve, as above, and show how 


computed. Tabulated total ore reserve as follows: 


TOTAL ORE OR MINERAL RESERVES 


METAL OR 


ESTIMATED MINERAL GROSS VALUE RECOVERABLE ESTIMATED Cosr 
ORE OR MINERAL RESERVE TONS UNIT VALUE OF PRODUCTION


PER TON PER TON PER TON 
(Grade) 


(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 


Measured(proved) ----------------------------- ------------------------ - ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------  


Indicated (probable)----------------------------- -------------------------------- - ---------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ - ----------------------


(c) If placer:
(1) Give estimated total yardage and average marketable mineral content of each deposit. 
(2) Submit map showing location of placer deposit and surrounding area, with all testholes or pits. Submit 


logs of each hole and test pit with depth and average value of each. 
(3) Describe gravel, stating whether fine, medium or coarse; loose, tight, cemented, or frozen, and whether it 


contains stumps or boulders more than 1 foot in diameter; if so, how large, and in what proportion. 
(4) Describe bedrock, giving type (granite, sandstone, shale, etc.) and state whether it is hard or soft, smooth, 


uneven or rough. 
(5) Describe overburden, stating whether loose, tight, or cemented; fine or coarse textured; furnish estimate of 


average thickness and total amount. 


(6) Tabulate the reserves using the form outlined above for ore or mineral reserves. 


13. Access Roads: 
Give road inc	 ip	 and condition of roads. 


2X Miles 14. Water Supply:	 to 8*1*0*t ide1o, aupply center (oountyR seat) 


State source and quantity of water available for operations and whether sufficient for all seasons of year. 


15. Power: 
State amount of power used, rate per hour, and source thereof. 


16. Labor:	 Not appZtoabl.* - 'rk done by footage contract 
State number and classes (miners, muckers, millmen, etc.) of men employed during a recent representative payroll period. 


17. Equipment and Facilities: -.& house 12x12, and gallows shaft fa'ene (condition g). 
Describe present equipment on the property, including buildings. (State condition.) List major pieces of equipment 


now owned or controlled and in serviceable condition available for this operation. None 
18. Are there any particular conditions or circumstances affecting your operations that are not described above? If so, explain. 


CERTIFICATION 


The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-
tained in this form ancf accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best of their knowledge and belief. 


WAR -GLE GOLD 8ZLVERINAD UNPJ 


	


(Name of company)	 (Signatur	 authorized official) 


------------ November -------- --l95Z. ------------------------- ---------___	 _______________________ 
(Title) 


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation 
to any department or agency of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 


U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE	 16-03792-1 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
ON THE 


WAR EAGLE PROPERTY 
Lemhi County, Idaho 


The War Eagle is a prospective mining property that warrants exploration in 
expectancy of making a good lead-silver-gold mine of moderate size. 


The property comprises five located claims extending from War Eagle Mountain 
northwest across Pratt Creek and up over the ridge dividing Pratt Creek from 
Wimpy Creek. The claims extend NW along the indicated course of War Eagle 
vein-lode which has been opened by two tunnels south of Pratt Creek on War 
Eagle Mountain, thence NW over Pratt Creek-Wimpy Creek divide where the lode 
is opened by a serloes of surface cuts and two'shall.w shafts, and is also 
presumed to be exposed by tunnel down the Pratt Creek slope as shown on Plan 
No0 1 and Longitudinal Section herewith 


The property is reached by mountain read extending II miles westerly, from 
the main highway at Baker, Idaho to Goldstone mine, thence by high level 
foot trail extending l miles easterly to the upper War Eagle showings an the 
divide.* From there a switchback trail extends down Pratt Creek slope to the 
lower tunnel and thence to War Eagle camp. War Eagle camp is on the road 
1-1/3 miles nearer Baker. 


An alternative means of access is by road extending 40-miles from Armstead, 
Idaho, to Goldstone mine, thence by above mentioned traIls,. Whilst this 
latter route is in better repair—.as about 11 miles of the Pratt Creek road 
has been washed out making it impassable except for pack horses and difficult 
wagon haul—the Armstoad read crosses the Continental Divide at about 9000 
feet altitude and is there, under deep snow until late suimner, 


In the event that War Eagle showings on Pratt Creek-Wimpy Creek divide expose 
commercial ore bodies as anticipated, the surface configuration indicates that 
best means of access will be by road extending up the gentle Wimpy Creek slope which is generally covered by 0verburdenand timbered s• that a read could be 
quickly and cheaply bulldozed. 


Timber in vicinity of War :Eagie showings is suit able for lumber and for mining 
pürpoaes • Both Pratt and' Wimpy Creeks flow adequate water for all milling *zrposes but there appear to be no running Streams in close vicinity of War 
Eagle showings, The summer prospecting camp suggested at the upler showings 
may be provided with water from the 20-f oet shaft on War 'Eagle vein or a spring might be 'found by further search. 


The high elevations make winter weather severe but open weather may be counted 
on for about six,. or more, months per year in vicinity of the proposed work. 
Transportation to suer camp will be by pack horse ver the War Eagle-Gold- stone trail or up the gentle hill slope NW and V of the showings. 


The country rocks comprise a series of thin bedded, platy argillaceous quartz-ites enclosed between beds of hard, vitreous, massive quartzites, all striking generally NW with variable steep dips SW and NE. The War Eagle and Goldstone veins occur in the thinner bedded formations which are much more favorable for 
formation of shear and fissure. zones than the more massive rocks which appear 
to be too hard and resistant to permit extensive vein fissuring*
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The bed of thinner favorable formation at War Eagle appears to exceed 1000_ 
feet thick, striking NW nearly parallel to War Eagle vein which cuts it at 
acute angle, and has nearly vettical dip.. The War Eagle vein-lode about 
centers this bed and its acute intersection of formation course will permit 
considerable lateral and vertical extension of the vein before it enters the 
harder and more massive, less favorable rocks. 


Best exposures of War Eagle veIn-lode are on the divide between Pratt & Wimpy 
Creek at about 8800 feet above sea level where it has been trenched and 
opened by shallow shafts for about 220 feet length in a N 25 0W direction with 
a 20-foot shaft near center where ore 'width must have been considerable, judg-
ing from the large amount of quartz-lead ore piled around it where chunks 
upwards of one foot square are common, The area NW of these workings is 
generally covered by earth and timber but considerable float in large chunks 
and possible outcrop occur for an additional 260 feet. Whilst it will require 
more systematic surface trenching to prove vein outcrop under the overburden, 
the above exposures indicate a possible length of more than 450 feet of vein in this vicinity and it is to be expected that this will be closely approxi-
mated by the work suggested. 


The cuts and shafts are not exposed in vein at present, except for 10-foot 
pit near station 37 where a foot of good ore is opened,. The samples taken 
in this vicinity wr'e, therefore, grab samples from the numerous and consider-
able ore piles around the shaft and cuts and from Possible outcrops and/or 
large float exposed NW down the bill, The ore is essentially quartz with 
visible lead in streaks, veinlets and small bunches and the samples show a higher lead tenor that would be first anticipated, judging from the workings. it would appear that the ore body here is a lense which widened out to con-
siderable width at and near the center (in vicinity of the shaft) and narrowed 
at each end, However I do not believe that the large float occurring NW down 
towards and in the vicinity of Tunnel "A" (See Map No. 3) was thrown from this 
wider bed as the surface il tee flat for these large pieces to have . travelled 
that far. It is possible, therefore, that another good sized lense may occur 
between station No. 35 and Tunnel "A" and it is on this assumption that tie 
exploration work advised herein is predicated, Success here would encourage 
further prospecting dOwn the lode strike towards Wimpy Creek with*possibility 
that additional ore lenses may be found. 


judging from the Goldstone maps and other geologic conditions, which will be 
more fully investigated and reported in Goldstone examination, the probable 
downward rake, of War Eagle ore shoots or ore zone's will be NW or toward Wimpy 
Creek, If this proves to be the case the obvious locality for attack in 
depth would be from Wimpy Creek side of the mountain towards which the better 
ore showings would plunge. 


The next showing on War Eagle vein is presumed to be at Tunnel "B", 1000 feet 
further SE and 43-vertical feet below the above showings. This comprises two 
veins (1) on east side of cut over tunnel face which lines up with the 
projected SE strike of vein from the upper showings, giving belief that this 
may be on the same vein-lode, and (2) a narrow quartz vein branching N33°W 
from the first. These two veins occur in a sheared, much contorted and 
schis ted zone within the thin, platy argillaceous quartzites, They appear to 
be barren of mineral where now exposed but ore on the tunnel dump contains 


• considerable galena which is indicative that the vein, or veins, in the tunnel 
were productive of ore. They vary in width from two feet at surface of the
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first vein and 6" at surface, of the second, but in the cut both pinch, down 
to about half their' surface exposure. Unfortunately the tunnel floor and 
face was not open for inspection so that-conditions-there could not be Judged. 
A picked sample of the best lead-quartz ore returned high value's as reported 
elsewhere in this report. 


Two cuts between the upper showings and Tunnel "B", are clearly off. thern vein 
strike and show nothing. The distance between the respective showings is 
too far" to conclude with certainty that 'Tunnel "B"is on the same, vein shown 
by the upper workings and surface trenching--starting from above--will have 
to be done to prove or disprove the contention, The upper showings are bet-
ter and show more promise than this one isolated showing but it is possible 
that mere extensive prospecting may materially improve it.. 


About 1000 feet SW and 560 feet lower elevation from Tunnel "B" is a small 
cut in thin, platy argillaceous quartzites containing a 6-inch ,, well mineral-
ised quartz vein those 'strike nearly parallels the War Eagle. Its position 
prohibits its being SE extension of this vein but it might prove to be a 


• parallel one, about 650 feet west of War Eagle vein. A little prospecting to 
see if it widens might afford encouragement to prospect uphill for parallel. 
ore showings. Its position is west of War Eagle property 'lines, and if it 
should 'provide encouragement additional claims should be staked to cover it. 


The tunnels on the 'south' side of Pratt Creek are caved and were 'not ezamined 
I am informed that good gold ore was gotten though in what amount is not noted. 
This section would be left f or some. -future date as the area between Pratt and 
Wimpy Creeks affords most promise, is easier of access, and if it proves 
satisfactory after exploration would give' a wide section for development and 
mining.  


As noted none of the actual vein was exposed in any of the cuts or shafts at 
the upper showings, with exception of about one foot of vein in bottom of the 
most southerly, exposure #, For this reason the samples taken by me are primar-
ily "grab" samples from the ore piles at surface and whilst they are indicative 


• of the 'good ore tenor are not 'conclusive as they would be if the vein itself 
had been sampled, in taking these grab samples the mineralized quartzwas 
chipped from 'numerous larger chunks 'into a small sample + Two picked samples 
of' the ore containing heaviest visible galena were taken.,-the others' being the 
better' quartz-galena are and quartz. The results are higher than I had 
expected at' the time-of sampling and are encouraging for lead-silver-gold ore 
but it is to be expected that the' full vein widths will run less than the 
average of grab samples taken, though these 'indicate that the vein-run will 
be good mill grade ore • The encouraging feature is that the "that" ore 
represented by Samples'#1 and #2 ran as well as it did as this material did


	


not look 'overly promising on the ground. 	 ' • ' 


In calculating present dollar values of metal Contents of the samples, the 
following prices have been' taken: Gold $35 per ounce; Silver , 75* per Ounce; Lead 6-3/4* per pound,  


Sample No. 1 taken from outcrop or 'fisat exposed above surface 12 inches 
wide at ó,c, "B" (See' Nap No, 3) 180 feet NW of the shaft and 
cut workings.	 ,
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•	 .. Gold	 2	 0,36 oz.	 $1260 
Silver	 1 0 3'	 oz	 $ 0.97 
Lead	 0.85%	 $ 1.41- Total value per ton 	 $14.71 


Sample No, 2 General grab sample of large pieces of ore at cut above 
Tunnel "A" portal, 260 feet NW from shaft and cut workings. 


Gold.	 0,40 oz	 $1400 
Silver	 3,1	 oz	 $ 2,32 
Lead	 10 0 35%	 $13,97	 Total value per ton	 $30.27 


The lead content is unexpectedly high, 	 Tunnel "A" is caved 
and' cannot detennine if in downward continuation of this vein. 
Doubtful as little ore on tunnel dump. 


Sample No. 3 Grab from' large pieces 'of'ore . piied around 20400t shaft to 
amount estimated about 30 tons. 	 Quartz with g alena, copper 
stains, etc.	 Representative of ore that caie frOm the shaft 
but possibly higher 't'han-average if chipped I rom vein face. 


Gold	 0.30 oz.	 $10.50 
Silver	 3.6' oz,	 $ 2,70 
Lead	 '10.8%	 $14,57	 . Total 'value per ton	 $29,77 


Samples	 3A' Picked sample 'of best lead ore with quartz ' taken from numerous 
large chunks of lead-quartz stained by copper,' etc.	 Clearly 
high grade and probably in minor amount within the 'vein 


Gold	 0,60' oz,	 $2100'  •	 ' Silver	 12,6	 oz.	 $ 9,45 
Lead	 34.4%	 $46,44	 TótaJ. value 	 $76.89 


Taken to see what the best ore in this vicinity would run, 


Sample No, 4 Grab from pile of ore near filled cut #36, quartz and galena. 
No indication of'vein width, 


• Gold	 0132 oz.	 $11,20 
Silver	 3.6 ' oz.	 $2.70 
Lead	 14 0%	 $18,90 - Total value	 $32.80 


These values unexpectedly high as Ore does not have appearance 
of this much lead content, 	 '•	 . 


Sample No, 5 From 1-foot vein in bottom of 10-foot pit at south end of the 
showings.	 Vein partly exposed in 'north end of shaft contains 
visible stringers of lead #, 
Gold	 0.18,0z	 $ 6430 
Silver	 4,4	 oz.	 $ 3,30 
Lead	 16,1%	 $21060	 Total 'value	 $31.20 


Sample No, 6 Selected sample from the best lead-quartz ore at Tunnel "A". 
No indication of width' or'occurrence in vein which was 'covered 


• under tunnel floor and not exposed in tunnel face,' Surface







outcrop shows no visible galena. Sample taken to see what 6 best ore here might nrn When the tunnel faces are better 
exposed a more systematic'- sampling should follow as this is 
inconclusive of the ore pOssibilities here. 


Gold	 012 Oz, $ 4.20 
Silver 425 oz, •$ 3.25' 
Lead	 37.0%	 $49,90.- Total value	 $5835 
---------------------


The above sampling, despite the limitations outlined, is encouraging that the 
War Eagle upper showings may develop into a good lead-silver--gold mine by 
further work. 


In order to prove the property more fully this summer it is advised that two 
men be installed at the Upper area and provided with tent camp, tools, and 
supplies by horse pack. A system of open trench work should be laid out and 
the work frequently inspected, 


I advise that the area between station 35 and Tunnel 10 first be prospected 
through overburden to solid rock and the vein (or veins) exposed be blasted 
into and sampled, It is probable that from 3 to 4 feet of overburden will be 
foud which will slow up pick and thovel work but this appears to be the most 
feasible for this summer,. After this section has been explored the Pratt Creek 


slope should be trenched from vi'icjn.ty of station 37 to SE along the projected 
vein strike, This will conclude about all the work two men could do during the 
Season. 


I estimate costs of wages, Supplies, packing, etc. for two men will average 
about $22 per days If success is met with a more extensive and cheaper per 
cubic yard prospecting could be performed next summer by bulldozer but the 
preliminary work would not warrant the cost of bringing one in at this time. 


ConcluSions 


The War Eagle property is situated in tie rock formation that has been most ore-favorable in this section and has developed Goldstone vein to more than 
500 feet depth in good ore. Whilst War Eagle rock belt is separate from Gold-
stone it is similar in character and structure,: Thus War Eagle has ore-
favorable host rock. 


The small amount of work on War Eagle upper workings has indicated more than 
•	 usual amounts of quartz-galena ore which assays high enough to promise commer-


•	 cial returns after the ore shoots maybe developed into length and .depth 


The immediate future should :be given to proving lateral extent and vein widths 
of ore • This will best be done by surface trenching. After this work is done 
the depth extension could conveniently be done by diamond drilling from surface 
by gas-driven drill. 
I have no hesitancy in recommending prospecting and exploration of this property 
and believe that a good lead-silver-gold mine of nioderate size will be disclosed. 


Spokane, Washington	 ,•	 ARTHUR LAKES July 3, 1944	 •
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UPPLIUTALI kIP*T 
ON in 


WAR Li43: 


I wds another ezsadastton of War £sle pt erty MI 28th, in oonji*cticm 
with d.r&roomi cxaatsadas of QOidIt** siM voti*j*, Ju)J' 24'2$th0 


This report thimfly• coacerms method of surface prsspeeti4 of veIn outcrop 
and dmmwsrd extensions of or* found tkoribyl trusportadon facilities and jjtir.ve-
usat thereof. Yarious routes for road consceliom btweo* War U40 and Geldatoss 
aims wen i*.stigstsd. 


The outatdia factors doroloped by this suMmation worts 


(1) The dspth of oerbnfdss at War lagie surf toe exceeds ssti*ats of a 
PreU*$za117 report, July 3rd., and 'rein outcrop "a"t-be adequately or 
thacply opened by pick and shovel. The only satisfactory method involves 
iiuliomT treashing thre* from S to r. than 104.st at seer harden. 


(3) The absolute nseeastty for roads 4VVIT IdIiGh to drive budfldroaer to the 
upper War uZ0 area mad also to b1 earss.er, aime *was and other 
aiming squ&jmaat to be need for srgr.omd dsvelejnont of .rc that any 
be toved by beUdosieg. 


(3) Validity of , title of war NMU. claims is subject to doubt. steps hive 
bscim made to protect yver interests Ia this matter. 


The menimally strong showings of ore flint and at the surficid 
wsrkiiijs at upper War	 should interest any aiming engineer. 


Tho fact that the property has bean iierd for the past 1$ to 206ysars is probably 
due to the isolated posit 4-  mmd diftio*lt accessIbility of these thowiags. 1* 
order to enples'. the actual vein outcrop slang its course, in accord with proper 
aiming esation, i4l1 require the mao of buUdss*x. This requires that it dig a read 
to War Moo ]acality* ith.ut this work the ore possibilities 411 remain entirely 
speculative and the Pr*POVV continue an it has for the past years. Th.r.f.re the 
chief 5bug' M lack at transportation J"* wiLl have to be r.di.d befre intell.'. 
pat and eanshisive investigations can' go forward 


In considering transport*tio* it is necessary to bear in aL*d that ore from 
ar Ligle (If *eco.ssfvlly developed in eardal qutity as expected) and tr.ui 


Geldstons miss will be treated 1* a entral mill, pswsred by DsLsslclectric u*it 
from èith electricity will be wired to co,res*on at each nine. This plant should 
be leseted thsr ore from the respective aiMs eon be transported dowojxsde to Its 
The meet central locality nesting this condition will be on Pratt Creek, possibly 
sear War U49 cabin, thereby mv from War Zagis could be transported over acrid 
traiay or by road dew to mill and on from Ooldstsso aims be hauled dowo over 
present road to mill by truck in saonsr and oat-ttsi* in w1r, 


Thus the location if the road will be d.t*s'*t*ed by th. shove comeidarstions 
An order to facilitate earliest assess to War *s4s showings and at the sane tins 
provide adequate psraiwmt transportation for. are and supplies. An alternative 
will location bad been considered en th* gentler s1*pe of Wty Creek north of 
War kgb thoviags which is aver.d by earth b*t Jim stiga*ion proved the i*ç,os" 
ability of bui14i.g . down pads roadosameotiag O.ldstase Mae to this 'lotion.







.	 .


.4u. 


If this had proven othai'wiss , the dapy slope had w preference but the best usthod 
of access to thu. properties now appears to be as follovis 


(1) Iapirov. Goldatene road up Ivott Oreek by reloc#ieg about 2aniies 0* 
the south side of Pratt Orsek from the lover power plant to about *tle above 
datasite, thereby bypassing all washed out sections and oousasctiag into the goad, 
even grade ro4 tree about 4miie vast of ivar 9414 cabin to Ooldsttas camp. 
Misrold readings indicate fren6 to 14% grads, 4th posotbility of ø.ø or two 
s4tshbacks. The south al-de of the creek is mostly earth tia.r.d by Jack pine 
and other mall their. Two bridges i411 be required, one crossing Pratt creek 
at sash end of the relocated rood. This 411 provide adequate truck haulage to 
and from Osidotone mine tkisk will gresty faciUtau future operations there 
as well as afford access to War qJa shovinge. 


(2) Take off from Q14*to*e' rood at most convenient 'place between Wit 4gle 
cabin and Goldirto.e canp to miss the lsrs rock slid. west of north creek fork. 
This rock slide, extends part wa down the moutaim north of pesnt road. This 
road to extend at about lC grade up to Tunnel °W', themes up a l($ lecsUty of 
war ke upper workings. Subject to survey, I have sk.tshed this road on scco* 
puyiag Ms	 • Distance cannot be determined until survey bet should spprnzi. 
net. 91p000 foot * ProlJodoory observation indicates depth of overburden sufficient 
to dig a 13 to I4400s read. Sims narrow rock ridges naj be encountered, requiring 
rock work 'èicb 411 be feciUtstodby YAW ef portable compressor to be used 1* 
prelia*aary und.rgr.und dovelopne*t at War ksg1.. The idea is to fo11ow bUfldosier, 
r'uts and .ltaiast* all rock work possible. 


Obviously * tnss estimate of cost àamset be srrid at until further inwsti 
gatiem but it is possible that the aboi' work can hi perfornod in a week or 1& 
days, largely dependent upon the rock work required. 


Src* .iutlo øace the road is completed a series of leirel cutswill be 
driven scresi the indicated vein strike down both Pratt Creek 


and Wimpy Crook slopes.' The gentle Wimpy (reek slope will pumit buUdo*ing as 
far as iequirad but the lower half of Pratt C.ek slope between upper War 44o 
and Tunn.UaM gets progressively steeper Idilek n.y eventually Unit work in 
that direction. 


A ninianis S.4oet depth to over lOfoct depth over omrburden and subbed 
eometxy rook n.y be expected, thus benshes upwards of 3G. feet wide 411 be formed 
by digging dawn into bedrock to expose the vsi* outcrop. The bulldozer will be 
followed by two men who will use pick sad shovel and dynamite to define vein (or 
veins) found therein. P,ssib&y $3,001) may be expended in this work iltich will 
most cmsslusivsly define sisirficisi ore posdbilltt.s which mining caution requires. 


As mentioned in ar preliminary report, and illustrated on accompanying Loftift 
tudinal Sostieue 2A, the probable downward ere rake of War Lagle ore some (ox zones) 
will be northerly tower $ Wimpy Creek and the preassued ige.ous ore source. This 
northerly we rake was anticipated from Ooldstons mapx and has been definitely 
proven by or recent Geldatase examination. 


At present th* full lateral extent of sr aagle's upper on scsi has not been 
indicated don to the heavy cover. Tasting down Pratt Creek slops will be neoea. 
sary to define the sout*sosstorn limits at surface and likewise beildos. testing 
down Vimpy nk slops will be required to define length of ore to the northwest. 


The indicated northerly rake suggests that prospecting down Wiai. Creek slope 
will 'provide better and quicker results and this work shoUld be performed first.
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u 411vptias. 4d(s4Mqt ti. L itndia4 Seeti.. iMiutss p. 
$ibis aistond on nose binder the VPPW 


sass. This sitsols fras ?*msl $I. Nov far abrs or bstsi, di. tm.1 diii akov" 
i* ascy sastisu. will Espied spa szplorsttsa to prwmb 


The sertber4 we, r*o,, if FOV$$ U eqwetod, i411 require I.*jer tu*n.1* to 
top do,avar4 óo*thi*atIoa at ore nose if drives free Pratt ssk slops in * sosw 
deny dLnVdos than *"Is dr yft sanderly fras Wispy Omsk slop. b.a*uas the 
Pratt Creek tuasels ianld prop,.s	 and	 theses rake, whilst the Wispy 
Creek teanels wield be 4*iw*s 	 iKi.re 


Wispy Creek slope attirEs best., spportssity to quiekly d.tsrsta* on pNdbts 
Utica indicated by the 3ar Mat*ouiaga dirt and the s*rfiei*I ihowi*gs on 
di . divide bstvs Pratt and Wispy Creeks. Th. Pratt Creek slops has .dvsnt.g. 
of provi*j ore possibilities indicated to vicinity of ?ii.l '1 but would be anne 
than twice as l.sj as Wispy tJ.a to test 4s*vard esatianstice of the indicated 
lar*w are peedWildes north of the. divide. 


Ths'ee esthodo of .sed.rgrousd d.rsiops.*t present thonsslves 


(1) Drift tuanel driven iastksaàt along ,*1.n from Wispy slops whereby about 
100 to $004st length void test di* full length if i*4icated an nose 
to about 400'.aui fist below sarfacs. The seat of this tmasi at 
as per feet V"U be about $1 8,0O0 and wield prey width of ore vein, 
length of on Ae.t., •t. * to that depth. 


(2) EvUt tsai.l drives northwest .long vein by extension of T1 "1" 
would extend 12004e.t to nsA di indiut.d begLsnia,g of the better 
we sees, enes would have to advance an additional $00 feet or wore to 
nsA its .dir d, a total of 2000 fiSt which ii4d brixg this tu.ssl 
sluest to worf as. at Wispy slop.. This t2el weeld hav, advantage of 


• proving p.uibiUties if the on  sone, sear its portal and would s3.io 
test greed betwson die two some which Wispy tasei.l would not do. 
Cost of dis tunnel as $15 per foot would . be about $31,000 and would 
pro,, width of ore vein, length of one diosts within di0 various ore noses, 
otc.0 to a *=lam of 400 test below aurfais. 


(3) xtsssiam of the 20fest shaft down in the are vein for 400 fast, to sass 
elevation if di. tue proposed tiesils, would b a,, advantals of stayi*g 
with she en' wotil it raked out to thw north, thereby prsvi*g width and 
en senor In downward oo*tiauatio*. lirifts would hay, to be rw out 
northerly is the, lower levels to,pnrve lateral aenditises along th. vein. 
At $40 per foss, 400 feet if *aft wou34 cost $11,000 sad at $20 per toot 
an 'additional $00 fees Of drift along vein would cast $11,000, th. total 
$32,000. bJ.e* to bulidoser disclosures if vi* down Wispy slope, 
whereby Wisp,y tis1 could be started on, or di.. to ore, the shaft 
asthod would give bettor assurance and prov, two dimensions within Units of on rake, whereby the s.1 ,aethads would requir, additional work 


	


• to prove vertical. setticas... • 	 . 


The anne rapid aeesliahsent of objective together with lesser cost gives 
advantag, to V'isp' *101* tesiel. If $cSss is set: with and cz=.rcial ore proven 
slang its horisontal intent than a. chefs esuid be raised to surface from dii. 
level, 150 feet north from di. 20-foot shaft to afford infornatios about th. vein







med also provide iceesa to. serf so. ièersbp ore sould be hoisted tos trsa or 
road $eraiaiml for trsaaportstioa down to *111. Deeper der.lopss*t woi*ld best 
be performed by costiceteg this shaft. At about $80 per foes this skaft.raise 
wo*1d seat about $12,000 bet this additional espouse would not be immuredInta 
V*apy *mama bad provd .smsrir.eo. of acceptable gwatiu0s and grade of are 
to varrost gotig into mint"* 


I* regards the thaft sethod It is questionable if the ooi,rssser to be 
used for preli*iw d e1.pmoat would. provide sufficient power for bototiag 
more thus 200 feet. This would require a larger and nore expensive cospresoer, 
ps,	 timbering, èsr.bfr water would drain out the tvaieIs and mob 
of the drift teasels would not require tJ.r. 


XMt Ydility of title to War Eagle clii.. Is subject to doubt by r*sas that 
Location UUMO posted as War. La44 140. 2 clsi* is dated May 2$, 193? 


bet the County Recorders's office has no filing as of that dats but shows only 
the origiaa . location is 1928. Subject to thorough checking of yearly assesseout 
1L11*gI free 192$ to 1937 or scse other legal arraajje*s*t for holding the cleiss 
In good standing during that period the titl, of optioners may have' lapsed. If 
assasaent lapsed as mW ttsa between 1928 and 193? the chins lapsed aid there.' 
after weld bs subject to (a) relocatLonby tors' stakers or (b) open for --
location by mew stakers. Unless a laps. hod ocairred I cannot see reason far 
Posting a lotics dated Is 1937 because the elaliss would be in good etsodiag and 
not require such anotice * This safer deserves thorough investigation.' 


In the .saetisa, to protect yew interests, six slams are being lated to 
cover War Lagis Lode and an additional four datm are being located on open 
Stand west of War MgIo to cover a veinther., as advised in July 3rd. report. 
The new elates are narkad in green *a $p *0 ..laid the old War Eagle buttons 
show is.rmog,, 


You option em this ground mad your JAW sssnt is work will thus be ade 
quately protected. If War Esgie ousra hay, a valid title the terms ofyour op.' 
tici still stand. If they have t, the now locations will acquire all riits 
to this property.	 ' 


In checking aver the grssad during last szaiJ*stion we found that all 
quarts sarrisa values, oven socia pure white be1l quarts when broken coitaised 
lead suIphidos. This is indicative of extensive astalUsetian of the quarts 
and the wide spread and large pisces of float is indicative of good sized quarts 
body beneath oi.xurdes. 


The wide distribution of large ore float and indication of consider.' 
abl, ore width by deep at 204.s shaft together with ths tact that 


metallic values occur 1* every tyo of quartz an this showing, all 91" encourage. 
sant that further .zp3.ra*ioa and dmhopsent 431 provide comer al ore results. 
Thi showings justify buildoso prospecting whose results will deterisiM underground 
exploration and dev1opsent. eccess should provide a good profitable lead-
si1ver.'ld *i*e. Is event of diamp VC, isNO- t fran bmlldrnr work the losses viii 
be Usod to east of read pins about $*,0 for belldosi*go buLlet it will 
require this work to prove whether or not the.e expectations develop the showings 
fully justify this expenditure which will be follsved by expenditum for underground







Ia "cord 4* Widowfindiup. Unless tua work is 16ns ths 
P301wly will rssIa duss*e in sfto position ae.n.*Leally as it has for *1 
put yeam 


Sphas, 1Iaah. 
NMI ZI	 U	 a: 


Mini*g nijia.sr $ Osalegist
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aDDlicant 
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Date ___________________ 


INSTRUCTIONS 


This form is to be filed with Defense Minerals Adminis-	 (4) signed copies of the form and accompanying papers. 
tration, Department of the Interior, Washington 25, D. C.	 Name and address should be stamped or typed on each sheet 
It should be accompanied by appropriate application form 	 of this form and all accompanying papers. When a question 
when a specific type of Government assistance is requested,	 is inapplicable it should be so stated on the form. Addi-
in the form of (1) loan, (2) purchase contract, (3) Gov-	 tional sheets may be attached in answering any questions 
ernment guarantee of a private loan, (4) priorities or allo- 	 or in supplying additional information. (IF YOU CAN-
cation of mining equipment, and maintenance, repair and . NOT ANSWER A QUESTION, SO STATE.) If a ques-
operating supplies, and (5) other forms of Government 	 tion is answered elsewhere indicate where answered. It is 
assistance that might arise under the Act. Submit four 	 not necessary to answer it again. 


GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 
ippIy the.l1owing information on separate sheets, arranged, numbered, and lettered as indicated:


r 1.


I. Mi prced: 
Clj çc5 W1	 are the chief mine, mill, or smelter products? 


ç?  Whftt are the byproducts, if any?  
2. ItEAp) anityjDe(s) of mine (s), mill (s), smelter (s), refinery(ies), pit (s), quarry (ies), drilling operation(s). Include old 


i1a.f pioprty, if any. Show extent of workings, including the following: 
Linear feet of shafts. 


w fj) Lar feet of drifts and crosscuts. 
) L,iar feet of tunnels or adits. 


E	 ) L1isar feet of other mine openings (explain briefly). ............. .	 . 
Indicate vher mine is flooded or. not. Describe any pumping problems. Give size or productive capacity. 


3. For each operation listed above supply the following: 	 . . 
(a.) Distance and direction from nearest town and shipping point. 
(b) Mining district. 
(c) Township, Section, Range.	 .	 .	 ....... 


(d) County, State.	 . 
4. (a) State whether or not poperty is now in operation, and-if in operation, by-whoni operated.	 - .......... 


(b) Are you operating this property as: 
0 Owner. 
•0 Lessee.	 . 
El Contractor.	 .	 .	 . 


5. Number of years in production ---------------------------------------. . 	 .. 
If not in production or operation, estimated date when production will begin -------------------------- — ---------- - --------- 


6. Experience of operatoa:	 S 


Describe the mining and general business experience of (a) the applicant, and (b) the person or persons who manage the 
project.	 . 


7. History:	 .	 .	 ,. 
(a) Give a statement, as complete as possible, of previous exploration, development, operation, and production Of property, 


with reasons for suspension of operation. 
/	 (b) State briefly the known history and production of adjoining and neighboring properties. -. .. 


( c) Furnish any available (private) reports that may apply to this application, including results of mine examinations, 
recommended exploration and development, and metallurgical investigations.
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•4. 
(b) If deposit is other than placer: 


(1) Submit assay plans and/or sections showing location and size of proved (measured) and probable 
(indicated) ore or mineral reserve. 


(2) State the tonnage (indicate type of ton) and grade of each class of ore reserve, as above, and show how 
computed. Tabulated total ore reserve as follows: 


TOTAL ORE OR MINERAL RESERVES 


METAL OR 


ESTIMATED
MINERAL ROSS	 ALUE RECOVERABLE ESTIMATED COST 


ORE OR MINERAL RESERVE TONS
CONTENT PER ON


UNIT VALUE OF PRODUCTION
PER TON PER TON PER TON 
(Grade) 


(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 


Measured(proved)-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


Indicated(probable)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


(c) If placer:


(1) Give estimated total yardage and average marketable mineral content of each deposit. 


(2) Submit map showing location of placer deposit and surrounding area, with all test holes or pits. Submit 
logs of each hole and test pit with depth and average value of each. 


• (3) Describe gravel, stating whether fine, medium or coarse; loose, tight, cemented, or frozen, and whether it
contains stumps or boulders more than 1 foot in diameter; if so, how large, and in what proportion. 


(4) Describe bedrock, giving type (granite, sandstone, shale, etc.) and state whether it is hard or soft, smooth, 
uneven or rough. 


(5) Describe overburden, stating whether loose, tight, or cemented; fine or coarse textured; furnish estimate of 
average thickness and total amount. 


(6) Tabulate the reserves using the form outlined above for ore or mineral reserves. 


13. Access Roads:	
mUMS to MLeted rsLThesd 


Give road distances to shippin' supply and residence points, stating kind and condition of roads. 


21 i1.s to 8a1acs, 1daho supply canter (eouM 600)
14. Water Supply: 


State source and quantity of water available for operations and whether sufficient for all seasons of year. 


15. Power: 
State amount of power used, rate per hour, and source thereof. 


16. Labor:	 lot 4p2tOeb1e - ork done )xy tootae oont*ot 
State number and classes (miners, muelers, mil1mén etc.) of men employed during a recent representative payroll period. 


17. Equipment and Facilities: Ompressor houu 12z120 and eliows ehaft trsite (oc*idltton e*d). 
Describe present equipment on the property, including buildings. (State condition.) List major pieces of equipment 


now owned or controlled and in serviceable condition available for this operation. 


18. Are there any particular conditions or circumstances affecting your operations that are not described above? If so, explain. 


CERTIFICATION 


The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-
tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best of their knowledge and belief. 


!I!L now LGOLD--$ZLVaR - lEAD- UIIThGCO. 
(Name of company)	 (Signatur	 authorized offi ial) 


------------ iavber-------------193k	 -	 -Preetdnt 
(Date)	 (Title) 


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation 
to any department or agency of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 


U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 	 16-03792-1 



































0 
PRELININARII . REPORT 


ON THE 
WAR EAGLE PROPERTY


Lemhi County, Idaho 


The War Eagle is a prospective mining property that warrants exploration in 
expectancy, of making a good lead-silver-gold mine of moderate size. 


The property comprises five, located claims extending from War Eagle Mountain 
northwest across Pratt Creek and up over the ridge dividing. Pratt Creek from 
Wimpy Creek, The claims extend NW along the indicated course of War Eagle 
vein-lode which has been opened by two tunnels south of Pratt Creek on War 
Eagle Mountain, thence . NW over Pratt Creek-Wimpy Creek divide where. the lode 
is opened by a serioes of surface outs and two shallow shafts, and is also 
presumed to be exposed by tunnel down the Pratt Creek slope as shown on Plan 
No. 1 and Longitudinal Section herewith, 


The property is reached by mountain road extending 11 miles westerly from 
the main highway at Baker, Idaho to Goldstone mine, thence by high level 
foot trail extending l miles easterly to the upper War Eagle showings on the 
divide, From there a switchback trail extends down Pratt Creek slope to the 
lower tunnel and thence to War Eagle camp, War Eagle camp is on the road 
1-1/3 miles nearer Baker. 


An alternative means of access is by road extending 40-miles from Arinstead, 
Idaho, to Goldstone mine, thence by above mentioned trails. Whilst this 
latter route is in better repair--as about l miles of the Pratt Creek road 
has been washed out making it impassable except for pack horses and difficult 
wagon haul--the Armstead road crosses the Continental Divide at about 9000 
feet altitude and is there under deep 'Snow until late summer. 


In the event that War Eagle showings on Pratt Creek-Wimpy Creek divide expose 
commercial ore bodies as anticipated, the surfaceconfiguration indicates that 
best means of access will be by read extending up the gentle Wimpy Creek slope 
which is generally cored by overburdenand timbered so that a road could be 
quickly and cheaply bulldozed. 


Timber in vicinity of War Eagle showings is suitable for lumber and for mining 
• purposes. Both Pratt and Wimpy Creeks flow adequate water for all milling 
• purposes but there appear to be no running streams in close vicinity of War 


Eagle showings The summer prospecting camp suggested at the upper showings 
may be provided with water from the 20-foot shaft on War Eagle vein or a 
spring might be found by further, search. 


The high elevations make winter weather severe but open weather may be counted 
on for about six, or more, months per year in vicinity of the proposed work. 
Transportation to summer camp will be by pack horse over the War Eagle-Gold-
stone trail or up the gentle hill slope NW and W of the showings. 


The country rocks comprise a series of thin bedded, platy argillaceous quartz-
ites enclosed between beds of hard, vitreous, massive quartzites, all striking 
generally NW with variable steep dips SW and NE. The War Eagle and Goldstone 
veins occur in the thinner bedded formations which are much more favorable for 
formation of shear and fissure zones than the more massive rocks which appear 
to be too hard and resistant to permit extensive vein fissuring
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The bed of thinner favorable formation at War Eagle appears to exceed 1000-
feet thick, striking NW nearly parallel to War Eagle vein which cuts it at 
acute angle, and has nearly vertical dip, The War Eagle vein-lode about 
centers this bed and its acute intersection of formation course will permit 
considerable lateral and vertical extension of the vein before it enters the 
harder, and more massive, less favorable rocks. 


Best exposures of War Eagle vein-lode are on the divide between Pratt Wimpy 
Creek at about 8800 feet above sea level where it has been trenched and 
opened by shallow shafts for about 220. feet length in a N 25 0W direction with 
• a . 20-foot shaft near center where. Ore width must have been considerable, judg-
ing from the large amount of quartz-lead ore piled around it where chunks 
upwards of one foot square are common. The area NW of these workings is 
generally covered by earth and timber but considerable float in large chunks 
and possible outcrop occur for an additional 260 feet. Whilst it' will require 
more systematic surface trenching to prove vein outcrop under the overburden, 
the above exposures indicate a possible length of more than 450 feet of vein• 
in this vicinity and it is to be expected , that this will be closely approxi-
mated by the work suggested.  


The cuts and shafts are not exposed in vein at present, 'except for 10-foot 
pit near station 37 where a foot of good ore is opened. The samples taken' 
in this vicinity were, therefore, grab samples from the numerous and consider .-
able ore piles around the shaft and cuts and from possible outcrops and/or 
large float exposed NW down the hill. The ore is essentially quartz with 
visible lead in streaks, veinlets and small bunches and the samples' show a 
higher lead tenor that 'would be first anticipated. Judging from the workings 
it would appear that the ore body here is a lense which widened out to àon-, 
siderable width at and near the center (in vicinity of the shaft) and narrowed 
at each end. However I do not believe that the large float occurring NW down 
towards and in the vicinity of' Tunnel "A" (See Map No. 3) was thrown from this 
wider bed as the surface is too flat for these large pieces to have travelled 
that far. It is possible, therefore, that another good sized lense may occur' 
between station No. 35 and Tunnel "A" and it is on this assumption that the 
exploration work advised herein is predicated. Success here would encourage. 
further prospecting down the lode strike towards Wimpy Creek with possibility 
that additional ore 'lenses may be found.. 


Judging from the Golds-tone maps and other geologic conditions, which will be 
more fully, investigated and reported in Goldstone examination, the probable 
downward rake of War Eagle ore shoots or ore zone will be NW' or toward Wimpy 
Creek, If this proves to be the case the obvious locality fOr attack ' in 
depth would be from Wimpy Creek side of.the mountain towards which the better 
ore showings would' plunge.  


The next showing on War Eagle vein is presumed to be at Tunnel "B", 1000 feet 
further SE and 430-vertical feet 'below the above showings. This comprises two 
veins' (1) on east side of cut over tunnel face. which lines up with' the 
projected SE 'strike 'of vein from the upper showings, 'giving belief that this 
may be on the same vein-lode, and. (2) a narrow quartz vein branching N33°W 
from the first. These two veins occur in. a sheared, much contorted and 
schis ted zone within the thin, platy argillaceous quartzites. They appear to 
be barren of mineral where now exposed but ore on the tunnel dump contains 
considerable galena which is indicative that the vein, I


or veins, in'the tunnel 
were productive of ore. They vary in width from two feet at surf ace of the







first vein and 6" at surface of the second, but in the cut both pinch down 
to about half their surface exposure. Unfortunately the tunnel floor and 
face was not open for inspection so that conditions there could not be judged. 
A picked sample of the best lead-quartz ore returned high values as reported 
elsehere in this report. 


Two cuts, between the upper showings and Tunnel "B" are clearly off the vein 
strike and show nothing. The distance between the respective showings is 
too far to conclude with certainty that Tunnel "B" is on the same vein shown 
by the upper workings and surface trenching--starting from above--will have 
to be done to prove or disprove the contention. The upper showings are bet-
ter and show more promise than this one isolated showing but it is possible. 
that more extensive prospecting may materially improve it. 


About 1000 feet SW and 560 feet lower elevation from Tunnel "B" is a small 
cut in thin, platy argillaceous quartzites containing a 6-inch, well mineral- 
ized quartz vein Mhosé strike nearly parallels the War Eagle. Its position 
prohibits its being SE extension of this vein but it might prove to be a 
parallel one, about 650 feet west of War Eagle vein A little prospecting to 
see if it widens might afford encouragement to prospect uphill for parallel 
ore showings. Its position is west of War Eagle property lines and if it 
should provide encouragement additional claims should be staked to cover it. 


The tunnels on the south side of Pratt Creek are caved and were not examined 
I am informed that good gold ore was gotten though in what amount,is not noted. 
This section would be left for some future date as the area between Pratt and 
Wimpy Creeks affords most promise, is easier of access, and if it proves 
satisfactory after exploration would give a wide section for development and 
mining. 


As noted none of the actual vein was exposed in any of the cuts or shafts at 
the upper showings, with exception of about one foot of vein in bottom of the 
most southerly exposure, For this reason the samples taken by me are primar-
ily "grab" samples from the ore piles at surface and whilst they are indicative 
of the good ore tenor are not conclusive as they would be if the vein itself 
had been sampled.. In taking these grab samples the mineralized quartz was 
chipped from numerous larger chunks into a small sample. Two picked samples 
of the ore containing heaviest visible galena were taken, the Others being the 
better quartz-galena ore and, quartz • The results are higher than 1 had 
expected at the time of sampling and are encouraging for lead-silver-gold ore 
but it is to be expected that the full vein widths will run less than the 
average of grab samples taken, though these indicate that the vein-run will 
be good mill grade ore • The encouraging feature is that the "float" ore 
represented by Samples #1 and #2 ran as well as it did as this material did 
not look overly promising on the ground. 


In calculating present dollar values of metal contents of the samples, the 
following prices have been taken: Gold $35 per ounce; Silver, 750 per ounce;, 
Lead 6-3/40 per pound. 	 . .	 . .	 .	 . 


Sample No. 1 taken from outcrop or float exposed above surface 12 inches 
wide at o.c, "B" (See Map No, 3) 180 feet NW of the shaft and 
cut workings.







Gold	 0,36 oz. $12,60 
Silver 13 oz,	 0.97 
Lead	 0.85%	 $ 1.41 -Total value per ton 	 $14.71 


Sample No 2 General grab sample of large pieces of ore at cut above 
Tunnel "A" portal, 2 .60, feet NW from shaft and cut workings. 


Gold	 0,40 oz, '$14,00 
Silver 3.1 oz, $ 2,32 
Lead	 10.35%	 $13.97 -'Total value per ton	 $30,27 


The lead content is unexpectedly high, Tunnel "A" is caved 
and cannot determine if in downward continuation of this vein. 
Doubtful as little ore on' tunnel dump. 


Sample No. 3 Grab from large pieces of ore piled around 20-foot shaft to 
amount estimated about 30 tons. Quartz with galena, copper 
stains, etc. Representative of ore that came from the shaft 
but possibly higher than average if chipped from vein face. 


Gold	 0.30 oz, $10.50 
Silver	 3..6 oz. $ 2.70 
Lead	 10.8%	 $1457 - Total value per 'ton	 $29,77 


Samples 43A Picked sample of best lead ore with quartz taken from numerous 
large chunks of lead-quartz stained by copper, etc. Clearly 
high grade and probably in minor amount within the vein. 


Gold	 0,60 oz. $21.00 
Silver 12,6 oz. $ 9,45 
Lead	 34.4%	 $46,44 - Total value	 $76.89 


Taken to see what the best ore in this vicinity would run. 


Sample No, 4 Grab from pile of ore near filled' cut #36, quartz and galena, 
No indication of vein width. 


Gold	 0432 oz. $11#20 
Silver	 3.6 oz., $ 2,70 
Lead	 14.0% .' $18.90 - Total value 	 3280 


These values unexpectedly high as ore does not have appearance 
of this :much'.' lead content. 


Sample No. 5 From 1-foot vein in bottom of 10-foot pit at south end of the 
showings. Vein partly exposed in north end of shaft contains 
visible stringers of lead, 


Gold	 0.18 oz $ 600 
Silver' . 4,4 oz. $'3.30 
Lead	 16.1%	 $21,.60 - Total value	 $3l,20 


Sample No, 6 Selected 'sample from the best lead-quartz ore at Tunnel 
No indication of width or occurrence in vein which was covered 
under tunnel floor and not exposed' in tunnel face. Surface
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outcrop shows no visible galena. Sample taken to see what 
•	 best ore here might run. Mien the tunnel faces are better 


exposed a more systematic. sampling should follow as this is 
•	 inconclusive of the ore possibilities here. 


•	 Gold	 0,1 oz. $ 4.20 •	
.	 Silver	 425 oz, $ 325 


Lead	 37.0%	 $4990'- Total value	 $5805 


The above sampling, despite the limitations outlined, is encouraging that the 
War Eagle upper showings may develop into a good lead-silver-gold, mine by 
further work.  


In order to prove the prbperty more fully this sunmiei'it is advised that two 
men be installed at the upper area and provided with tent camp, tools, and 
supplies by horse pack. , A system of open trench work should be laid out and 
the work frequently inspected. 


.1 advise that the area between station 35 and Tunnel A" .first be prospected 
through overburden to solid rock and the vein (or veins) exposed be blasted 
into and sampled. It is probable that from 3 to 4 feet of overburden will be 
found, which will slow up pick and shovel work but this appears to be the most 
feasible for this' summer. After this section has been explored the Pratt Creek 
slope should be trenched from vicinity of station 37 to SE along the projected 
vein strike, This will , conclude about all the work two men could do during the 
season, 


I estimate costs of wages, supplies, 'packing, etc • for two men will average 
about $22 per days If success is met with a more extensive and cheaper per 
cubic yard prospecting could be performed next summer by bulldozer but the 
preliminary work would not warrant the cost of bringing one in at this time. 


Conclusions 


The War Eagle property is situated in the rock formation that has been most 
ore-favorable in this section and has developed Goldstone vein to more than 
500 feet depth in good ore. Whilst War Eagle' rock belt. is separate from Gold-
stone it is' similar in character and structure.-,Thus War Eagle has Ore-
'favorable host rock,'  


The small amount of work on War Eagle upper workings has indicated more than 
'usual amounts of quartz-galena ore which .assays high enough topromise commer- 
cial returns after the ore "shoots may be developed into length and .depth. 


The immediate future should be given to proving lateral extent and vein widths 
of ore. This will best be done by surface trenching, After this work is done 
the depth extension could conveniently be done by diamond drilling from surface 
by gas-.driven,drill,	 .	 • 


I have no hesitancy in recommending prospecting and exploration Of this property 
and believe that a good lead-silver-gold mine of moderate size will be disclosed. 


Spokane, Washington 	 . .	 '•	 •	 ' ARTHUR LAKES 
July 3,. 1944	 .	 .
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I asde mother usei*stion of War laglo property July 280, in conjunction 
hith underground ezasinsttcn of Uo34ato*i sine werkings, Jul.y 24-29th. 


This rerort thiefly coneern$ aethod of surf ace prosp.ettej of vei* uterop 
and downward sxtnatona of ore found th*reby; trsns&ortstios fscilitleá and 
nest thereof. Various routes for roa* connection between War La4, sad 044stoae 
sine were Beatigated. 


The outstanding factors developed by this .xa*tnatio* wares 


(1) Th* depth of ov.rbuNen at War agle surface oxcieds eattimete of a 
ProlJoWkry report, July 3rd., sod vein stcrop cannot be adequately or 
theeply opened by pick sad shovel . The only satisfactory nethod involves 


bu11do1*' tresdt* through from  to more than 10-feet of over burda. 


(2),Ths absolUte eee.s4tyfor roads over *tdi to drive bulldrossr to the 
upper War bagle arO end also to had ocrussor, sine caws, sod other 
sining squipumut to be nsd for underground 44ve3opnest of ore that say 
be found by bulldozing.,. 


(3) Validity of title of iar X4410 cubs in subject to. doubt. Steps have 
• bole suds to protect your isterets in this sitter. 


Tr Agm	 The usaenaUy 'strong showings of ore float and at the surficid 
weirkiags at uppeT War $.4e should interest aiq *04mg engineer. 


The fact that 'the property has been ipored for the put 15 to 20-years to probably 
duo to the isolated position and difficult sceessibiUty of these s*iøwigs. Is 
order to explore the actual vein outcrop slang its course, in accord with proper 
sL*ing caution, 411 require the use of buildoser. This requires thstttdig a road 
to War £sjle locality. Without this work the ore possibilities will remain entirely 
spesilasive and tho propertyaentinue as it has for the put years. Therefor* the 
chief bvg" La lAck of transportation uish will have to be renediod before intel.-
gent and coneluzive investigations can to forward. 	 • • • 


Is' considering trazssport*tioe it is necessary to bear is mind that ore fron 
'ar !sagle (if sucoecefully developed In ecmmercisi qul14tity as expected) a*d fran 
Coldstoae sia. 'will be treated is a e.stral mill, powered by DeLsel.electric unit 
(ran iè.ids electricity will be wired to eca,prtsere it each adne. This plant should 
be located ièere ore from the respective nines can be trasssporte4 downgrade , to it. 
The most central beaUty nesting this .onditi* will be on Pratt Creek, possibly 
sear war .jle cOin, vAoreby ore from War 24  could be transported o.r aerial 
traray or by road down to sill s4 'ore iron Ooldstcns sin, be hauled down over 
present road to sill by truck in stineer and cat-train in winter. 


Thus th* location of the road will be datuadsed by tho above considerations 
An order to fatiuitits earliest access to War Uwe showings and at the same tins 
provide adequate permanent transportation for ore and sippuies. M alternative 
Mill location had bees iossiderod as th* gentler slope of Wimpy Creek north of 
War Eagle showings ,Ush is cev.red by earth but investtgatto proved the impeii-
dbtlity of building down grads road connecting Goldstone sine to this section.
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U this had proven other4ao the Uiapy slops had q preforeis. but the but asthod 
of assess to theee properties w appears to be as f.11ouss 


(1) lopwo Oeldstome road up Pratt Creek by roI.sstisg about 2"sU.es ou 
the south dO of Pratt Creek from the rover power pluS to about 4M41s above 
dsuite, tbu'Oy bypusiag all washed out óutioei and 


00 
am


'
	 into the 


ad	
d, 


eve. gr. read tram about 4-mile vest of War £10 sabie to Qol4stora oip. 
Aaareid readings .iidtcats from $ S. l grade, 4th pessibilit7 of o*' or two 
•vltshbaeke. Tho seiith side of the areek is mostly earth tt.r.d b$r Jack ptaa 
and ether smell ti.r. Two bridges will be regisirod, am.arassiag Pratt Creek 
at .Mh ead of she relocated road. Thu Viii previds adequate truck besiege to 
sad tao. 9h34ssoa. adas, èih will greatly faduitats future operattoas there 
as well as afford secess to Wa logic showings. 


(2) Tabs off from Usidatsu. reed 'at nut soaiveni.*s plee. b.twes. War Mgi* 
cabin aid Geldouse cesp to miss the largo reek slide vest of aorth creek fOx. 
This rook slide extends part vs.y dove the moutain sorth of present reed. This 
road to .ztsad at shout U grade up to Tu*øsl °$", thenos up s1 issifty of 
War Zagle upper workings. aabjoot to surve, I have aketoked this road as aeco 
psaying Nor so * 	 Dies..,. cesnot be detaradaid until. aervey but should apprezi 
vote  S,00 foot. Preliminary observstisa indicates depth of Ovi ntberdo. suffidout 
to dig a 12 to 144..s road.. Some narrow rook ridges may be aaiouut.rod, r.qiat$ag 
rock work èick wll too facilitat.dby*seof portable creesor to biased is 
preltasry uid.rgrod development at War Eagle. The Use is to follow bulld.ser 
route and eliminate all rook work possible. 


Obviously a true eattaste of cost cascot be arrived at until further i*vesd 
gation but it is possible that the shove work eon be performed 5* a week or 10' 
days, largely depesdeat upon the rcak wex* required, 


Ma"	 isa Osce the. road is ml.ted a Mid,. of l..l cuts will be 
driven across she indicated vein strike Ova both Pratt Crock 


aid Viy' Creek slept.. The genii. opy' CreSk slope will peamis bulidodag as 
far as r.qsi.d but the lover half at Pratt Creek slope betwee* upper War 4e 
sad Taill'l" gets pregressily steeper whisk nay eventually limit work in 
that d5r*etiam. 


A *t*i $4ee5 depth to over lOtsot depth ever overburden sad slabbed 
o.omtry reek may be expected, thus bemthos upv*rO of 30 m4cot 44* will be formsd 
by digging d.w* into bedrock to .zpese the i•i* outcrop. ft. bslid.a.r viii be 
followed by two men who will use pisk and shovel. med dynamite to define vein (or 
vein.) found therein. Possibly $3,000 asy' be ixpouded In this work whish will 
most eo*.lsiiv.ly define sarfictal ore possibilities Ajoh liming caution requires. 


As mentioned in JW preiia*saryr report, and illustrated. on asosopaayiag Lamgi. 
tidiasi Section 34, lbs probable w—Iwe "d or* rake of War Nagle ore scam (or some.) 
AU be northerly towards Wiupy Crook and the pras4 iovs en sasrco. This 
aorth.rly ore rake was anticipated from Goldatess nap0 and he. been 4.fiaiS.ly  
proven by Mr re.ent Oaldssems .zautuatiom. 


At present ** full lateral extent of W4w Mgle 'a upper on some has net bees 
jMi cased di.e to the heavy cever. Tasting dove Pratt Qreek slop, viii be saes 
sary to define tho so.theaster* limits at irf see sad UkeVi.. beildeno tasting 
dove WIW Creek slope viii be required to define length of ore to the northwest. 


The indicated nertJer1.y rske suggests that pro.peeting dove Wiy Creek slops 
will provide better and quicker results and this work should be performed first.
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The Longitu4il Seottes indicates poe-
sibie additional ore *one usdor the upper 


saw. This .zteads from timsel $". flow for above or below the tuanil this show-  
lag uisy eontinue will depend u$m s*plorstio* to prove. 


The northerly ore rake, it proven as .*pectod, will require longer tunnels to 
tap downward ooathmatioa of ore eons if drive. from Pratt Csok slop. in $ *Ol 
tberly dirsatLon than tunnels driven southerly from Wimpy Crook slop because the 
Pratt tmnek tmsis wo44 progress LIA and $j the ore rake, whilst the Wispy 


oO t" els would be driven 1* th* ore rake. 


Wispy Crook slope affords better opportunity to tiuickiy determine ore possibi-
lities i*dicated by the large tloat aI*owings there and the *U*1iCi&1 show1gs on 
the dividi bstoen Pratt and bisipy (eeks. The Pratt Creek slops has advantage 
of proving or* possibilities indicated in vicinity of Tunnel $* but would be more 
than twice as long as Wiy tunnels to test downward continuation of the indicated 
larger we possibilities north of the divide. 


Three uiethocls of underground development present theissalvesi 


(1) Eirift tu*nel driven southeast along vein from ti*çy slope whereby about 
$00 to 900-feet length would test the full length of ia4cst,d ore eons 
to about 400.msximos feet be1w surface. The cost of this tunnel at 
$18 per tent would be about $1,0OO sad would prove width of ore v*ln, 
length of ore shoots, etco to that depth. 


(2) rift tunnel driven northwest alcmg vein by extension of Tunnel '.Y 
would tend 1210400t to rssât the indicated belinning of th0 bitter 
ore eons, thence would have to advance an additional 100 feet or more to 
resdi its ether end, a total of 2000 feet IPhich would bring this tunnel 
almost to surface at Wimpy *lope. We tunnel would have adv*tags of 
proving possibilities of the ore sane near its portal sad would also 
test ground between tho two some* whith Wispy tunnel would not do. 
Cost of this tunnel at $38 per foot wouldbeabout $36,000 and vould 
prove width of are rein, length of ore shoots within tho various ore son*** 
Ito, to a maximma of 400 feet below, surface. 


(3) b*tsnsiá of the 20490t shaft dawn in the ire vein for 400 feet, to sams 
elevitiom' of the two proposed tunnels, soald have advantage of staythg 
With the ore" until it raked out to the north, thereby proving width and 
oft tenor is donwsrd continuation. T)rifts would hairs to be run out 
northerly in the lower levels to prewe lateral oomUtioms shag the vet.. 
At $40 per foot, 400 toot of thait would cost $16 0 000 and at $20 per (Oct. 
as additional 100 feet of drift along vets would cost $16,000, the total 
$32,000. Subject to buhldoeor disclosures of 'vein down Mon slap., 
wh.rebiniytunn.leou1dbe startedon, orciosotoores the abaft 
asthod would give better assurance sad prove two dimensions within Units 
of on rake, ihsriby th* tunnel netbeds would require additiNisi work 
to prows vertical conditions. 


The mere rapid accosphithasnt of objective together with lesser cost gives 
advsstas to 1iapy slope tunnel. If success is set with and cordsl ore proves 
slang its borisontal ozteut then a shaft could be raised to surface frost this 
level, 150 toot north from the 20mfoot shaft to afford iufonsstios about the vein







and also provide access to surface wherobiy ore cu14 be Koisted tea tram, or 
road teirainal for transportation dew to sill. Deeper development would beet 
be pertotlNd by continuing this shaft. At about $30 per foot this shaft.rais 
wunid cost about $120 000 but this additional pense would not be incurred ti1 
kispy uoma had proved eecurreztoe of aeespt.blo quantities and grade of ore 
to warrant i*I into minings, 


In regards the satt aethød it is u.stionable it the coressaZ' t be 
used for preliminary development irould provide sufficient power for botsti*g 
mere than 200 fest This would require a larger and more expensive compressor, 
pumps, continuous timbering, sbereby water would drain out the tunnels and ouch 
of the drift twanels would not require tirner. 


?it1 Validity ,ot title to War Eagle claims is subject to doubt by reason that 
Location Notice posted at War 1.4* Ito. 2 claim is dated May 25, 193? 


but the County Recorders's office has no flUng as of that date but shows only 
the original location is 1929, Subject to thorough checking of yearly assessment 
filings from 192$ to '1937 or some other legal arrangement for holding the claims 
is good standing during that period the title of optioners nay have lapsed. if 
assessment lapsed at any tins between 192$ and 193? the claims lapsed sad there" 
after would be subject to (a) relocation by former staksrs or (b) open for new 
location by new stakers. Vieea a lapse had occurred I cannot see reason for 
posting * Notice dated in 1937 because the clatme would be is good standing and 
met require such a notice. This matter deserves thorough investigations 


In th meantime, to protect your interests,, six claims are being located to 
cover War Isgie. Lode and an. additional four claims are being located on open 
ground west of War Eagle to cover a vein there, as advised in July 3rd. , report. 
The new china are marked in green on gar No, and the old War Eagle locatiomi 
Shova In orange. 


Your option on this ground and your investment in work will thus be adow 
quately protected. It War agle oers have a valid title the terms of your op-
tion still steedo it they have not, the new ic*ttonn mill acquire all rits 
to this propert. 


'to cheeking over the ground during last azani*stion we found that all 
quarts carries values, even same pure ièite *bUU quarts i.*ien broken contained 
lead sulphides. This is indicative of extensive astallisatios of the quart' 
and the adds spread and large pieces of float is indicative of good sized quarts 
body beneath overburden. 


CLUS IOW The wide distribution of large ore float and indication of coasidar 
able or. width by dump at 20"foot shaft tog*ther with the tact that 


metallic values occur in every tyIe of quartz an this showing, all give souragov. 
meat that further exploration and devdopmsnt 411 provide 'comsisretal we results. 
The showings justify bulidose prospecting whose results will determine underground 
exploration and development. Success should provide a good profitable lead.* 
sivergold mine. in event of disappointment from buUdoser work the le*see 411 
be United to cost of road rius about $3,000 for buhldosiag. *ilst it will 
require this work to prove whether or not these expectations develop the showings 
fully j*atift this expenditure which will be foflouited by expenditure for undmrgroias*
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